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Preface 

In the past fifteen years the use of computers to improve A.T.C. (air-traffic 
control) has been intensively studied in many countries. Several large projects 
have been undertaken, some of which were quite successful. However, they were 
all limited by the practical need to produce results quickly and to fit the new 
equipment into the existing A.T.C. organization as in several countries the 
problems arising out of the increasing traffic density were becoming very urgent. 
In the author's opinion, in the most successful of the projects undertaken the 
optimum use that can be made of computers in the existing organization has 
already been almost reached. 

In the present, academic, study there was greater freedom for a more fun
damental approach in which, so to say, an A.T.C. system could be designed to 
fit the computer rather than the reverse. Only in this way will it be possible to 
improve the results still further. 

In view of the very specialized character of the subject and of the fact that 
it covers several disciplines, an introduction into several aspects of A.T.C. was 
felt desirable in order to prevent the book from being of interest to a small 
group of specialists alone. 

The first three chapters comprise such an introduction in a very concise form. 
In chapter 4 a specific form of data-link system is worked out which is ex

pected to solve the navigation problem in a way ideally suited to the computer. 
Based on this an A.T.C. system is sketched, which could in principle be a fully 
automated one in certain ideal conditions. As these conditions are not met in 
A.T.C. practice it will be necessary, however, to leave some of the higherfunc
tions and decisions to human A.T.C. controllers. This leads to very difficult 
problems of man-machine cooperation, which invariably have been the most 
severe bottlenecks in all projects so far. These problems form the subject matter 
of chapter 5, in which a new type of coloured display is proposed. Based on 
this display some further details of the A.T.C. organization and equipment are 
worked out. 

In chapter 6 some simple experiments with the proposed coloured display are 
described which form a basis for a first evaluation of this display which has 
turned out to be quite promising. 

The system described in chapters 4 and 5 is based on the assumption that 
computer programs can be made to find conflict-free flight paths for a number 
of planned flights in an area. This presents a difficult mathematical problem 
which will require much further study if it is to be completely solved. However, 
since the feasibility of such a program is a condition for the viability of the 
whole proposed A.T.C. system, it was felt essential to prove this feasibility by 
at least completing one such program. This program is described in chapter 7. 
It is based on intuitive thinking rather than on any formal mathematical method 



and it solves only a simplified problem. Still, the results are amazingly prom
ising, including the calculation time which must be very short in view of the 
practical application in A.T.C. Nevertheless, it is hoped and expected that 
further improvements can be achieved in the future. 

Indeed, it applies to the entire thesis that all proposals made should be con
sidered as first steps only, which will require a tremendous effort if they are to 
be turned into a working system. Nevertheless, the author hopes that the book 
will stimulate new discussions and developments and contribute to finding the 
best air-traffic-control system for our world. 
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1. INTRODUCTION; SOME BASIC TERMS AND CONCEPTS 

1.1. Safety and efficiency 

The use of aeroplanes for passenger and freight transportation started about 
the year 1920. Since then, air traffic has increased fast and continuously in 
nearly every sense. In passengers and freight carried, speed and size of aircraft 
as well as cruising altitudes and distances covered, it has so far shown an 
upwards tendency. Figure 1.1 gives some information about the development 
of air traffic through the years. 

Fig. LL Total scheduled-flight km flown by aircraft registered in LC.A.O.-contracted states 
(data borrowed from I.C.A.O., digest of statistics no. 120). 

At present, there seems to be no basis for a reliable prediction as to when 
and at what level this rapid growth will consolidate somewhat. 

As with all kinds of traffic, the growth of air traffic has raised many problems 
related to concepts such as reliability, efficiency, safety and traffic congestion. 
Some of these problems and their possible solution form the subject of this 
thesis. Present and possible future methods will be discussed in particular to 
ensure separation at all times between aircraft in the air, maintaining the highest 
possible efficiency at the same time. 

In order to guarantee separation between aircraft, the position of each of 
them should be known. This is the navigation problem which always precedes 
the separation-control problem. 

In order to allow for the inevitable inaccuracies in navigation as well as for 
the reaction times of the entire control system, aircraft should not approach 
each other closer than certain limits. Such limits area called separation minima. 

The methods of measurement and consequently also their accuracy are very 
different in the vertical and horizontal planes. Also, aircraft speeds are higher 
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in the horizontal than in the vertical plane. As a result, separation minima must 
be different in the two directions. Thus, we distinguish between vertical separa
tion and horizontal separation, the latter being subdivided into separation along 
a common flight path, called longitudinal separation and lateral separation, which 
is horizontal separation between aircraft on different tracks. 

A violation of separation minima between two aircraft, present or future, is 
called a conflict. Thus, a conflict can be seen as a potential collision. 

According to present-day rules vertical separation below flight level 290 (for 
a definition of flight level, see sec. 2.6) should be 1000 feet minimum but above 
FL 290 the minimum separation should be 2000 feet. Longitudinal separation 
is usually measured in terms of time and in most cases should be not less than 
10 minutes *), or 5 minutes under certain conditions concerning relative speeds. 
The rules for lateral separation are mainly based on the angle between the speed 
vectors of the aircraft concerned. Further details need not be gone into here. 
More important is the fact that for aircraft under radar control the horizontal 
separation minimum is usually reduced to 5 (nautical) miles, the effect of 
this being a considerable reduction compared to 10 or 5 minutes flying time. 
The meaning of the word track as used above is the projection on the earth's 
surface of the path of an aircraft, the direction of which at any point is usually 
expressed in degrees from magnetic North. 

Besides track, in the radio talks between pilots and air-traffic controllers the 
concept of heading is frequently used, that is the direction in which the longi
tudinal axis of an aircraft is pointing, also usually expressed in degrees from 
magnetic North. 

Safety and efficiency are the two conflicting objects with which nearly all 
A.T.C. (air-traffic control) problems are concerned. The maximum possible 
safety and efficiency are the ultimate goals of every A.T.C. system, but safety 
should always have priority over efficiency. However, some more consideration 
can be given to this point. 

From the statistical point of view the chance of an accident will never be 
zero. Unexpected weather conditions, engine failure, aircraft disintegration, 
human and equipment errors and many other factors may cause calamities 
from time to time. The parameters of any air-traffic system must be chosen to 
ensure the least possible chance of an accident. Subsequently, the degree of 
freedom remaining may be used to optimize efficiency. 

This, it may seem, is a sound and solid basis for a good system, but we should 
realize that safety and efficiency may have a mutual effect on each other in two 
ways. 

*) Corresponding to 100 nautical miles at a speed of 600 knots. In aeronautics, horizontal 
distances are invariably measured in nautical miles: 1 nml 1852 m. Heights are expressed 
in feet: 1 foot = 30·5 em; 1 knot = 1 nml/hour. 
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For example, a reduction of the separation minima wil certainly increase 
collision risks, in particular when they are reduced below the accuracy limits 
of the navigation aids. On the other hand, it is equally obvious that in a dense 
traffic situation a reduction of the separation minima will here and there 
avoid certain congestions that would have otherwise occurred. Thus, average 
flying times are reduced, then, so that for a given traffic flow there will on the 
average be fewer aeroplanes simultaneously in the air, yielding a reduction in 
collision risks. In this way we see that changing a parameter of the system, in 
this case a separation minimum, may at the same time have a positive as well 
as a negative effect on safety, the question being what the optimum value will 
be. 

This and similar arguments may be valid but somewhat academic. In practice, 
due to the large number of variables and their interrelations, it would be ex
tremely difficult to fix the optimum separation standards. This is the reason that 
so far in practice, and we shall follow the same principle in this book, statistical 
principles have been avoided as a criterion of the safety of any system design 
and only systems are considered that are absolutely safe. This means, then, that 
no collision should be possible as long as the assumptions on which the system 
is based are fulfilled, disregarding what the chances are of their not being ful
filled. Apart from measurement errors, such assumptions are e.g. that aircraft 
remain controllable, that there is radio contact between all aircraft and the 
ground and that both pilots and air-traffic controllers adhere to the instructions 
agreed between them. In addition, however, any acceptable system will be 
required to remain safe despite a certain number of deviations from the ideal 
assumptions. Radio failure in one, but no more than one aircraft, e.g. should 
never lead to a collision, as long as the other assumptions are fulfilled. In short, 
we are looking for a system which, systemwise, is absolutely safe and which 
provides maximum efficiency within the limits set by safety requirements, yet 
allows for certain deviations from the ideal conditions before becoming risky. 

1.2. Separation control and navigation 

The responsibility of air-traffic-control organizations can be divided into three 
main parts, viz. separation control, navigational assistance and the distribution 
of meteorological information. Distinct from one another in principle, the three 
parts are highly intermixed in the actual performance of the A.T.C. service. In 
particular, the kinds of navigational aids and methods in use have a strong 
influence on the character of separation-control procedures. 

As an example illustrating this point, we may compare beacon navigation on 
the one hand with radar on the other. Radio beacons provide a means to follow 
a fixed route by just flying from one beacon to the next *).The aircraft's position 

*) The basic principles of radio beacons are discussed in chapter 2. 
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is exactly known only when it is just over a beacon. Thus, beacon navigation 
has developed into a system of fixed air routes, called airways, divided into 
blocks more or less similar to the ones known from railway signalling. The 
introduction of radar, however, has led to much greater flexibility. Using radar, 
the position information of aircraft is updated at each rotation of the radar 
aerial and fixed anywhere in the area covered, so that in principle an unlimited
route system *) becomes feasible. The example indeed shows that the intro
duction of new navigational aids may completely alter the system of separation 
control. A short survey of basic navigational principles will therefore be useful 
and is given in chapter 2. 

1.3. Centralization versus collision-avoidance equipment 

Air-traffic control is executed by a ground organization, which is in contact 
with the aeroplanes via radio. The question may be put why it cannot be left 
to the aeroplanes themselves to avoid the others, should it be possible to fit 
them with all-weather proximity-warning equipment. As far as the denser areas 
are concerned, this is very unlikely, due to unstable conditions which may easily 
develop in such a decentralized system. The nature of these instabilities can best 
be compared to those very familiar events where two pedestrians collide when 
their quick decisions to avoid one another counteract each other all the time. 
The same is even more likely to happen with two aircraft, being faster and less 
manoeuvrable than pedestrians. If more than two aircraft are trying to avoid 
one another, the situation becomes still more aggravated. This "system", then, 
gets several degrees of freedom and consequently various modes of oscillation 
will be possible. They can only be avoided by a sufficient degree of coordination 
and centralization of authority. 

In road traffic, two stages of centralization are known. In the first stage the 
central authority introduces a system of traffic rules by which instabilities can 
be largely prevented. This stage could be called passive centralization in so far 
as the rules are invariable. In very dense traffic conditions these rules become 
ineffective as well. The problem of a cross-road, e.g., cannot be solved for very 
dense traffic conditions by passive rules or road signs. Only policemen or traffic 
lights can keep both crossing streams flowing. This is a more active centraliza
tion in that instructions to drivers vary in the course of time. 

Besides, in air traffic, even if the present relative positions of a number of 
aircraft with respect to a particular one are known, there is still the uncertainty 
of their future intentions. Being three-dimensional, air traffic presents us with 
much greater problems in this respect than does road traffic which, on a road, 
is only one-dimensional. Direction indicators really are too simple devices to 
offer any help in the air! 

*) Such a system is sometimes called an area-control system, in contrast to an airways
control system. 
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Indeed, there seems to be some agreement that air-traffic control has to be 
organized in a centralized way 26

). Air-traffic-control centres, then, have to be 
established on the ground and there is ground-to-air and air-to-ground com
munication via radio. The control centre receives, registers and compares posi
tion information of all aircraft under its control and, in turn, issues clearance 
instructions to pilots. Exactly how present-day A.T.C. organization does this 
will be surveyed in chapter 3. 

Nevertheless, considerable attention is being given in the literature to the 
development of collision-avoidance systems, which are airborne electronic sys
tems seeking to avoid collisions by means of decisions taken in each aircraft 
separately. In such systems, in the author's opinion, the chance of unstable 
states developing between a number of aircraft could never be overcome unless 
perhaps by establishing such a close communication and coordination between 
the apparatuses in all aircraft, that in their totality they were to approximate 
to the performance of a centralized control system. This would no doubt be 
much more complicated, expensive and vulnerable than a ground-sited cen
tralized system. 

In the literature on collision-avoidance systems, if the problem of escaping 
manoeuvres is touched on at all, the instability problem is usually disregarded. 
Indeed e.g. in the articles by Crafton 10) and Frye and Killham 21), which 
provide extensive mathematical material on the matter, the essential problem 
of multi-aircraft escape manoeuvres is not dealt with at all. Also, the authors 
of the American "Beacon Report" 18), although making some critical notes on 
the matter, seem to be prudently optimistic about developments of collision
avoidance systems but also disregard the multi-aircraft instability problem. 

Although, in the author's opinion, no collision-avoidance or proximity warn
ing system will ever replace centralized A.T.C., there might still be some future 
for it in a simple form, to be used for extra safety in addition to A.T.C. However, 
the matter will not be further discussed in this book. 

1.4. Categories of flights 

Many air-traffic problems stem from the wide variety of users of the air space. 
The various types of flights can be divided into three main groups, viz. air
carrier flights, military flights and private flights. Each of these groups has its 
specific nature and demands, many of which are quite different from one an
other. 

For air-carrier flying safety, economy and keeping to schedule are of para
mount interest. Military flying, on the other hand, requires a maximum of free
dom and flexibility in order to meet exercising, training and air-defence de
mands. Private flying, which is flying by private persons or by commercial 
organizations for their own purposes is now becoming a big headache to A.T.C. 
in the United States and will possibly do so in the future in Europe and other 
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parts of the world as well. From an A.T.C. point of view, it is characterized 
by limitations in aeroplane equipment and pilot skill. 

1.5. The I.C.A.O. and the "Rules of the air" 

Since the "Convention Relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation" 
(Paris, 1910), later replaced by the "Convention on International Civil Avia
tion" (Chicago, 1944), the principle of state sovereignty over the national air
space has been firmly established. This means that every state has the right to 
establish air-traffic rules for its territory. Above the high seas, the rules have to 
be fixed by international agreement. 

However, since high speeds in air traffic make world-wide regulations desir
able, an international body, the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(I.C.A.O.) was founded by the Chicago convention. After decisions taken at 
regular meetings of representatives of the contracting states, the I.C.A.O. issues 
regulations which are published as annexes to the Chicago convention. Three 
types of regulations exist, viz. standards, recommended practices and procedures. 
Only the standards are obligatory for the contracting states to the Chicago 
convention in the sense that deviations from them have to be reported to the 
I.C.A.O. and to all other contracting states. So far the following annexes have 
been issued: 

(1) personallicensing, 
(2) rules of the air, 
(3) meteorology, 
(4) aeronautical charts, 
(5) dimensional units to be used in air-ground communication, 
(6) operation of aircraft - international commercial air transport, 
(7) aircraft nationality and registration marks, 
(8) airworthiness of aircraft, 
(9) facilitation, 
(10) aeronautical telecommunication (including radio navigation), 
(11) air-traffic services, 
(12) search and rescue, 
(13) aircraft-accident inquiry, 
(14) aerodromes, 
(15) aeronautical information services. 

For the subject of this thesis, annexes (2) and (11) are of particular importance, 
as well as annex (I 0), in special relation to chapter 2. Some of the more important 
details about annexes (2) and (11) are discussed in the course of chapter 3. A 
copy of annex (10) can be found in appendix A of ref. 27. 
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1.6. Subdivision of the airspace and of A.T.C. 

Basically, there are three levels of air-traffic service, defined in the "rules of 
the air" as follows: 

Flight lriformation Service: a service provided for the purpose of giving advice 
and iriformation useful for the safe and efficient conduct of flights. 

Air Traffic Advisory Service: a service provided to ensure separation as far as 
possible, between aircraft which are operating on an LF.R. (instrument flight 
rules) flight plan. 

Air Traffic Control Service: a service provided for the purpose of: 
(1) preventing collisions 

(a) between aircraft, and 
(b) on the manoeuvring area between aircraft and obstructions; 

(2) expediting and maintaining an orderly flow of air traffic. 

The last type of service is subdivided into the following three services: 

Area Control Service: air-traffic-control service for LF.R. flights in controlled 
areas. 

Approach Control Service: air-traffic-control service for arriving and departing 
LF.R. flights. 

Aerodrome Control Service: air-traffic-control service for aerodrome traffic, for 
both I.F.R. and V.F.R. (visual flight rules) flights. 

These definitions do not bring us very much further in understanding the 
organization. Also, the actual organization has developed in a way slightly 
different from the official one suggested by the definitions, in that in actual 
practice the difference between flight information service and air-traffic advisory 
service hardly exists. 

In actual practice the organization is roughly as follows. Each country is 
covered by one or more flight-information regions (F.I.R.'s). Inside an F.I.R., 
apart from military control zones which have their own control centre, we find 
three types of controlled airspaces, viz. local control zones, terminal areas and 
airways; see fig. 1.2. 

A local control zone is a controlled airspace, often of cylindrical ("pill-box") 
shape, surrounding one airport. The cylinder extends upwards from the surface 
of the earth to a specific height. All landing or departing traffic in the local 
control zone, both I.F.R. and V.F.R., is under the control of a local controller 
in a control tower (T.W.R.) which is situated on the airport. 

A terminal area (T.M.A.) is a controlled airspace normally situated at the 
confluence of airways and in the vicinity of one or more major aerodromes. A 
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I= Airport 2= Local control zone 3=Rodio beacons 

4 =Terminal area 5 =Airways 

Fig. 1.2. Basic F.I.R. structure (principle borrowed from I.C.A.O. Annex 11, attachment A). 

T.M.A. extends upwards between two specific heights above the surface of the 
earth. In the T.M.A. only I.F.R. traffic is under control of the approach con
troller in an approach-control office. The geographical position of such an office 
is of little interest and it is often housed in the same building as the area
control centre, to be discussed in the next paragraph. 

An airway is a controlled airspace established in the form of a corridor 
marked by radio beacons. From a T.M.A. a number of airways fan out in 
several directions and, like the T.M.A., an airway extends upwards between two 
specific heights above the surface of the earth. In order to avoid overburdening 
of controllers, F.I.R.'s are subdivided into sectors. Alli.F.R. traffic in the air
ways of one sector is controlled by a sector controller. The sector controllers 
serve in an area-control centre, (A.C.C.) which is sometimes situated near a 
major airport, but not necessarily so. 

The rest of the F.I.R., not occupied by either a military control zone or one 
of the controlled airspaces just mentioned, is uncontrolled airspace. As a service 
to traffic in this uncontrolled airspace the area-control centre includes one or 
more "F.I.R. controllers". 

These controllers operate on the basis of the definitions of both flight infor
mation service and air-traffic advisory service, given at the beginning of this 
section. They can inform pilots about positions and destinations of other known 
aircraft, but no flight gets positive control from them. 

The principle of the organization as just described is that the airspace is 
subdivided into specific control spaces and that for each of such spaces there 
is a controller who has his own radio frequency to talk to the pilots he is 
guiding in his airspace. As a consequence of this principle, aircraft have to be 
handed over from one controller to the next when entering a new airspace. 
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In order to cope with the needs of all users of airspace a distinction has been 
drawn between instrument flight rules (I.F.R.) and visual flight rules (V.F.R.). 

In mostcountriesi.F.R. flying is compulsory in controlled airspace (see above) 
which means that every flight is under positive control by A.T.C. and 
pilots are bound to adhere to clearance instructions given to them over the 
radio. 

Nevertheless, in civil air traffic it is not true that the pilot just has to accept 
A.T.C. clearances as orders. He may always refuse and ask for alternative 
clearances. In practice, however, this does not happen frequently, especially 
when the A.T.C. centre in question has a good reputation and the pilots are 
sure that they get the best clearances possible in the given situation. Still, they 
always have the right to protest afterwards when they feel they have been held 
up unnecessarily. 

In uncontrolled airspace and in some countries still in controlled airspace, 
V.F.R. flying is allowed in certain conditions of visibility called visual meteoro
logical conditions (V.M.C.). A V.F.R. flight, then, is completely independent 
of A.T.C. and every pilot is himself responsible for avoiding collisions. He may 
ask A.T.C. for traffic i~formation as to what other known aircraft he may en
counter, but he is by no means under positive controL 

In the "Beacon Report" 18) in 1961, a new type of controlled flight has been 
proposed and called controlled-visual rules (C.V.R.) flights. In general, such 
C.V.R. flights follow I.F.R. procedures,. buttheir navigation is based on seeing 
the ground. The purpose is to enable private aircraft, not equipped for instru
ment flying, to fly in controlled airspace and still avoid the dangers which used 
to exist when V.F.R. flights were also allowed in controlled airspace*). 

It must be added that large modern aircraft are in actual fact always bound 
to fly I.F.R., irrespective of meteorological conditions. This is because the 
speeds of such aircraft have reached values which render the success of evasion 
manoeuvres very doubtful, even if the pilots see each other's aircraft at the 
earliest possible moment and visibility is excellent. 

*) Statistics from British European Airways on near-miss reports between I.F.R. and V.F.R. 
traffic in controlled airspace are mentioned in ref. 48. 



2. THE MEASUREMENT OF POSITION, SPEED AND ALTITUDE IN 
THE AIR 

2.1. Methods of measurement 

There is really no need for yet another article surveying the field of air navi
gation which already boasts an extensive literature, both specialized and general, 
but for the convenience of readers not specialized in the field the present chapter 
will give a very short account of some terms and principles referred to in later 
chapters. 

There are five basic methods applied in navigation *), viz. astronomical, 
magnetic compass, radio, atmospheric measuring and inertial navigation. 

Astronomical navigation, of course, is the classical one among these methods 
but its significance in aeronautics is very limited. It is practised only over large 
oceans, when no other means are available. Anyway, it has no relation to air
traffic control and will therefore be neglected here. 

The principle of magnetic compasses needs no discussion, either. It should 
be noted, however, that due to the use of magnetic compasses, track and heading 
are usually expressed in A.T.C. with reference to magnetic North. 

Radio navigation, together with air-pressure measuring is nowadays the basis 
of nearly all position and speed measurements in aeronautics. Radio navigation 
is based on the constant and rectilinear propagation of electromagnetic waves. 
For long wavelengths, following as they do the curvature of the earth, rectilinear 
propagation is to be taken in the spherical-geometrical sense and is for that 
matter liable to certain deviations due to irregularities of the earth's surface. 

In spite of the very simple basis of all radio navigation, viz. constant and 
rectilinear propagation, an amazingly large number of different systems have 
been successfully developed. They can be divided into three categories, as they 
are based on the measurement of angle, distance and speed, respectively. 

Some of the radio navigation systems that are used at present will be surveyed 
in the coming sections. 

Measuring, in the aeroplane, the pressure of the surrounding air gives an 
indication of the height of the aeroplane, provided the pressure at the ground 
is known. At present this is the basis of nearly all height measuring. 

Differentiating the air pressure with respect to time yields a measure for the 
vertical speed of the aircraft. For negative values of the differential, one finds 
the rate of climb and for positive ones the rate of descent. 

The speed of the aeroplane with respect to the surrounding air can develop 
a pressure difference in a Pitot tube. If the air density is known, this pressure 
difference allows of an accurate determination of the aircraft's speed. 

*) Though perhaps slightly restricted as compared to its general meaning, by navigation we 
mean the measurement of position, altitude and speed of an aircraft. 
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Inertial navigation is one of the newest developments. It is based on the fact 
that acceleration, either in the linear or in the angular sense can be measured 
inside the aircraft independent of any contact between the aircraft and its 
environment. Twofold integration of acceleration yields covered distance or 
angle. Inertial navigation for A.T.C. is still in its experimental stage and will 
not be further discussed here. 

One branch of inertial methods, the indication of pitch, roll, heading and rate 
of turn by means -of gyros is already classical and is common practice in most 
aeroplanes. 

2.2. Radio navigation based on the measurement of angles 

By combining two electrical dipoles, radio aerials can be constructed having 
an aerial gain which is much larger, or much smaller in one direction than in 
other directions. A receiver using such an aerial can detect the angle of incidence 
of radio waves transmitted by a remote transmitter. This transmitter can be a 
non-directional beacon (N.D.B.) on the ground, which is received by a direction
sensitive receiver, or radio compass in the aircraft. If a predetermined route is 
marked by a sequence of radio beacons, the radio compass provides an easy 
means of following the route, by just flying from beacon to beacon. Historically, 
this can be seen as one of the reasons why air traffic has become largely confined 
to a worldwide network of predetermined routes, called airways. 

Reversely, a direction-sensitive receiver (direction finder or D.F.) can be 
situated in each of two remote stations on the ground, so that the position of a 
transmitting aircraft can be determined by two bearings taken in those stations. 
Such direction finders can make convenient use of air-to-ground radio-telephony 
transmissions as take place between the pilot and the air-traffic-control of
ficer on the ground. 

The next kind of application of directed aerials, the radio range, is the use of 
two such aerials on the ground. Like the beam of an optical searchlight, the 
beam of a directional aerial cannot be made very sharp; it tends to spread; but 
if what is called the "split-beam" method is used, considerable accuracy can be 
obtained. 

Let us imagine*) two searchlight beams parallel to one another, both flickering 
in such a way that rhe left-hand beam comes on exactly when the right-hand 
beam goes out and vice versa. If an aircraft is exactly in the centre between the 
two beams, the pilot's course would be continuously illuminated, but if it gets, 
say, a little bit to the right, nearer the centre of the right-hand beam, this 
would become the stronger and the pilot would observe the flickering of the 
light, which would thus be no guide. By keeping in the position where he avoids 
the flickerings he would be flying exactly down the middle, where the light 

*) This simple and clear explanation, slightly changed to fit our purpose, was borrowed from 
Winston Churchill's memoirs, Vol. 4, chapter 4. 
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from both beams is equal. 
In actual fact the radio-range beacon uses radio rather than light waves and 

the two aerials are pointing at angles of 90c, or thereabout. One aerial, e.g. 
transmits the Morse code - - - - and the other one -- - -, which code 
signals can be made perfectly complementary. Thus, the pilot can also know 
at which side of the centre track he is. 

Another application of the same principle, in which the two beams indeed 
run approximately parallel, is I.L.S. (instrument landing system). Then, the 
system is duplicated, in order to mark the glide path of a landing aircraft both 
in the horizontal and the vertical plane. 

By its nature, a radio range can only provide fixed centre lines. A later 
developed directional beacon, called V.O.R. (very-high-frequency omnidirec
tional radio range), has greater flexibility in this respect in that any value of 
the bearing from the beacon to the aeroplane can be measured in the cockpit. 
A V.O.R. beacon consists of two transmitters and two aerial systems trans
mitting at different frequencies. One aerial is a directional one. It transmits at 
a constant amplitude and is continuously mechanically rotated at, say, 30 
revolutions per second. The directive properties of the aerial system are such 
that a receiver in the aircraft receives a signal which, due to the rotation of 
the transmitting aerial, is modulated with a 30-c/s sine wave. 

The second aerial of the beacon is a non-directional one. Its carrier is modu
lated by a 30-c/s sinusoidal signal, in synchronism with the rotating aerial. This 
signal is received by a second receiver in the aircraft. By a phase comparison 
between the two received signals the bearing from the beacon to the aircraft 
can be found, since the phase of the first signal is obviously direction-dependent 
and that of the second one is not. 

Again another possibility is radar which uses a directional aerial by which 
short pulses (bursts) of radio waves are transmitted. If the pulses hit a reflecting 
target (aircraft), part of the beam is reflected and can be received by the same 
aerial that has transmitted the original pulse. The time elapsing between trans
mission and reception gives the distance between aerial and reflecting target. 

The usual form of radar used in A.T.C. is called surveillance radar, i.e., it 
uses an aerial which is constantly rotating and a rotating deflection system in a 
cathode-ray tube which is synchronized with the rotation of the aerial. From 
the centre of the screen of this tube, at the same moment that the aerial trans
mits a pulse, a spot departs to move at constant speed in a radial direction 
corresponding to the direction in which the aerial is then pointing. Whenever 
the aerial receives a reflection echo the spot lights up, showing a hit on the 
screen. As the pulse repetition frequency is high with respect to the rotating 
speed of the aerial, any target causes a sequence of some five to thirty hits to 
appear close together on the screen, showing what is called a blip that indicates 
the plan position of the target (the aircraft). Such a cathode-ray tube is there-
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fore called a plan-position indicator (P.P .I.). The above description implies that 
besides angle, distance between target and aerial is also displayed, based on the 
time it takes for the pulse to travel to the target and back. A complete picture 
appears on the screen showing, in principle, all aircraft in the area covered. 

However, the P.P.I. picture can be deteriorated by hits caused by reflecting 
objects on the ground or by precipitation. This can be avoided by making the 
equipment compare the times of arrival of the subsequent hits of one blip and 
by suppressing those hits that have taken the same time. In this way, only 
targets having a radial speed with respect to the radar aerial are indicated 
(moving-target indication, M.T.I.). A disadvantage of M.T.l. is that an aircraft 
is not displayed on the P.P.I. at the moment its speed is perpendicular to the 
radar beam ("tangential fading"). Since radar measures both angle and distance, 
it could have been discussed as well in the next section on distance measuring. 

The main shortcomings of radar are: 

(1) echoes from stationary objects (as mentioned); 
(2) accurate height information cannot be obtained; 
(3) the identities (i.e. the question who is who?) of the blips are not indicated; 
(4) interference from other radar or radio transmitters may blur the picture, 

in particular because only an extremely small fraction of the transmitted 
power returns with the echoes; 

(5) in certain meteorological conditions ("inversions"), the radar beam may 
be so refracted that aircraft remain unnoticed. 

In principle these disadvantages can be cured by placing active transponders 
in the aeroplanes, which retransmit pulses non-directionally whenever hit by a 
radar beam from the ground. This system is called secondary (surveillance) 
radar (S.S.R.), as against primary radar, which is radar that only uses passive 
reflections from the targets. 

S.S.R. transponders can be made to transmit after each interrogation not 
just a pulse, but a longer message containing, in coded form, both some identity 
indication of the aircraft and the reading of its atmospheric altimeter, so that 
these data can be displayed on the P.P.I. 

Also, the response from an S.S.R. transponder can of course be much stronger 
than a passively reflected echo, resulting in an improved signal-to-noise ratio. 

Unfortunately, secondary radar also has its difficulties, some of which are 
discussed in chapter 4. 

2.3. Radio navigation based on distance measuring 

Dividing the time a radio wave has travelled by the velocity of light yields 
the distance covered. We have already met one application in radar. 

Another system based on propagation time is D.M.E. (distance-measuring 
equipment). With D.M.E. the aircraft transmits non-directionally an inter-
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rogating pulse. This is received by a D.M.E. beacon on the ground which, after 
a known delay, answers by transmitting, again non-directionally, a response 
pulse. In the aircraft the time between the transmission' of the interrogating 
pulse and the reception of the response pulse is measured and reduced by the 
answering delay of the beacon. The travelling time of the radio waves to and 
from the beacon is obtained, which is a measure for the distance between air
craft and beacon. If there are several D.M.E. beacons the distances to three of 
them can be used to completely fix a position. They could use different radio 
frequencies for separating the channels. However, in order to reduce the fre
quency band, ten frequencies have been allotted for interrogations and ten for 
responses. The 100 possible combinations of the frequencies provide the same 
number of D.M.E. channels. In order to avoid unnecessary interrogations, the 
channels are further separated by using different pulse patterns. 

Simple as the system is in principle, severe complications arise from the just 
explained channelling system and from the fact that many aircraft may try to 
interrogate the beacons simultaneously. 

It follows from the above discussion that D.M.E. can indicate in the cockpit 
the distance between the aircraft and a D.M.E. beacon. 

The V.O.R. system of the previous section delivers, also in the cockpit, the 
bearing from a V.O.R. beacon to the aircraft. Clearly, by combining the two 
systems in a single ground site, the pilot would get both distance and bearing 
from that site and thus a complete fixing of his position. In a system called 
Tacan a combination of V.O.R. and D.M.E. is achieved, not only in the 
above operational sense, but it has also been found possible to save in equip
ment by changing the V.O.R. part such that some of the equipment can be 
shared between the D.M.E. and the V.O.R. equipment. 

In the two systems just described, radar and D.M.E., pulses went up and 
down between two points. In another system, Loran (long-range aid to navi
gation), pulses are sent with a known time interval between them from two 
known sites and received in a third point, the position of which is to be deter
mined. From the time elapsing between the moments of reception of the two 
pulses the difference between the distances to the two transmitters is known. 
Thus, the unknown point must be situated on the locus of points having the 
same distance differences to the two transmitters. Such locus is an hyperbola. 
With three transmitters use can be made of the three possible combinations of 
two of them, so that three hyperbolae can be found. The unknown point is 
found as the intersection of these hyperbolae. By means of a map on which 
the three families of hyperbolae are indicated, the unknown position can be 
spotted. Thus, Loran is said to be an hyperbolic system. Another hyperbolic 
system is Decca. It applies the same principle as Loran does but instead of 
pulses, the transmitters transmit continuous waves and at the unknown point 
phase differences are measured rather than differences between times of arrival 
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of pulses. A more recent version of Decca, called BARCO, is proposed by a 
combination of European firms. It includes some modern features like data 
links and airborne computers for coordinate transformations. 

Basically, there is an ambiguity as the phase of the signal received is the same 
after any increase of distance by an integer number of wavelengths of the applied 
signal. This wavelength should therefore be large. 

An hyperbolic system is also obtained when the unknown point (the aircraft) 
sends a pulse and the times of receiving this pulse in two known sites are sub
tracted from one another. This is the basis of the "navicode" system, to be 
developed in chapter 4. 

2.4. Radio navigation based on speed measuring (Doppler navigation) 

If an aircraft transmits a radio beam in such a direction that it strikes the 
ground non-perpendicularly, reflections from the ground as received back in 
the aircraft will show a frequency shift with respect to the transmitted frequency, 
due to the Doppler effect. This frequency shift is proportional to the ground
speed component of the aircraft measured along the line of the radio beam. 

A Doppler navigating system has been developed using four beams trans
mitted to the ground in four directions. By frequency comparison, in principle, 
ground speed and drift of the aircraft can be found. When the heading of the 
aircraft is also known, track and speed over ground can be calculated. Airborne 
computers have been developed which are connected to the Doppler system and 
indicate: 
(a) present position, 
(b) distance covered and 
(c) distance and direction to destination. 

These data are found by integrating the speed over ground with respect to 
time. The position of some starting point has to be known. 

2.5. A classification of radio navigation systems 

For the purpose of the present study, operational features are the most im
portant. In the first place, therefore, our classification will be based on the 
operational distinction as to whether the results of the measurements are pro
duced in the cockpit or on the ground. Although there is radio contact between 
these two sites, the distinction is essential since the transfer of information of 
course imposes delays, setting aside the possibility of radio failure. Naturally, 
for an A.T.C. centre the main point is that position information of aircraft is 
available on the ground. In fact, the "navicode" system proposed in chapter 4 
delivers results primarily on the ground. The other two distinguishing criteria 
used in table 2-I are whether distance differences, distance sums, angles or 
speeds are measured and whether the radio energy is transmitted as continuous 
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TABLE 2-I 

A classification of radio-navigation systems 

distance distance 
difference sum angle speed 

(hyperbolic) (circular) 

radio compass Doppler continuous Decca V.O.R. 
I.L.S. navigator waves 

cockpit 
output 

Loran D.M.E. radio range 

impulses 
navicode radar 

ground 
output 

I X D.F. continuous 
waves 

waves or as short pulses. The hyperbolic position-fixing principle of the "navi
code'' system (see chapter 4) was discovered by considering all possibilities 
presented by the table. Later, the principle was found to be covered by a French 
patent by Courtaux7). In the navicode system the principle could be combined 
in an almost ideal way with a data link, an airborne display and with computer 
operations, as is worked out in chapter 4. 

In principle, the same system could also be based on phase rather than pulse 
measurements, corresponding to the box in the table marked X. However, as 
far as the author can see, there would be little use for such a system. 

2.6. Vertical position 

The vertical position of an aircraft can be expressed as height, altitude or 
flight level. According to the relevant LC.A.O. definitions, height is vertical 
distance to ground or, more particularly, to the level of an airfield. Altitude is 
the vertical distance to mean sea level. As the vertical distance between ground 
and mean sea level is called elevation of the ground, we have 

altitude elevation -+ height. 

It must be noted, however, that in this thesis the terms height and altitude are 
often used as equivalents where vertical distance is meant in general, irrespective 
of a particular reference surface and where confusion is therefore excluded. 

A flight level is a surface of constant air pressure. 
Each of these three height indications can be obtained by means of an altim

eter in the aircraft, which is an accurate aneroid barometer the scale of which 
is gauged in units of height based on the relation between height and pressure 
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in the atmosphere. Unfortunately, this relation is a rather complicated one 
and, moreover, a number of corrections are needed for instrument errors and 
disturbance of the air by the flying aeroplane. 

In order to make sure that all altimeters are gauged alike, the I.C.A.O. have 
defined a standard atmosphere in which pressure, temperature, density, etc. are 
given for various altitudes, roughly in accordance with the mean values occur
ring in the actual atmosphere. All altimeters are gauged acccording to this stand
ard atmosphere. 

Leaving aside all complications of obtaining an accurate pressure measure
ment in the air, we will briefly discuss here a few conventions that have been 
adopted to simplify the procedures which, after all, serve only two objectives, 
viz. obtaining vertical separation between aircraft and the ground (ground 
clearance) or obstacles on the ground (obstacle clearance) and obtaining ver
tical separation between different aircraft. 

As for the first purpose, landing and departing aircraft need to know their 
heights, irrespective of the prevailing barometric pressure. To facilitate this, the 
altimeter scale can be manually turned and set to a certain pressure, called 
altimeter setting. The meter, then, will read zero when the actual pressure out
side the aircraft equals this altimeter setting. Thus, when the altimeter is set 
to the current pressure at mean sea level, it will give altitude and when set to 
the pressure at an airfield it will give height relative to that airfield. 

These two types of altimeter settings are still referred to today by their old 
"Q" code indications, which were adopted for speeding up radio-telegraphy 
communication. The setting, then, which makes the altimeter read altitude is 
called QNH and the one for reading height QFE. The pilot of a departing air
craft can find his QFE easily, by just setting the instrument to read zero height, 
prior to departure. Similarly, he can find the QNH by setting that altimeter to 
indicate the elevation of the airfield, a datum which can be read from an aero
nautical map. 

As a service to landing aircraft, the control officer in the aerodrome control 
tower can find the QNH and QFE in the same way as described for a departing 
pilot and convey these data by radio to the landing pilot. 

For higher-flying aircraft, ground and obstacle clearances are of no im
portance. Only the vertical separation between them is of interest, so that it is 
immaterial what altimeter settings they use provided they all use the same 
setting. Therefore, in order to make higher flying independent of the con
tinuously varying atmospheric conditions, the I.C.A.O. have adopted a system 
of flight levels which corresponds to a fixed altimeter setting of 1013·2 millibars. 
As this is the barometric pressure at mean sea level for the standard atmosphere, 
it follows that flight levels correspond to altitudes when the actual atmospheric 
conditions agree with the standard atmosphere. 

Flight levels are expressed in hundreds offeet, so that for a lOOO-feet vertical 
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separation minimum, e.g. FL's 100, 110, 120, etc. are considered safely separated. 
It remains to be discussed how transitions between flight level and QNH flying 

are accomplished. 
Each airport, then, selects a fixed transition altitude, usually in the order of 

2000 feet above airfield elevation and in any case such that it is clear of any 
obstacles. Above the transition altitude a transition level is assigned, which is 
the lowest available flight level above this transition altitude. As a flight level 
is a surface of fixed pressure (see above), this transition level may vary due to 
changes in barometric pressure. Outbonud aircraft will change to flight-level 
setting at the transition altitude and inbound ones change to QNH setting at 
the transition level. 

Apart from height measuring through atmospheric pressure, some radio 
methods have also been developed for the same purpose. Such measurements 
directly yield vertical distances to the ground and the question may be put why 
this is not preferred to the measurement by pressure with its many complica
tions. Apart from price considerations, the arguments against radio height 
measuring are, firstly, that a pilot flying over a mountainous area either would 
have to change his radio altimeter reading continuously or let his aircraft fol
low the ups and downs of the landscape below him, neither method being quite 
practicable and, secondly, that the pilot is interested in his "pressure altitude" 
since it gives him an indication of the flying characteristics of his aircraft which 
depend so much on the air density. Still, radio altimeters have proved to be 
very useful for accurate height measuring in the landing phase. 

2.7. Speed 

Speed is measured in the aircraft by means of a pressure difference brought 
about by a Pitot tube. Here again many corrections have to be applied in order 
to obtain what is called the calibrated airspeed (C.A.S.). It is a quantity charac
teristic for the aerodynamic effects of the air stream on the aircraft and there
fore important for the pilot to know. However, it is not m any way a speed 
in the sense of a rate of change of distance between two objects, as is the case 
with the true airspeed (T.A.S.). Indeed, true airspeed is the speed of the air 
vehicle relative to the surrounding mass of air. As the relation between C.A.S. 
and T.A.S. is governed by air density, it also depends on altitude and air tem
perature. There is no need here to go into any details concerning this relation, 
but it is of some interest to note that cruising civil aircraft for reasons of flight 
economy usually maintain a fairly fixed calibrated airspeed and that the corre
sponding true airspeeds may well differ by a factor of about 2 according as the 
aircraft flies very low or very high. Another major effect of the economically 
fairly fixed speed is that, in distinction to road traffic, speed can hardly be 
considered as a parameter in the hands of A.T.C. to avoid conflicts. 

Finally, essential for estimating times of arrival at various reporting points 
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is the ground speed, which is the speed of the aircraft relative to the ground. 
It can of course be obtained from the true airspeed by applying corrections for 
wind. 



3. THE PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF A.T.C. 

3.1. Introduction 

In the first lines of the foregoing chapter it could be stated that a large amount 
of literature is available on radio navigation. With A. T.C. it is different. As far 
as the author knows, there is not a single book on A.T.C. methods and nearly 
all articles in the field are on specific topics, hardly any of them being surveying 
articles. Nor are the official I.C.A.O. documents, due to their legal character, 
very suitable as an introduction. Thus, there is every reason here to insert a 
short introduction to present-day practice of A.T.C. and to some terms and 
principles to which later chapters will refer. 

However, the "present organisation of A.T.C." can hardly be defined, as it 
will largely vary with time and place. Although an attempt has been made to 
keep the discussion fairly general, it is partly the Dutch organisation of A.T.C., 
as it developed untill967, and on which the author is best informed, which has 
served as a background for the following sections. 

3.2. The basic control loop 

Figure 3.1 represents the basic control loop and flow of information as it 
works for each I.F.R. flight. The intention of the control system is to keep 
aircraft on optimum (shortest) flight paths, subject to the constraint that there 
shall always be sufficient separation between them. 

Flight plan 
(feed forward} 

Clearances 

I 
Radio f:f!lephony 

\ 
Position reports 
(feed back and 
feed forward) 

Radar plan position 
(teed back) 

Plan -position 
measurement 

Navigational facilities 
on the ground 

Fig. 3.1. The basic control loop and flow of information. 

This aim is far from simple, the main complicating factors being the following: 
(1) "Sufficient separation" is not a fixed item, as it depends on the accuracy 

of navigational aids and on the speed and performance of the aircraft con
cerned. Nevertheless, for certain conditions and for rather long periods of 
time, separation standards are fixed by international agreement. 

(2) "Shortest flight paths for all aircraft" are also far from completely defined 
as attempts to expedite one flight may cause additional delays for others. 
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The minimum sum is about what is meant, but then only if no flight becomes 
excessively long as a result. In addition, the solution space is reduced by 
certain priority rules that are in force at present. 

(3) The solution space is further restricted by limitations of aircraft perform
ance and by meteorological conditions. 

(4) Flight-path control could be based on a feedback of the measured values 
of present positions and speeds only. But in that case separation minima 
would have to be excessively large, since aircraft can change heading and 
altitude rather quickly. It is essential therefore to apply also a feed forward 
of data concerning the future intentions of each flight. In addition, these 
anticipatory data should be available anyway since all aircraft are expected 
to be guided by A.T.C. to their destinations, which should therefore be 
known. 

The fundamental feedback loop in fig. 3.1 is based on radio-telephony talks 
between pilots and A.T.C. Using the radio navigation facilities available on 
the ground, the pilot keeps himself informed about his plan position. Altitude 
and speed he can measure by means of the atmospheric altimeter and airspeed 
indicator, whereas the heading of the aircraft can be read from the magnetic 
and gyro compasses. Thus, the pilot is able to inform A.T.C. about his position, 
i.e. plan position and altitude. For the feedback based on radar, see sec. 3.9. 

3.3. Position reports and flight plan 

According to current practice, the pilot makes a position report to A. T.C. 
each time he passes a reporting point, which is usually a radio beacon (radio 
range, non-directional beacon, V.O. R. or D.M.E. beacon). Above the high 
seas, reporting points are just points indicated as such on the aeronautical 
maps. Their positions can be determined by the pilot by means of any navi
gational aids. Reporting points are often referred to as "fixes". 

A position report includes the following items: 

(I) the radio call sign of the aircraft, which is any letter or figure group fixed 
for the duration of the flight to identify the aircraft; 

(2) the name of the beacon, given as a two- or three-letter code; 
(3) the time (Greenwich mean time) of passing the beacon (called actual time 

of arrival, A.T.A.); 
(4) the flight level at which the beacon has been crossed; 
(5) the name of the next beacon to be crossed and the estimated time of arrival 

there (E.T.A.). 

In answer to the position report, A.T.C. gives a clearance instruction to the 
pilot which in many cases just consists of the flight level at, above or below which 
the next fix must be passed. But, e.g. for an inbound aircraft, the clearance may 
also read: "maintain flight level 200" (or any applicable value), while later, 
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in between two position reports, the aircraft is cleared to descend to a new 
cleared flight level. 

The above item (5) of the position report obviously serves to indicate future 
intentions of the aircraft and thus belongs to the feed-forward action of the 
system. However, other anticipatory information is needed as well. To this 
effect, prior to an I.F.R. or C.V.R. flight, the pilot is obliged to submit a 
flight plan at the airport of departure *). 

Basically, a flight plan includes the following items: 

(a) the type of flight (I.F.R., C.V.R. or V.F.R.); 
(b) the call sign; 
(c) the type of aircraft; 
(d) the estimated time of departure (E.T.D.); 
(e) the preferred cruising flight level; 
(f) information on the intended route, i.e. a list stating the aerodrome of de

parture, any aerodrome of intermediate landing, the aerodrome of destina
tion as well as intermediate points where a significant change of track, 
cruising level or true airspeed is planned; for each of the above points, 
planned times, levels and speed are to be recorded; 

(g) alternate aerodromes; 
(h) total expected elapsed time (E.E.T.) to first landing; 
(i) fuel endurance (i.e. the total time the aircraft can remain airborne); 
(j) information about navigation, communication and emergency and survival 

equipment the aircraft is fitted with, the number of passengers on board 
and the name of the pilot-in-command. 

This flight plan is sent to all A.T.C. centres along the route to be flown and 
should arrive in each centre at least half an hour before the aircraft enters the 
F.I.R. (flight informatiC!n region) concerned. 

3.4. Accuracy limitations of procedure control 

In the type of control that is based on position reports, called "procedure 
control", the position of an aircraft is only accurately known at the moments a 
report is made. In between two reports, the accuracy decreases with time. When 
the aircraft follows a predetermined route by flying from beacon to beacon, 
the accuracy with which the centre line of the route is followed will not change 
significantly in the course of time and is accounted for by giving each route a 
certain width within which the aircraft is usually allowed to deviate from the 
centre line. This is how airways came into being, which are essentially pre
determined air routes, about 10 nml wide. 

A different thing is the distance covered along the airway. At the time of a 

*) For V.F.R. flights the submission of a flight plan is subject to the pilot's discretion. 
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position report the aircraft is known to be exactly over a fix subject only to the 
inaccuracy of measuring this fact and to the delay which may occur in making 
the report, due to radio-channel congestion or because the pilot may need some 
time to acquire the data to be reported. The effect of this delay, however, is 
partly cancelled by the fact that the report includes the time of crossing the 
reporting point. 

Error in 
distance 
covered 

1 
0 

i i -Time 

Report Report Report 

Fig. 3.2. Inaccuracy of covered distance versus time. 

In between position reports, the distance covered since the last report has to 
be found by dead reckoning, i.e. by multiplying elapsed time and ground speed. 
As the ground speed is not exactly known, there is an uncertainty as to the 
distance covered, growing proportionally with time until the next report, see 
fig. 3.2. A similar thing happens with altitude. An aircraft in level flight will 
keep to its altitude fairly accurately by means of the altimeter. But for aircraft 
cleared to climb or to descend, the pilot is usually left free to choose the rate 

Altitude 

I 
I 
I 

i Cleared flight 
~1eve1 

---;,:<:::""'<:,...,...~ -~Maximum rate 
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Fig. 3.3. Uncertainty of altitude versus time. 
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of climb or descent that suits him best and this figure is not known to A.T.C. 
Only the type of aircraft is known and this may give some indication as to the 
maximum possible rates. For a descending aircraft the result is shown in fig. 3.3. 

The shaded area of the graph indicates the uncertainty of the aircraft's alti
tude, as it will change with time. Usually, however, between two beacons the 
full block of airspace between the flight level reported at the earlier fix and the 
flight level cleared for the coming fix is considered as occupied by the aircraft. 

The older A.T.C. procedures were based on position reporting as just dis
cussed. This type of A.T.C. is nowadays therefore called procedure control. As 
reporting points are usually in the order of some 30 miles away from each 
other, procedure control clearly uses considerable airspace per flight. A sub
stantial improvement was achieved by the introduction of radar control. On a 
radar screen position information is updated once in every aerial revolution, 
which is about 5 to 10 seconds. A minimum distance of only five miles is then 
sufficient to keep two aircraft horizontally separated. In a later section the 
relations between procedure and radar control will be further considered. 

3.5. The organization of A.T.C. 

As was said before, the I.C.A.O. areas of the world are divided into flight
information regions. Small countries, e.g. like Holland, have one F.I. R. The 
U.S.A., on the other hand, has 21 of them. 

Each aerodrome has an aerodrome (or "local") control tower in which the 
local controllers guide both I.F.R. and V.F.R. traffic during the final landing 
phase, during taxiing and take off. They watch the traffic with the eye, with 
glasses and with very short-range radar scopes. Basically, there is one controller 
in the tower, with an assistant controller, but when an airport has dual runways, 
there may be one controller for each runway and also in busy airports there 
may be a separate controller for traffic taxiing. As is common practice every
where in A.T.C., each of these controllers has his own radio frequency for radio 
talks with the pilots. Also it is common practice throughout A.T.C. that the 
main tasks of assistant controllers are to provide their controllers with infor
mation they need and maintain communication with adjacent control units. 

Around a major airport or group of airports, there is a terminal control area 
(T.M.A.) in the order of 50 x 50 nmF and controlled by an approach-control 
office. An approach controller controls only inbound I.F.R. flights as well as 
outbound I.F.R. flights as long as they interfere with inbound traffic. Almost 
everywhere approach control is based on medium-range radar for observing 
the traffic. However, if no radar is available the traffic has to be handled on a 
procedure-control basis, which means in the terminal area that two inbound 
aircraft may never be at the same altitude. An important aid for procedure 
control in the T.M.A. is the holding beacon, which is a non-directional beacon 
used to form a stack of aircraft waiting to approach the aerodrome. All aircraft 
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in the stack are flying fixed holding patterns pivoting on the holding beacon and 
they are vertically separated 1000 feet. When the lowest aircraft is cleared for 
approach, all the others in the stack are instructed to descend 1000 feet. Air
craft entering the T.M.A. should do so 1000 feet above the highest occupied 
stack level. Thus, due to the lack of accurate position information, procedure 
control gives rise to rather time-consuming stacking methods. However, as 
long as radar is in operation, stacking can often be avoided. Instead, with radar 
in operation, path stretching, the meaning of which will be explained, is applied 
to obtain the required interval between subsequent landings. 

All A.T.C. units have the twofold task of directing each aircraft to the proper 
points to be crossed and of controlling them such as always to maintain sufficient 
separation. However, in the approach-control phase the directing task is rela
tively more important than in the other phases of the flight. Indeed, aircraft 
flying in airways can easily find their own way along the beacons, while in the 
final landing phase they can do so by using I.L.S. or by visual contact with the 
runway. In the terminal area, however, where aircraft can fly any pattern, based 
on radar guidance, it is essential for the approach controller to bring all aircraft 
on to the I.L.S. beam, at the proper height. In the peak hours of traffic flow, 
the task is divided between the approach controller who hands aircraft over to a 
director as soon as they are free from other traffic. The director is responsible 
for bringing the aircraft onto the I.L.S. track If traffic is dense it is also a 
specific duty of the approach controller to feed aircraft to the aerodrome main
taining as closely as possible the minimum landing interval, which is in the order 
of It minutes. If the landing intervals of a number of aircraft, which may 
approach the airport from various sides, tend to be too short, the approach 
controller on his radar screen has to plan such curved flight paths as to increase 
the intervals. He does this by inserting certain detours in the flight paths, which 
procedure is called path stretching. 

In view of the maintenance of the minimum landing interval by the approach 
controller, the rule is essential that the local controller may only clear for take 
off departing aircraft in between two landing ones, when there is a sufficient 
lull in inbound traffic. Or, in other words arrivals have priority over departures. 
If this rule were not maintained, the approach controller would have to co
ordinate all his movements with the local controller for possible departures. 
This would aggravate his task considerably. Besides, it is safer and cheaper for 
departing aircraft to wait on the ground than for arriving aircraft to be held 
up in the air. From an efficiency point of view too, there seems to be no objec
tion to giving priority to arriving aircraft *). 

Terminal areas are connected by airways, which are corridors equipped with 

*) In ref. 40 various priority rules are investigated lllilthematically and are found to have but 
little effect on the efficiency of the runway. 
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radio beacons, usually 10 nml wide and extending upwards between two specific 
heights, e.g. from 4000 to 30 000 feet. Airway traffic in an F.LR. is controlled 
by the Area Control Centre, which is usually subdivided into sectors in order 
to distribute the work-load over several controllers. In each sector the airway 
traffic is handled by a team which may consist of a procedure controller and his 
assistant and a radar controller. For each sector there is a radio frequency 
available which is shared by the procedure and the radar controller. The re
sponsibilities can be divided between the two controllers in various ways. In the 
beginning, when long-range radar was introduced for airways traffic, procedure 
control was still the basic method. Only such pairs of conflicting aircraft that 
would be subject to long delays on a procedure-control basis were handed over 
to the radar controllers who could make them pass each other by a 5-mile 
lateral separation. In this way radar served to expedite the traffic flow enor
mously. In sec. 3. 7 we shall see how at present radar control tends to assume a 
much more central position compared to the earlier method just described. 

3.6. Coordination 

As the last section showed, the world's airspace has been subdivided into 
FJ.R.'s, and F.LR.'s into local zones, terminal areas and airways, the latter 
being again distributed over various sectors. Apart from political, geographical 
and communicational motives the principal reason for all this subdividing is 
that a controller can only handle a limited number of aircraft. Indeed, as traffic 
increases, there is a strong tendency to create more sectors in an F.I.R. so as 
to distribute the work-load over more controllers. However, by thus introducing 
all sorts of boundaries a coordination problem is introduced which is very rapidly 
aggravated if the airspace is further subdivided. The problem is that an aircraft 
leaving a sector may cause a conflict with another aircraft already flying in the 
new sector. This can happen since each controller in principle is only informed 
about traffic in his own sector. Coordination therefore means that any con
troller, before clearing an aircraft to enter an adjacent airspace, should ask and 
get permission from the adjacent controller to do so. Later, when the aircraft 
actually reports over the boundary, the pilot is instructed to change to the radio 
frequency of the adjacent sector for further instructions. Immediately, then, the 
pilot makes a call to the new controller, etc. 

Coordination is a major problem in A.T.C. In many dense-traffic areas it is 
the reason why the work-load of controllers cannot be further alleviated by 
dividing them into still more sectors, as the coordination burden would increase 
more than the burden of the control work proper would be reduced. In dense 
areas, the coordination already takes more than 50% of the controller's time. 

Coordination methods 

The coordination problem exists at all A.T.C. boundaries; between local zone 
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and T.M.A., between T.M.A. and airways and between FJ.R .. 's. Although per
haps different in some respects, the problems and methods of coordination are 
essentially the same in all these cases. It will therefore be sufficient for the 
present discussion to keep to some general principles. The first one, then, is of 
course that traffic should always be handed over conflict-free. This means that 
there should be proper separation between an aircraft leaving an area and those 
flying in that area. 

It may be less obvious at first sight that in general the receiving controller 
prefers to obtain control over aircraft approaching his area as early as possible. 
Indeed, in this way his instructions will be obeyed at an early stage and he will 
have more time to fit the aircraft into his other traffic *). 

On the other hand, the releasing controller will in general be only too willing 
to release an aircraft, since he can then put it out of his mind. Thus, at both 
sides of a boundary there is a tendency to release aircraft before the geographical 
boundary is reached. However, the introduction of this flexible concept of a 
"boundary" imposes a basic problem as to the requirement that traffic should 
be released conflict-free, since it may now well be that two aircraft flying in the 
same area are obeying different controllers. Indeed, the receiving controller, 
should he wish to do so, could always bring about a conflict. This can be made 
clear by only considering the absurd case of the receiving controller sending the 
aircraft back instead of letting it continue approaching him. This example shows 
that necessarily a hand-over before the boundary cannot but be subject to cer
tain restrictions, either tacit or explicitly stated. Often the restrictions are so 
obvious that the two controllers need not talk about it. For example, a con
troller releasing an aircraft that is supposed to land, will tacitly assume that 
the receiving controller will never clear it to climb again. 

Thanks to the afore-mentioned hand-over procedures, the "boundary" has 
become a rather flexible concept, but nevertheless the controllers in general will 
wish to agree beforehand as to when release will take place. This, then, can be 
expressed in terms of place, time or height, as is most suitable in each case. 
Release on place (i.e. over the boundary) needs no explanation. Release on 
time or height will be illustrated by two examples. 

Figure 3.4 gives an example of release on time. KL557 is to leave the Amster
dam F.LR., intending to land in London. The E.T.A.'s for the YY beacon of 
KL557 and theopposingLH221 areasindicatedinthefigure: 12.33and 12.37h, 
respectively. The aircraft are calculated to pass each other at 12.35, so that, 
according to the 10-minute separation rule, KL557 can be cleared to descend 
at 12.45. Thus, if the London controller wishes an early release, this can be 

*) In actual practice the procedures are somewhat more complicated in that there can be a 
difference between the points or moments where the pilot changes his radio frequency to 
that of the next controller and those where the previous controller is released from his 
responsibility for the flight. 
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Fig. 3.4. Example of handover at agreed time. 

agreed by the controllers to take place at 12.45, after which time the London 
controller is free to instruct KL557 to come down. However, the London con
troller is of course supposed never to let KL557 climb, in which case a conflict 
with BE333 could occur. 

The example is somewhat academic in that with present-day aircraft speeds 
the airway sections are usually too short for this procedure to be of practical 
value. Besides, when radar is in use KL557 could be released much earlier, 
viz. as soon as it has passed LH221, on the P.P.I. 

Figure 3.5 gives another example, this time of an airway-T.M.A. hand-over 
based on a height limit. As soon as SK532 reports having reached FL60 (he 
has been asked to do so in this case) he is free from PA333 and can be handed 
over. SK532 can therefore be agreed beforehand between the two controllers 
to be released as soon as FL60 is reached. 

Hand-over between F.I.R.'s is easiest when the aircraft are in level flight, 
since additional problems arise when it has to be done during climb or descent. 
However, with present-day speeds and altitudes level hand-over has become 

Beacon Beacon 

Airway T.M.A. 

, SK532 PA333 

' FL7oi• ~ 
:
-----+-~- FL60 

~vv (Aerodrome 

-0')~/////////?T//?7/?7~7~ ~ //////// 
Fig. 3.5. Example ofhandover at agreed flight level. 
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the exception rather than the rule. The trouble can be largely overcome by 
establishing a dual airway with one-way traffic in each lane as well as by the 
use of radar. 

Another particular problem is radar hand-over. With the advent oflong-range 
radars, controllers in two adjacent F .I. R. 's may see part of each other's territory. 
It seems only logical therefore to consider hand-over based on small, radar
control separation standards. The trouble is that the two radars, situated widely 
apart, should indicate the same target very accurately in the same position. 
Another point is that hand-over should be quick enough to allow for the small 
separations. Recent trials between London and Amsterdam to develop tech
niques and procedures for radar hand-over seem to be promising, however. 

3.7. Procedural airways-control methods 

Historically, airways have mainly come into being for the following three 
reasons: 
(1) If from any total area a number of mainly convex areas is subtracted for 

military excercising purposes, the remaining space will readily tend to con
sist of a number of sub-areas connected by corridors. This situation very 
much invites the establishment of terminal areas connected by airways. It 

Fig. 3.6. Older type of flight-progress board (borrowed from ref. 23). 
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' Fig. 3.7. Format of the flight-progress strip and legend to fig. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.9. Arrangement of strips on the flight-progress board; for legend, see fig. 3. 7. 

*) KL200 was first cleared to FL 120. Later, after BE300 reporting at FL 80, KL200 was 
cleared to continue descending to FL90. 
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must be borne in mind in this connection that in the dense-traffic areas of 
the world, there is often a stiff battle between civil and military authorities 
as to how the available space is divided between them. 

(2) As we have seen earlier, the radio beacon, which was the traditional means 
of navigation, is very suitable for marking airways, but much less convenient 
for use in a free-route system. 

(3) When time is included as one dimension, the problem of finding conflict
free flight paths is a four-dimensional one. This is difficult for the human 
mind. Airways have therefore been introduced since they reduce the problem 
to three dimensions, viz. time, height and distance along the airway. Only 
at airway crossings does the fourth dimension remain. 

The traditional tool of the airways controller is the flight-progress board of 
which fig. 3.6 shows an older design at Schiphol airport. There is one board to 
one sector and it is subdivided into sections, viz. one section for every reporting 
point in the sector. For every flight, prior to its entering the sector, a paper 
strip, called flight-progress strip is prepared for each reporting point to be passed. 

The most important data given on each strip are the following (see fig. 3.7): 
(l) estimated time of arrival at the reporting point (E.T.A.); 
(2) code name of the reporting point; 
(3) cleared cruising flight level; 
(4) cleared flight level at the reporting point; 
(5) type of aircraft; 
(6) radio call sign of the aircraft; 
(7) ground speed; 
(8) code name of the previous reporting point; 
(9) the colour of the strip indicates direction of flight; blue strips are used for 

westbound and yellow ones for eastbound flights. 

The use of the flight-progress strips may best be explained by a simple 
example. 

Figure 3.8 gives a faked situation of some parts of airways and of a T.M.A. 
Figure 3.9 shows the flight-progress strips for four aircraft scheduled to fly in 
the airways considered. Some less essential data, usually written on the strips, 
have been removed for greater clarity. 

As the example shows, the strips are grouped in sections, one section be
longing to one reporting point, and situated on the board roughly according 
to the geographical positions of the points. In each section the strips are arranged 
in time order, the first E. T.A. being put in the lowest position. The arrangement 
allows for a rather simple check on possible conflicts in a number of separate 
steps, as follows. 
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(I) At each reporting point subsequent E.T.A.'s are compared. If the dif
ference is at least 10 min, there is no trouble *). The convenience of the 
strips being sequenced in time order will be obvious for this check. 

(II) If at a reporting point there is insufficient time separation between two 
(or more) aircraft, height separation should be checked. This not only 
involves the cleared flight level of crossing the fix but also, if this is not 
the same, the last-reported earlier flight level, since the aircraft may ap
proach the reporting point climbing or descending. 

(Ill) Besides the separation at the reporting points, a check must also be made 
whether aircraft will meet between those points. For this purpose the 
time sequencing of the strips is extremely useful, for it means that two 
aircraft will only meet between two fixes if the strips in the two relevant 
sections of the board are not in the same order at the two reporting points. 

Applying the three above rules, the reader will be able to check for himself 
that there are no conflicts in the situation presented. 

In the example, which was to explain basic principles only, many less essential 
items have been omitted from the strips. 

In actual practice the strips are continuously updated by the controller as the 
flight progresses. The rule is that every reported fact or clearance instruction 
given should be written down on a suitable strip as the controller must never 
rely on his own memory for factual data. As a result, the strips are usually 
crowded with data by the time they are removed from the board. 

3.8. Outbound clearance, inbound clearance and radio failure 

So far we have discussed the sort of clearance instruction which authorized 
pilots to fly from beacon to beacon. Shortly before departure, however, the 
pilot will receive what is called an outbound clearance. Based on "procedure" 
separation, this clearance includes a cruising altitude to fly to the destination 
as well as height restrictions for the fixes to be passed in the F.I.R. of departure. 
When radar is used and all equipment, also aboard the aircraft, is working 
well, the outbound clearance has in fact no meaning since nearly always it will 
be amended after take off and in fact expedited, based on the more flexible 
radar separation standards. In fact, the true meaning of an outbound clearance 
is closely related to the possibility of radio failure. In that case the pilot is 
bound to follow the outbound clearance precisely, including such possible later 
amendments to it, as far as these are given explicitly fm the case of radio 

*) In actual fact, the criteria are more complicated. E.g. for opposing flights the time dif
ference should be 20 min. These refinements have been disregarded in the example, for 
greater clarity. 
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failure. In fact radio-failure procedures are more complicated than this but the 
main principle is that in the case of lost contact it is always known on the ground 
what the pilot will do so that other aircraft can be kept away from the one with 
which contact is lost. 

Similar to the outbound clearance, though usually much shorter, is the in
bound clearance. It is issued to an inbound aircraft, usually shortly before pas
sing the T.M.A. entry point. In essence it clears a path through the T.M.A. 
to the airport of destination. Like the outbound clearance, its main function 
is related to possible radio failures. 

3.9. Procedure control, radar control and present-day automation 

The reader who has carefully studied the example of section 3. 7 will have 
been impressed by the clumsiness of the flight-progress-strip method. Looking 
at a lot of tabular data the controller is supposed to build up in his mind a 
spatial image of the traffic situation. This is a delicate task which takes a few 
years of training if it is to be performed smoothly and skilfully. 

Much more closely related to the required mental image is the radar P.P.I. 
which is therefore far more easily interpretable. Nevertheless, flight-progress 
strips are still in use, for a twofold reason. Firstly, radar cannot display height 
and identity of aircraft (i.e. "who is who") and secondly, also related to the 
first drawback, planning of future flight paths appears to be very difficult with 
the radar display and less difficult with the progress board on which identity, 
heights and expected times are clearly shown. 

In order to retain the advantages of both types of display, there has been a 
growing tendency recently to separate the planning and executive control tasks, 
such that a procedure controller, sitting at a flight-progress board does flight 
planning, while a radar controller is responsible for the executive task. In this 
way it seems that optimum use is made of the features of both aids, which also 
fits well into present progress towards automation. 

To date, computers are in use in many A.T.C. centres to calculate and print 
paper flight-progress strips, a duty which hitherto devolved mainly on the assist
ant controller. 

In order also to use the computer for conflict detection, an automatic flight
progress board is needed, on which strips cannot only be prepared, but also 
updated by the computer. The photograph in fig. 3.10 shows some modern 
automatic flight-progress boards fulfilling this requirement. They are described 
in ref. 23. However, since radar separation standards are more and more replac
ing procedure separation standards there is a growing need for computer 
programs that can check and possibly also solve conflicts based on radar sep
aration. However, such programs have hitherto been lacking *). 

*) A first step towards a radar-separation clearance program is described in chapter 7. 
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Fig. 3.10. Automatic flight-progress board of the Amsterdam A.C.C. (by courtesy of Hol
landse Signaal Apparaten N.Y.). 

In the Amsterdam Control Centre a solution is applied in which planning 
and executive control have been separated as mentioned and in which the com
puter only checks for conflicts at the sector boundaries, where procedure sepa
ration is to be maintained, as will be the case so long as no radar hand-over 
(see sec. 3.6) is applied. 

Still, it is felt by the author that automation of A.T.C. is in its very beginnings 
and that further progress can hardly be expected in the current A.T.C. system, 
optimized as it is for human operators alone. In the following chapters an at
tempt will be made to design a system which seems to offer better prospects 
for employing both human controllers and computers. 



4. THE PROPOSED A.T.C. SYSTEM CONCEPT 

4.1. Historical introduction 

In the time span between the beginning of aeronautical development until 
about the year 1950, all electronic development related to A.T.C. was con
centrated on communication and navigation. A tremendous amount of work 
was, and still is done in these fields and an impressive number of navigational 
and other electronic systems has been developed. For a survey of radio naviga
tion systems, see refs 6, 27, 39, 41, 42, 47, 60. 

However, after the year 1950, preceded perhaps by some very hesitant ideas 
developed earlier, a new era in A.T.C. involving the use of electronic computers 
began. For an early survey of the problems concerned, see ref. 17. This develop
ment is believed by the author to be still in its initial phase to-day. 

One of the very early projects in this field started in the Netherlands in 1954. 
So far, this work resulted in the installation of the "phase 1" SATCO 44

) 

system at the Amsterdam airport, Schiphol, in 1959, followed by "phase 2" 23
) 

installed at the same airport in 1964. 
The phase-1 system is basically an automated dead-reckoning calculator and 

flight-progress-strip printer, while the phase-2 system is extended by automati
cally computer-driven flight-progress boards and an automatic conflict search. 
The system is being further developed to include radar coupling and automat
ic conflict resolution. 

Many other projects were undertaken in the same period in various countries, 
notably in the U.S.A., the U.K., France and Germany. The main problem in 
all these projects was to find out what kind of equipment is actually required rather 
than how this equipment was to be built. This fact is clearly reflected in the rather 
different approaches to the problem in the various countries. From a system
engineering point of view, some ofthese differences in approach may be worth
while mentioning here. 

In the Dutch case, after several years of extensive discussions between air
traffic controllers and the factory, the attempt was to make and deliver opera
tional equipment straight away. Undoubtedly, this was a quick procedure 
although certain operational changes were likely to be required afterwards. 
Indeed, much could be learnt from controller's reactions after the equipment 
was installed and considerable changes, notably in the software, had to be made 
before operational use could start. 

In the U.S.A., the urgent need for improving the A.T.C. system was greater 
than in any other country, as was also the experience with the use of computers 
in the related field of air defence and the willingness to spend large amounts 
of money in development of A.T.C. equipment*). The risks of building opera
*F'or a survey of early projects in the U.S.A., see ref. !. 
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tiona! equipment right away were sometimes taken in the U.S.A. also. 
As a result, in the U.S.A. as in Holland and in fact France too, automatic 

strip calculating and printing equipment became operationally available at an 
early stage. 

More cautious than in the countries just mentioned, was the approach in 
both the U.K. and Western Germany. In both these countries the problems 
involved were felt to be so complex and difficult that large operational experi
ments with preliminary equipment were considered necessary before the final 
equipment could be designed. Obviously, it is the most certain approach but, 
on the other hand, it is also the slowest one. The results so far gained in these 
countries indicate this clearly. 

Apart from the similarities of approach in the U.K. and Germany, there was 
also a notable difference of viewpoint between them. In the U.K. a very large
scale simulation project was considered, including computer-generated simulat
ed air traffic, a complete A.T.C. organization and a large number of human 
controllers. In Germany, on the other hand, the attempt was made to build 
up an experimental A.T.C. organization which was to be run with actual air 
traffic and in parallel to the existing AT.C. system. 

This short survey of activities undertaken in some countries indicates that, 
when all projects are taken together, a small army of highly specialized experts 
of various kinds was, and still is, engaged in the matter and that impressive 
amounts of money have been spent so far. There is no doubt that many good 
results will be produced by all the study and development groups. However, 
the author wishes to express his feeling that, unfortunately, a large portion of 
all the effort is wasted by the present lack of cooperation between the different 
groups. 

Nationalistic tendencies in most of the countries active in the field make them 
follow their own projects and place orders with their national industry only. 
There were, in fact, many attempts at cooperation, but this usually meant that 
one group just wanted to find out what the others were doing. 

Despite the large investments in all the development efforts, the costs in
volved in them most probably are nothing compared to the money wasted by 
the delay in finding a good AT.C. system, which could have been avoided, 
had there been proper cooperation. The worst thing of all is that the waste of 
effort must be expected to continue to an ever increasing extent, for, after some 
time, each of the countries involved will have developed its own system. None 
of these systems can be expected to be bad, but all of them can be expected 
to be different. However, there is little doubt that the fast development of air 
traffic will ultimately call for a uniform A.T.C. system for the whole world. 

4.2. Procedure of this chapter 

The common background of all study and development work mentioned in 
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the previous section was governed by the practical necessity of starting from 
the existing A.T.C. organization and airborne equipment and by the fact that 
for any new system, the problem of carrying over the old into the new system 
is a difficult one, both for economic and psychological reasons. As a result, the 
general procedure in probably all of these attempts has been to analyze the 
controller's present tasks and then consider which of them could be taken over 
by a computer, leaving the controller more time to concentrate on the more 
essential duties which can only be performed by men. 

In the present study rather the opposite procedure is followed. Being an 
academic study, a more detached view could be taken of the problem of fitting 
the proposed system to the prevailing situation. As a result, an A.T.C. system 
could be proposed which was based on the use of computers and automatic 
data links from the beginning. 

With respect to navigation too, the trend has hitherto been in most projects 
to link the computer to existing navigational aids, radar in particular. In this 
connection, a great deal of attention has been given to the problem of automatic 
or manual extraction of digital radar information, ready to be fed into digital 
computers; see refs 22, 24, 30, 51, 54, 56. The idea of using secondary-radar 
response to transmit aircraft-identification codes and flight levels to the ground 
was also inspired by the idea of linking radar to computers. However, the dif
ficulties encountered, especially concerning noise and channel interference, are 
so manifold that the question must be put whether radar is the suitable source 
of information to be processed by computers. 

In the next section, a critical survey is given of the possibilities and short
comings of radar, both primary and secondary, in relation to the application 
of computers. Next, in a number of sections, a new navigation system is de
scribed which is expected to be fully compatible with the very nature of digital 
automatic computers. The system is hereafter referred to as "navicode system". 
The chapter ends with some suggestions for a fully automatic system for A.T.C., 
based on computers and this navicode system. This fully automatic system, 
however, can only be feasible in a hypothetical, idealized world, in which all 
aircraft are fitted with the navicode airborne unit, in which technical failures 
of any kind never occur, in which pilots act like machines, never having special 
wishes or initiatives and where the weather is completely predictable. 

The actual world is different. An A.T.C. system, if acceptable, should be fit 
to cope with all sorts of unexpected events and should be flexible enough to 
take full advantage of that eminent human ability to do the right thing in a 
wrong situation. Some consequences of this will be dealt with in chapters 5 
and 6. 

4.3. Features and shortcomings of radar 

Primary radar is a powerful means of detecting and localizing objects in the 
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air. It is the only means that does not require any airborne equipment. It is 
obvious therefore that primary radar has become widely used for military pur
poses and also for A.T.C. as so far developed. There is no doubt that it will 
remain useful for A.T.C. in detecting and following unknown or "wild" air
craft as well as known aircraft whose electronic equipment is defective. Primary 
radar will therefore be given its place in the A.T.C. organization here proposed, 
as we shall see later in chapter 5. 

On the other hand, radar has doubtless shortcomings. One of the most severe 
limitations to A.T.C. is its inability to identify the detected objects, i.e. to indi
cate "who is who". Also, indication of altitude is not possible to the required 
accuracy of about 150 feet at distances as far as, say, 150 nml. Due to atmos
pheric conditions, errors of several thousand feet in altitude can easily occur 27). 

Related to the ability of radar to detect all reflecting objects in the air, is its 
tendency to detect objects other than aircraft as well, such as static objects on 
the ground, clouds and precipitation. Also, signals stemming from noise and 
interference by other radio or radar channels may result in false echoes. Thus, 
a major difficulty, especially in automatic handling of the resultant data, is the 
discrimination between true aircraft echoes and other signals. A lot can be done 
to overcome these troubles, but this invariably requires complicated technical 
provisions, which again are often liable to imperfections. 

Secondary radar, which is based on airborne transponders in the aircraft 
interrogated by a primary radar beam, has been and still is considered to be 
the answer to the above problems. Indeed, leaving aside the idea of passive 
secondary radar, although interesting as such*), the much more powerful re
sponses from an active transponder, compared to reflection echoes, greatly 
facilitates discriminating between aircraft and other reflecting objects. The 
transponder can, in principle, also be made to send identification and altitude 
in a suitable coded form. Unfortunately, however, secondary radar has its 
severe shortcomings too. An impressive (in every sense of the word) summary 
of the trouble experienced with secondary radar is given by Harris 29). 

In particular, the angular inaccuracy of the primary interrogating beam will 
sometimes trigger several transponders simultaneously, when aircraft are at 
about the same horizontal position, but separated (we hope) in altitude. In such 
a case, i.e. exactly when height information is urgently wanted, the identification 
and altitude information will fail as response transmissions overlap and spoil 
one another. A human operator may be able to see through the situation cor
rectly, but to automatic data handlers, cases of this kind present major difficul-

*) See ref. 35. The article concerns a transponder mounted on the aircraft, which uses an 
aerial and some passive resonance circuit, tuned to the radar frequency, in such a way 
that echoes contain some information characteristic of the aircraft. Though attractive for 
its simplicity, the system, of course, lacks the amplifying feature of active transponders. 
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ties. The chance of overlapping messages will, of course, increase with increasing 
message lengths. 

From the facts discussed, it is true to say that the performance of secondary 
radar, like its primary counterpart, implies some basic uncertainties presenting 
major difficulties to automatic data processing. 

The "navicode" system, to be described in the coming section which, to a 
certain extent, can be seen as a different development of secondary radar, is 
believed to be much better in this respect. Its superiority results from the fact 
that airborne transponders are interrogated by non-directionally broadcasted, 
coded messages rather than by the geometric criterion on which radar depends. 

4.4. Principles of the navicode system 

In order to be sufficiently accurate, height should be measured in the aircraft. 
Hence, an automatic air-to-ground data link is needed to provide continuous 
(i.e. at a high repetition rate) height information on the ground. Now, in the 
navicode system the airborne transponders are interrogated to give their height 
information by means of non-directional broadcasts from the ground, which 
contain an identification number to indicate a particular aircraft. The ground
sited transmitter is commanded to broadcast the interrogating messages by the 
A.T.C. computer system, so that the order in which aircraft are called is soft
ware-determined. Interrogations and responses use the same radio frequency, 
so that only one frequency is needed for each F.I.R. 

Plan position of the aircraft is determined on the ground by receiving the 
response messages in at least three remote receiving stations, as shown in fig. 4.1. 

ReceiverC 

A.T.C. and 
computer centre 

Transmitter A 

Receiver 0 

Fig. 4.1. The "navicodc" system. 
1. Interrogation message 4. Result message 
2. Synchronization message 5. Frequency-shift message (if applicable) 
3. Response message x. Aeroplane with transponder 
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In these stations the relative reception times of the response message from an 
aircraft are measured and sent to the computer, e.g. over telephone lines. This 
leads to a hyperbolic system of position fixing, as follows. 

If t0 be the time a transponder starts transmitting and t 1 and t2 the times 
at which reception starts at receivers 1 and 2, then the distances d1 and d2 

between the aircraft and the two receivers can be expressed as 

and 

where c is the velocity of light. Subtraction yields: 

t 1 - t 2 being a quantity which is independent of t0 and which can therefore 
be determined entirely on the ground. Thus, the aircraft is known to be at an hyp
erbola with the receiving stations at its focal points. By also using the data from 
a third receiver, the position can be found by intersection of hyperbolae (com
pare sec. 2.3). 

In order to measure the reception times in the receivers, t I> t 2 and t3 , an 
accurate and synchronous time reference is needed in the receiving stations. 
Such reference is obtained there by also receiving the interrogating message 
from the central transmitter. The beginning of this reception is the basis for 
the time reference. 

The system can be made very reliable by the application of error-detecting 
codes and by including the aircraft's identification number in the response 
message so that the computer can check having been answered by the correct 
aircraft. 

Also included in the response message are the calibrated airspeed as measured 
in the aircraft as well as some special symbols to be discussed later. 

In answer to each interrogation the computer has to send position informa
tion and clearance instructions back to the aircraft, which will be displayed to 
the pilot by means of a small cathode-ray display screen in the cockpit. These 
data are supposed to be sent with the next interrogation message, after being 
corrected by the computer for the time lapse between the two interrogations. 

As far as plan position is concerned, the navicode system, as just broadly 
discussed, is inherently a ground-output system, in that plan-position informa
tion is produced on the ground first. It would also be possible to combine it 
with an aircraft-output system, such as HARCO or V.O.R.-D.M.E. In that 
case only a single receiving station would be needed, since plan position, as 
measured in the aircraft, could be sent to the ground as an extension to the 
response message. However, for reasons to be discussed in the next section, 
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such a system would certainly fall short of the system referred to above, both 
in performance and simplicity of the airborne unit. 

4.5. Comparison of navicode with HARCO and V.O.R.-D.M.E. 

It should be observed that the navicode system has certain similarities with 
both the V.O.R.-D.M.E. and the BARCO systems. With BARCO it shares 
the use of hyperbolic coordinates and with D.M.E. the use of transponders, 
if now airborne, and using pulses for distance measuring. However, it is expected 
to avoid the disadvantages of both, as will now be discussed. The principal 
disadvantages of the BARCO system are the following: 

(l) complexity of the airborne equipment; 
(2) the hyperbolic coordinates are difficult to handle in the aircraft and they 

do not allow for a track-and-distance indication with respect to an arbitrar
ily selected point, which is an important feature at present and will be 
equally so in the proposed A.T.C. concept. 

The disadvantages of the second point can be overcome, as is proposed with 
BARCO, but this requires nothing less than an airborne digital computer. 

The navicode system requires fairly simple equipment in the aircraft, con
sisting of a single-channel receiver and transmitter, both for the same wave
length, so that certain parts might be shared, and a digital device for comparing 
identification codes, for receiving and sending coded messages and providing 
some digital displays. 

Coordinates of selected reference points can easily be given by the central 
(ground-sited) computer and displayed in the cockpit together with A.T.C. 
clearance instructions. 

An automatic map plotter can be installed in the cockpit, if so desired, and 
the central computer can then provide controlling information in such coding 
and coordinates as to make for minimum complexity of the plotter. 

The V.O.R.-D.M.E. system has the following main disadvantages: 

(1) V.O.R. is sensitive to reflected waves, which can be particularly troublesome 
in mountainous areas and in the vicinity of power lines and large metal 
structures*); 

(2) D.M.E. has limitations as to the number of aircraft that can simultaneously 
interrogate a beacon. Complicated equipment is needed for separating the 
channels. 

Both the BARCO and the V.O.R.-D.M.E. systems have the drawback of 
using more than one radio frequency per channel. In both systems it is an 
unfortunate factor too that the accuracy of resulting position information de-

"') See p. 80 of the "Beacon Report" 18). 
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pends on the quality of both ground and airborne equipment. As maintenance 
of airborne equipment is in the hands of a multitude of companies, including 
small ones, the average quality must in general be expected to be of a lower 
standard than that of ground equipment, maintained as it is by a single organ
ization. The fact, too, that ground equipment is smaller in number adds to 
this effect. 

In the navicode system, only accuracy of altitude depends on airborne equip
ment, but the accuracy of position information is entirely determined on the 
ground. 

On the other hand, it should be observed, of course, that reliability is distinct 
from accuracy and that this will always depend on all equipment used. 

As in D.M.E., the accuracy of the navicode system as far as distance measur
ing is concerned, is not affected by spurious reflections, since the direct wave 
always arrives first. On the other hand, messages contained in the aircraft's 
responses can be made undetectable to the receiving equipment due to reflected 
waves. However, since there are at least three remote stations receiving the same 
message, it is unlikely that reception would fail in all of these sites. Of course, 
error-detecting codes must be used to allow the computer to discriminate be
tween correct and faulty messages. 

A rough capacity estimation of the navicode system can be based on the 
following rather conservative figures: 

bit rate: 
number of bits per interrogation (interrogation plus 
response; see next section): 

1000 Bauds, 

250 bits. 

Thus, we find a rate of three to four interrogations per second, or about 
200 per minute. With a 1-minute average interrogation interval for each flight, 
the capacity of one A.T.C. centre could be 200 (active) flights. 

The navicode system requires only one radio frequency per A.T.C. centre, 
which is jointly used, then, for navigation and for all routine A.T.C. messages 
(position reporting and clearance instructions). As will be discussed in chapter 5, 
in the ultimate system concept one or more radio-telephony channels will be 
required for voice communications between pilots and air-traffic controllers in 
addition. The load of these channels will be very limited, however, since nearly 
all positioning and clearance information will be sent through the navicode 
channel. 

4.6. The navicode messages 

In fig. 4.1 an overall sketch of the system is given. There are five kinds of 
messages: 
( 1) interrogation messages, 
(2) synchronization messages, 
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(4) result messages, 
(5) frequency-shift messages. 
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Interrogation message (from ground transmitter to aircraft) 

On command of the computer, the central transmitter sends the interrogation 
message, consisting of the following items: 

(a) identification code 
(b) maximum flight level 
(c) cleared heading (in degrees) 
(d) conditional flight level 
(e) clearance limit (hours and minutes) 
(f) minimum flight level 
(g) next cleared heading (in degrees) 
(h) x andy coordinates (in 0·1 of a mile) 
(i) altimeter setting (Q.N.H.) 
(j) special indicator 

decimals *) 

8 
3 
3 
3 
4 

3 
3 

8 
3 

39 

Item (a) triggers the selected aircraft's transponder. This transponder first re
ceives and stores the complete message and then starts transmitting the response 
message. Items (b) to (h), inclusive, are results calculated by the computer from 
data obtained at the previous interrogation. The use of these items as well as 
(i) and (j) will be explained in sec. 4.21. 

Synchronization message (from ground transmitter to receiving stations) 

In the three receiving stations, the relative times of arrival of the aircraft's 
response to an interrogation must be measured accurately. To this end there 
is at each of the stations a time counter, which is started shortly before and 
stopped upon the reception of the response. The counters are driven by very 
stable local clock generators. It should be guaranteed that the remote counters, 
while running, contain the same number at any given moment. To this end the 
three counters are started by the beginning of the interrogation message which, 
apart from being received by aircraft, is also picked up by the receiving stations. 

In order to obtain an accurately timed start pulse, sufficiently immune to 
noise, the interrogation message starts with a special code word that is discussed 
in more detail in sec. 4.10. 

As the distances AB, AC and AD in fig. 4.1, between transmitter and receivers 
will in general not be equal, the counters will be preset by the start pulse to such 

*) The reasons for representing the data in decimal form are discussed in the next section. 
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different initial values as to compensate for the difierences in the times of arrival 
of the start pulse. 

Response message (from aircraft to receiving stations) 

As soon as the interrogation message has finished, the selected airborne trans
ponder can start its response. The response message starts with the special code 
word to be discussed in sec. 4.10 as used for accurately determining the time 
of reception. Then follows the coded response message, consisting of the fol
lowing items: 

(a) identification code 
(b) present flight level 
(c) calibrated air speed 
(d) special indicator 
(e) confirm indicator 

decimals 
8 
3 
3 
1 

16 

(In the case of an aircraft-output navigation system, the total would be at least 
22 decimals, including also x and y coordinates.) 

For the use of the items in this message the reader is referred to sec. 4.11. 

Result message (from receiving stations to central computer) 

Upon reception of the beginning of the response message in any one of the 
receiver sites the time counter is stopped. Next, the other items of the response 
message are received and directly relayed through a telephone circuit to the 
computer centre (see fig. 4.1 ). After the response message, the contents of the 
time counters are also sent to the centre. Thus, the result messages consist of 
the following items: 

(a) identification code 
(b) present flight level 
(c) calibrated air speed 
(d) special indicator 
(e) confirm indicator 
(f) time-counter contents 

Frequency-shift message (from ground transmitter to aircraft) 

decimals 
8 
3 
3 

1 
6 

22 

In the hypothetical, fully automatic A.T.C. system to be discussed in the 
coming sections, the computer has to change the frequency setting of the air
borne unit when the aircraft leaves the F.I.R. This would be the purpose of 
the frequency-shift message. 
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However, since in the ultimate organization discussed in chapter 5, frequency 
shifting is taken to be a human action, this message is neglected further on. 

4.7. Choice of number base 

There is a discrepancy in the representation of numbers between man and 
machine. Traditionally, humans use the decimal number system and it is very 
difficult for them to change to a different system. Inside computers, however, 
the binary number system is most economical and therefore often used. For
tunately, to a computer, number-base conversion is a simple operation. 

The predominating factor in the choice of number base for the navicode 
messages is the fact that numerical data are to be displayed in the cockpit by 
some form of numerical indication, as will pointed out in sec. 4.11. This has 
to be done in decimal form. Furthermore, as no computer is available in the 
aircraft, number-base conversions would require very costly equipment. For 
this reason, conversions can best be done in the central computer and conse
quently, the transmission of numbers between ground and air has to be in 
decimal form. 

Although the argument only applies to those data actually to be displayed 
in the cockpit, the decimal system has been adopted for all data, whether dis
played or not, since mixtures of coding would lead to a substantial increase in 
equipment complexity. 

4.8. Identification code 

By the very principle of the navicode system, the control centre will be able 
to trigger an aircraft transponder by a non-directional broadcast of an identi
fication number. It is therefore required that no two aircraft in an F.I.R. ever 
have the same identification code. 

Three principles of identification coding have been applied in the past as 
call signs for voice communication, viz. 
(1) serial numbers, 
(2) flight numbers, 
(3) registration letters. 

Serial numbers are numbers allotted to aircraft in the order they enter the 
system. They last for the time of the flight in the F.I.R. They would be attractive 
for our purpose to the extent that three-decimal numbers would suffice in any 
case. Their drawback would be, however, that an extra ground-air message 
would be required to set the new number in the airborne unit every time the 
aircraft enters a new F.I.R. This could be done entirely automatically, which 
would complicate the unit, or by manipulation by the pilot, which would be 
another unnecessary burden for him. In addition, it has to be considered that 
an error in setting the new number could have disastrous consequences, for 
which reasons we reject serial numbers. 
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Flight numbers, being the numbers used in the airline's timetables, are widely 
used at present as "call signs", as far as regular flights are concerned. Other 
flights often use the aircraft's registration letters as call signs. The disadvantage 
of both is that they partly or wholly consist of letters, whereas the exclusive 
use of decimal information will simplify the airborne equipment. Admittedly, 
however, registration letters have the advantage over flight numbers that they 
always and everywhere remain the same for a particular aircraft. 

In order to keep both advantages, a system of identification numbers will be 
assumed here such that every aircraft in the world will have a unique number. 
It is assumed that 8-decimal numbers will be sufficient for this purpose. The 
first three decimals could indicate the country of registration *). 

In chapter 5 it will be assumed that the traditional type of call signs may still 
be used in addition to the identification numbers, to serve for voice communica
tion. 

4.9. Error correction 

In view of the dangers that can result from errors occurring in the messages 
between ground and air, measures should be taken to reduce the probability 
of errors to an extremely low level. 

Since messages are short and of standard format and because the system as 
such is based on frequent repetitions of those messages, it will be sufficient to 
use error-detecting codes rather than error-correcting ones. This will reduce 
both circuit complexity and message redundancy. 

The computer can get the airborne response repeated by just making another 
interrogation of the same aircraft, should the received response message be 
incorrect. In addition, it receives the response messages via at least three differ
ent receivers, remote from one another. This is an ideal situation, since the 
computer can be programmed to compare the three messages and, e.g., accept 
two that are the same, should a third one be different. By using an error
detecting code the number of possibilities is extended still further, either to 
decrease error probability or to reduce the average number of repeated inter
rogations. Minimum error probability would be obtained by accepting only 
messages identically received via three ways and all satisfying the code checks. 
On the other hand, minimizing the average number of interrogations which, 
in a situation of dense traffic and intensive noise may also lead to greater safety, 
is obtained by accepting any one of the three messages as soon as it satisfies 
the code checks individually. 

All ground-sited error detections and decisions based on them can be carried 

*) By 1970 the U.S. are expected to have 105 000 civil aircraft. Then, 10 country numbers 
could be reserved, such that, e.g., all numbers beginning with "50" are U.S. numbers. 
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out by computer software, which provides a flexible means of implementing 
those procedures which give best results in practice. 

More difficult than at the computer site is the situation in the aircraft. There 
is only a single channel from ground to air and in the aircraft such a fine and 
flexible device as a computer is lacking. Another point is that the system concept 
forbids the airborne units to initiate messages other than responses to inter
rogations by the central computer. It is for this reason that a confirm indicator 
is included in each response message (see sec. 4.6), indicating whether or not 
the last interrogation message was received correctly. If not, the computer will 
send it again. 

As for the code to be selected, three points must be considered: 

(1) The messages are split up into decimals. 
(2) Error detection is sufficient, correction not being contemplated. 
(3) Not only should the transmissions be checked, but also the storage and 

display of information in the aircraft. Preferably, these checks should be 
carried out for each decimal separately, so that when a decimal is disturbed 
in the store it can be indicated to be faulty while the other, still correct, 
decimals can remain visible. Indeed, although the information displayed is 
updated after every interrogation, i.e., say once every minute, it would be 
quite undesirable if all information could be lost due to a single error in 
only one decimal. 

In view of the third point, it is best to use one check bit in addition to the 
four bits needed for each decimal, i.e. in all five bits per decimal. The fifth bit 
could be a parity bit attached to the other four which could represent a decimal 

TABLE 4-I 
The 2-out-of-5 code 

figure code word 

weights-~ 7 4 2 1 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
2 0 0 1 0 1 
3 0 0 1 1 0 
4 0 1 0 0 1 
5 0 1 0 1 0 
6 0 1 1 0 0 
7 1 0 0 0 ] 

8 1 0 0 1 0 
9 1 0 1 0 0 
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in binary-decimal code. This arrangement would allow the detection of single 
errors. However, better use can be made of the five bits by the application of 
the well-known two-out-of-five code listed in table 4-1. 

As is the case with a parity bit, this code has a minimum (Hamming) distance 
of two between code words and therefore in principle detects single errors. 
However, it has the additional feature of containing exactly two "ones" and 
three zeros in each word. Hence, the error-detecting power can be much greater 
than for just single errors if a modulation method is used for the communication 
that provides a very low chance of mutilating both "ones" into zeros and zeros 
into "ones" at the same time 14). Indeed, the chance of an undetected error 
can be calculated for this code to be 

U = 3 IX j3 (2 2 IX- 4 j3 + 5 IX j3 + 2 jP - 3 IX {32), 

where IX is the chance of a zero changing into a "one" and f3 is the chance of 
a "one" changing into a zero. The factor IX f3 makes U = 0 for IX 0 or 
f3 = 0. 

Another feature of the code is the fact that there is always an equal distribu
tion of "ones" and zeros in every message, which can be of advantage for the 
retrieval of clock frequency at the receiving site. In case digital-to-analog con
versions are required, e.g. for an automatic plotter, the use of a weighted code 
is essential. In this respect the two-out-of-five code can be called a semi-weighted 
code in the sense that the weights indicated in table 4-I are valid for all decimal 
values except zero. As a result, a digital-to-analog converter using a resistor 
network is practically as simple for the 2-out-of-5 code as one for a fully 
weighted code. 

Special attention is to be given to the "confirm" indicator introduced earlier 
in this section. It would be dangerous if, when the airborne unit intended to 
send a repetition request, the computer, due to transmission errors, received a 
confirm indication instead. To reduce this risk to a very small value, e.g. the 
code word 01010 could be used for confirmation, whereas reception of any other 
combination would be interpreted by the computer as a request for repetition. 
The airborne unit sends 10101 for request repetition, so that all five bits need 
to be in error to mislead the computer. 

4.10. Distance measuring 

Distances are measured in the navicode system by the starting and stopping 
of counters by means of radio-transmitted pulses. For the measurements to be 
accurate, the pulses should be sharp and in order to avoid false triggering by 
noisy signals, a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio should be maintained. The latter 
requirement is difficult to satisfy since signal strenghts vary a great deal accord
ing as the transmitter-receiver distance varies. 

In the D.M.E. system, a double pulse is applied. The first pulse is used to 
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set an automatic sensitivity-control system such that the second pulse is received 
at a more steady strength 42 •53). In addition, the two pulses are accurately 
spaced, so that the receiver has a better chance to distinguish between correct 
and noisy triggering signals by checking the spacing. Furthermore, different 
pulse spacings are used in the D.M.E. system, to provide different channels, 
but this is not a requirement in our case. 

In the navicode system, double pulses could be used in the same way as 
with D.M.E. However, another approach can be based on a principle given 
by Barker 4 ), who has defined a set of binary code words having an auto
correlation function which possesses one large peak in the middle of a number 
of very small fluctuations. Figure 4.2a shows a 13-bit Barker code word and 
fig. 4.2b the corresponding autocorrelation function. 

+13 
e a b 

f 

Fig. 4.2. 13-Bit Barker code word and its autocorrelation function. 

When the code word of fig. 4.2a is fed into a tapped loss-free delay line as 
in fig. 4.3, the output current i will be as in fig. 4.2b. The influence of noise 
on the autocorrelation peak is much reduced compared to a single transmitted 
pulse. The delay-line circuit could therefore be used in the ground receiving 
stations for accurately starting and stopping the time counters, and in the air
craft to avoid false triggering of the transponder. 

Barker has given a number of possible code words showing the intended 
property and Storer and Turyn 55) have shown that no code words of this type 
exist of lengths greater than 13 bits, so that the one given in fig. 4.2a, which 
has this length, seems best for our purpose. 

Fig. 4.3. Correlation detector; I is inverter. 
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Fig. 4.4. A Hufman pulse train. 

It is true that Hofman 32
) has found longer sequences with similar proper

ties, but in that case the equipment would be more complex as they use multi
valued bits, as sketched in fig. 4.4. 

4.11. The airborne transponder; general design 

As the present thesis deals with a case of system design, technical details 
usually had to be left open or only superficially dealt with. However, the air
borne transponder will be an exception in that one possible implementation of 
the digital part of it will be worked out in some detail. The motive for this is 
the following. 

In the proposed A.T.C. system it is assumed that most of the airspace will be 
controlled airspace, so that no space will be left for V. F.R. flights. Consequently, 
all aircraft, including very small ones, must be fitted with the navicode trans
ponder. It is therefore of prime importance whether a simple version of this 
tram ponder can be implemented that is low in price and light in weight. Indeed, 
it could well be fatal to the whole proposed system if the transponder were too 
complicated. However, in the coming sections it will be shown that a simple 
implementation of the transponder will be feasible, which can be cheap when 
mass-produced and small and light when based on integrated-circuit techniques. 

From the foregoing it follows that we are looking for a simple unit that fulfils 
only minimum operational requirements, but of course such that reliability is 
in no way impaired. No doubt, for larger aircraft it will be useful to extend the 
unit by additional operational features, such as, e.g. a link to the automatic 
pilot, an automatic map plotter, better display features, etc.; for other exten
sions see also sec. 4.18. Such extensions, however, are not so much our concern 
here as their higher price in a larger aircraft does not endanger the practicability 
of the system as such, which the simplest version of the unit in a small aircraft 
would if it were too expensive. 

Magnetic-core memory techniques and integrated-circuit nand gates have 
been considered as a basis for the design, although in the drawings symbols of 
and gates and or gates have been used. 

The transponder unit consists of a receiving and a transmitting system. The 
receiving system (see fig. 4.5), consists, in turn, of a receiver for coded inter-
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Fig. 4.5. Receiving system. 

rogation messages from the ground; a correlation detector to recognize the 
Barker-code-word heading of each message and to produce a start signal, S, 
to start an identification-number comparison; a recognizer comparing the receiv
ed identification number to the one set on a group of eight decimal identifica
tion switches and bringing the unit from the display mode into the reception 
mode, should a fitting identification be recognized; a core memory to store 
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information to be displayed and a display unit to control the cockpit display 
screen. The receiving system is controlled by various counters, flipflops and 
gates as indicated in fig. 4.5 and explained in sec. 4.14. 

The transmitting system (see fig. 4.8) consists of a transmitting counter to send 
subsequent 5-bit characters to the transmitter, which is supposed to transmit 
all bits serially. The first three "decimals" to be transmitted are so chosen as 
to form the Barker-code-word beginning of each message. Next, eight identi
fication decimals are obtained from the same identification switches as were also 
used in the receiving system. Then, three decimals come from the altitude digit
izer and three from the airspeed digitizer. Finally, there are two decimals: one, 
the special indicator mentioned, to signal that any one of nine pushbuttons has 
been depressed for special messages from the pilot to the ground and one being 
the confirm indicator to signal to the computer whether the last-received message 
was received well or requires repetition from the ground. 

4.12. Method of error correction 

It is assumed that 31 decimals have to be received, checked, stored and dis
played in the cockpit. Checking newly received and stored and displayed deci
mals is based on the 2-out-of-5 code. As the messages are short and of fixed 
format, correction of faulty received decimals can easily be based on repetitions 
of the complete ground-to-air message. This makes for simpler implementation 
than retransmission of separate decimals would do. On the other hand, it could 
cause excessive delays when, in noisy conditions, many repetitions were required 
until all 31 decimals were correctly received in the same message. 

It must be wiser therefore, at every repetition of the message to correct only 
those stored decimals which were not correctly received so far and to maintain 
the already correctly stored ones. As a result, the unit has to distinguish between 
first and repeated messages, in the sense that a first message renews all decimals 
in the store and a repeated one only the ones so far incorrectly received. 

Errors occurring in the distinction between first and repeated messages are 
only dangerous in one way. If a first message is taken for a repeated one, no 
decimals will be renewed unless so far incorrectly stored. Thus, such an error 
can result in data incorrectly displayed. In the other case, when a repeated 
message is received as a first message it may result in more transmissions being 
needed but not in an incorrect display. In order to ensure the least chance for 
the graver of the two errors to happen, the following method can be applied. 
It is based on the assumption that all messages, first and repeated, for one air
craft call will be finished before another aircraft is called. 

The unit, then, comes in the first-message mode whenever the identification 
number of any other aircraft is recognized. As many others will be called be
tween two calls for a particular aircraft, there is indeed little chance of the unit 
in question not coming in the first-message mode in time. Besides, the chance 
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will diminish as traffic becomes denser (and therefore more critical) as then the 
frequency of calling other aircraft will increase. Still, when very little traffic is 
in the air it will be good to broadcast faked calls among the real ones. In any 
case this should be done if only one aircraft is flying in the region. 

In very noisy conditions, when a message for an aircraft must be expected 
to be repeated a few times, the chance increases that the identification number 
too may get distorted. If it was taken, then, as a call for a different aircraft, 
the unit would be reset in the first-message mode, thus spoiling all decimals 
correctly received so far. Thus, in noisy conditions, excessive communication 
delays could occur. In order to reduce this chance the unit is only reset to the 
first-message mode if another identification number is correctly received. 

The opposite change, from first to repeated-message mode simply takes place 
on any first message being completely (but not necessarily correctly) received. 

4.13. Receiver and recognizer 

The receiver, as part of the receiving system, is required to produce serially 
the bits of any received message as well as two separated clock pulses, i1 and j 1 , 

for every 5-bit word received. How these requirements are met will be left open 
here, but for the present application a low-cost detection method will be prefer
red to optimum use of bandwidth. 

The bits from the receiver are fed into a delay line, which may also be replaced 
by a shift register*), should this be more desirable. The 13 outlets of the delay 
line serve to feed the correlation detector. Also, the 5 first outlets can be used 
for series-to-parallel conversion of the bits received, obtaining 5-bit decimal 
words in the receiving register. The correlation peak from the correlation de
tector provides a start signal S, for starting the recognizer counter(" I 0-counter" 
in fig. 4.5). The recognizer (fig. 4.6) checks the identification code sent from the 
ground against the code assigned to the aircraft in question, as it is set on a 
number of identification switches, viz. eight 5-deck, 10-position switches wired 
according to the 2-out-of-5 code. They are assumed to be set according to the 
aircraft's identification code. One such switch is shown in fig. 4.7. The five 
double-pole outputs from the· receiving register are applied to the input side 
of all these switches. The five outputs of every switch are fed into an and gate, 
the output of which will therefore only be "high" when all five bits received 
check with the setting of the switch. This output is inverted and again goes into 
an and gate, together with an output from a counter which is intended to indi
cate the eight identification decimals in the order of their reception. Thus, the 
recognition flipflop, FF S, which is always set beforehand by the "start" pulseS', 
will be reset by any received decimal that does not correspond to the setting 

*) A shift register can be used here since the Barker code word in the airborne unit is used 
to prevent false triggering only. In the ground-sited receivers, however, where it is used 
for accurate timing of the reception of the response message, a delay line is essential. 
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Fig. 4.6. Recognizer part of fig. 4.5 (for legend, see fig. 4.5). 

of the related switch, including any decimal incorrectly received. The "begin" 
output of the recognizer will therefore only give an output pulse when a sequence 
of eight correct decimals has been recognized as the identification code of the 
aircraft. This "begin" pulse sets flipflop R in the receiving mode, in order to 
accept the remainder of the ground-to-air message. If the ground station calls 
an aircraft but the identification code is mutilated during transmission, then 
no aircraft will answer. In that case the computer has to call the same aircraft 
again. 

From 
transmitting 

f system 
Read-back 

input 

Fig. 4.7. A 2-out-of-5-coded identification switch. 
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Another flipflop is the first-message flipflop, FF F. This flipflop is set at any 
correctly received identification decimal which does not correspond to the set
ting of the related identification switch, so that any following call will be re
ceived as a first message. It is reset at the end of the reception of any message, 
i.e. in state 32 of the display counter. 

4.14. Operation of the receiving system (fig. 4.5) 

The system uses a word-organized core store of 5-bit word length and a 31-
word capacity. One word is to store one character coded in 2-out-of-5 code. 
A 32-position "display" counter causes the message stored to circulate con
tinuously so that all characters appear in the 5-bit display register, one after 
the other. Thus they can be displayed sequentially on a cathode-ray tube in the 
cockpit, under control of the display unit which determines the character rate 
during this display mode. In this mode the display counter is therefore driven 
by clock pulses, i2 and j 2 from the display unit. The character selector, which 
is part of the display unit, recognizes each of the ten possible decimals, when 
correctly coded. As a result, any incorrectly coded character will not appear on 
the display screen. The display-mode operation as just described is interrupted 
for a receiving-mode cycle any time the recognizer announces a call from the 
ground, in which case state 9 of the 1 0-state recognizer counter initiates a "begin" 
pulse. This pulse sets the R flipflop to "receive" and resets the display counter to 
zero position. Due to FF R being set, the display counter will be driven dur
ing one complete cycle of 31 characters by the synchronizing pulses from the 
receiver rather than by the clock pulses from the display unit, which is stopped 
during the receiving mode. In this mode, at every character cycle, two characters 
are available: one newly received from the ground will be in the receiving 
register and the corresponding stored one will be in the display register. The 
two characters have the same position in the ground-to-air message. By means 
of a gating system it is decided which of the two characters goes into the store, 
as governed by four Boolean signals, E, I, F and R, having the following 
meanings: 

E: received (external) character is correctly coded, 
I : stored (internal) character is correctly coded, 
F: the unit is in first-message mode (F repeated-message mode), 
R: the unit is in receiving mode (R display mode). 

The received character goes to store in the first-message mode, or in the repeated
message mode, when the character is correctly received. Thus, the Boolean ex-· 
pression for the received character to be stored is 

R (F + FE) R (F + E). (4.1) 

The stored character should go back to store in any case when the unit is in 
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the display mode (R) but also in the receiving mode, when it is correctly coded 
and the unit is in the repeated-message mode (F'). Thus, the Boolean expression 
for this case is 

(4.2) 

The acceptances of both decimals, the received and the stored one, are co
incident in the following case: 

{R(F+E)}{R+F'I} RF'IE. 

Thus, when a repeated message is being received and when both decimals are 
correctly coded, both their bits can proceed to the memory. This makes for an 
additional safety at no cost, in the rare case that both decimals were correctly 
coded but nevertheless different from each other. 

Indeed, when the bits of two different 2-out-of-5 code words are logically 
added, a non-2-out-of-5 word will always result, so that, as the system is, 
neither character will be displayed, thus indicating an error. 

At the end of any reception, in state 32 of the display counter, FF R is 
reset so that the unit returns to the display mode. Just one state earlier *), 
the transmitting system is given a "start-response pulse" so as to transmit the 
response message. As a part of this response a confirm signal (C) or request
repetition signal (C) is transmitted to the ground depending on the state of 
flipflop C. This flipflop is set at the beginning of every receiving mode and 
reset to ask later for a repetition in each of the following cases: 

(1) when during the reception of a first message a received 
decimal is wrong 

(2) when during the reception of a repeated message both a 
stored and the corresponding received decimal are wrong 

The simplest Boolean expression to cover the two terms is 

R FE + R FE l = R E (F l). 

Boolean term 

RFE 

RF' El 

(4.3) 

The Boolean equations (4.1 ), (4.2) and (4.3) are implemented in a combinational 
circuit, included in fig. 4.5. 

4.15. The transmitting system 

In the receiving mode, as soon as the display counter reaches 32, indicating 
the end of the interrogation message, a "start-response" pulse goes from the 
receiving to the transmitting system. The transmitting counter (see fig. 4.8) is 

*) In order to obtain a finer timing, each bit period is subdivided into four sub-periods a, 
b, c d and as given by the "precounter". 
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Fig. 4.8. Transmitting system (for legend, see fig. 4.5). 

then started, to perform one cycle of 19 counts driven by a pulse generator 
PG 2. This counter scans the three decimals to form the Barker~code~word 
heading of the message, the identification switches to transmit the complete 
identification code, two 3-decimal registers to transmit altitude and indicated 
airspeed, a one-decimal switch to transmit the "special indicator" (see sec. 4.16) 
and finally flipflop C of fig. 4.5, to transmit either a "confirm" signal (01010) 
or a "request-repetition" signal (I 0101 ). The decimals produced by this scanning 
process are fed by five parallel bits into the transmitter, which transmits them 
serially to the ground. Just as with the receiver, no further details on the trans~ 
mitter will be considered here either. 

The identification switches and the registers for speed and altitude require 
some further discussion. 

To the right of fig. 4.7, there is a "read-back" input. If this input is low enough 
the transistor is cut off and the diodes and the resistor in fig. 4. 7 form an and 
gate, as was assumed in fig. 4.6, to recognize a preset decimal. 

Reversely, making the transistor conducting, each of the diodes, together 
with the corresponding diodes of the other switches, form an or gate so that, 
if only one switch is selected by making its transistor conducting, the setting 
of that switch can be read from the same wires originally intended as inputs. 
Obviously, the various input and output impedances in the circuit should be 
properly matched so that switches can be used in the double way described. 

The two 3-decimal registers in fig. 4.8, containing altitude and airspeed, 
should obtain their results from analog-to-digital conversions of an air pressure 
and an air-pressure difference (from a Pitot tube), respectively. This could be 
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done in many ways, but the method indicated in fig. 4.9 seems to be cheap and 
reliable. 

Both the altitude and air-speed registers are made up as counters. They will 
be counting a fixed, stable frequency derived from a crystal oscillator during 
a time Lit proportional to the analog value to be digitized. Lit is the time 
elapsed between the start and stop signals produced by the circuit of fig. 4.9. 

A variable resistor, pR, is moved by a barometer drum, such that the resist
ance varies proportionally to the pressure or pressure difference, p. Before 
each measurement, transistor T2 is conducting, keeping vc near to earth poten
tial. From the moment T 2 is cut off, vc begins to rise linearly with time. It is 
easy to calculate that Lit, i.e. the time between the signals from the start and 
stop voltage comparators, is as follows: 

pRC 
Lit --, 

3 Cl:ys 

where ap8 is the forward common-base amplification of transistor T 1 . This 
value is nearly unity and very stable. 

Stable components should be chosen for R and C. Lit is proportional top, 
as was required. A feature is that Lit is insensitive to limited variations of the 
supply voltage, V. However, this V should be chosen large enough to sufficiently 
reduce the inaccuracy resulting from the small emitter-to-base voltage variations 
of T 1 and the inaccuracies of the voltage comparators. Measures should be 
taken to avoid damage of T1 when T 2 is conducting. The circuit was built and 
tested and gave promising results. 

A new method of linear resistance-to-cycle-time conversion, which could 
also be used here, is given by Meyer 36). Essentially, it is a Wien bridge, using 
a special method to obtain a linear relationship between one resistance and the 
resulting cycle time. 

3R 

R 

R 

R 

EF =emitter follower y =voltage comparator 

Fig. 4.9. Altitude or air-speed digitizer. 
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4.16. Display unit 

An economical method has been described elsewhere 57
), to display a num

ber, sufficiently large for our purpose, of decimals on a cathode-ray tube. The 
decimals are displayed. serially, as are also the dots of which they are built up. 
The shapes of the characters are represented in a 6 X 9 magnetic-core matrix. 
Apart from the usual x, y, bias and sense wires, the cores are threaded by a 
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Fig. 4.10. Character-wire threading in the display matrix (borrowed from ref. 57). 

number of character wires; one for each character to be displayed. These wires 
are indicated in fig. 4.10 in 10 separate matrices. This has been done for reasons 
of clarity, although in fact all character wires are woven in the same core matrix. 
At the beginning of every display, all cores are reset. Then the cores belonging 
to a decimal are set by a current through the selected character wire. Finally, 
the cores are reset one by one by the use of the x and y wires. Those cores 
belonging to the character produce thereby an output pulse on the sense wire 
which is used to unblank the cathode-ray spot on the screen. If properly generat
ed deflection voltages are applied to the horizontal and vertical deflection plates 
of the tube, so that the screen will be scanned in accordance with the scanning 
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of the cores in the matrix, the character appears on the screen. By superimposing 
still other voltages on the deflection plates, a number of decimals can be dis
played in a suitable format. 

1[TI]] 210951 
Max. Heading 

JIJ:IQJ 4112561 
CFL Limit 

s!:IQ]J 6[J]:Q] 
Min. Next 

heading 

I oa4·3i 112 0·61 
X y 

j996l [QJ 
QNH Ind. Bri lli(]f)Ce 

control 

Fig. 4.11. Cockpit display panel. 

Figure 4.11 gives a possible format of the cockpit display screen. This format 
should not, however, be seen as a fixed one. As will be argued more than once 
in the coming chapters, .flexibility in the operational features is essential in any 
A.T.C. system. Such features should therefore be determined as much as pos
sible by computer software rather than by equipment design. From this point 
of view it would be best for the cockpit display simply to show e.g. 5 lines of 
9 decimals, i.e. 45 decimals in total, while the unused decimals are hidden behind 
an overlay that can be easily changed. The ground-to-air message has to be 
extended then to 45 decimals (besides the Barker and identification bits) and 
the format could then be entirely determined by the computer program. One 
ackward consequence would be, however, that the unused decimals would also 
join in the error-correcting scheme, causing quite unnecessary repetitions of 
messages from time to time. In particular in critical, noisy conditions this 
would be very undesirable. One solution could be an easily replaceable diode 
plugboard to be added to the display counter of fig. 4.5. These diodes could 
form an or gate indicating which of the 45 decimals should be excluded from 
error detection. However, as a different solution, a similar sort of plugboard 
could also be used to indicate spacings and "new lines" of the display, which 
would in any case shorten the ground-to-air message, compared to the previous 
solution and also avoid its disadvantage, namely that it makes the checking 
system more complicated and therefore less reliable. 

The example of fig. 4.11 presents the general idea of the display. The operation
al use of the items displayed will be discussed in sec. 4.21. 

A small control panel is needed in the cockpit. First, there must be a tuning de-
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vice for selecting the correct frequency channel. Second, we need a set of nine 
pushbuttons to determine the "specialindicator"ofthe response message. These 
buttons are available for the pilot to send some special messages to the com
puter or, through the computer, to the controller. Any depressed button is 
electrically released after the next response transmitted to the ground. When 
no button is depressed the special indicator will be zero. 

A lamp on the control panel could indicate that the transmitter fails to stop 
transmitting, the need for this lamp being that in such an event the complete 
navicode system of one F.I.R. would be blocked by the malfunctioning of a 
single transponder. 

It might be advisable to extend the cockpit display panel to include a warning 
lamp indicating any changes in the data displayed. In that case a button should 
be provided to extinguish this lamp. When combining this with one of the nine 
buttons referred to above, the computer, in the next call, could check whether 
the pilot has noticed the change. 

4.17. Choice of radio frequency 

Although a definite fixing of the radio frequency band is not opportune here, 
some considerations on this point which are practically the same as the ones 
given by Stern 53

) for the Australian D.M.E. system can be mentioned. In that 
system frequencies of about 100 Mc/s were considered most suitable, subject 
to the following considerations. 

(l) Signal transients are fast enough to allow accurate distance measuring. 

(2) It provides, in principle, line-of-sight propagation covering a limited area. 
This means that the same frequency can be used at not too large distance 
intervals. The absence of strong atmospheric reflections and scatter for this 
frequency is also an advantage. On the other hand, at 100 Mcjs the radio 
horizon is still somewhat wider than at higher frequencies, which is con
venient for covering an area as large as an FJ.R. 

(3) Aerials can be rather small for this range and it is easy to obtain good 
omnidirectional coverage of airborne antennae, also during manoeuvres. 
On the other hand, special microwave techniques with their attendant dif
ficulties at higher frequencies, are still avoided. 

(4) Attenuation by clouds and precipitation, which becomes appreciable above 
200 Mcjs, is negligible at about 100 Mcjs. 

(5) A disadvantage of line-of-sight propagation is that rather high towers are 
needed to obtain good coverage for low-flying aircraft and also for the 
transmission of the synchronizing messages from the central transmitter 
to the receiving stations. Using the formula 
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where r is the range in km and h1 and h2 are the tower heights in m, we 
find that tower heights h1 h2 = 100m are required to allow for a maxi
mum distance of 50 km between the centre and each of the receivers. If 
aircraft are to be followed from the moment of departure or until the 
moment of landing, additional supporting receiving stations will be needed 
in the vicinity of airports. 
Another consequence of the line-of-sight restriction is that coverage of 
oceanic areas, which would require very low frequencies, is out of the 
question. Still, there is some hope that the oceans could be covered by means 
of artificial islands or satellites 50). 

4.18. Extensions of the airborne unit 

The airborne unit described so far can be considered as the minimum-cost 
unit. This cost is essential, especially for small aircraft. For larger aircraft ex
tensions can be considered, some of which are given below. 

A first possibility is an automatic coupling with the aircraft's compass and 
cross-pointer, such that the cleared heading, as indicated on the display panel, 
can be followed by simply keeping the cross pointer to the middle stroke. A 
further extension on the same lines would be a coupling to the automatic pilot, 
possibly incuding automatic following of both cleared heading and altitude. 

Another quite useful refinement could be obtained, if a group of a few voice 
frequencies that had a fixed and simple relation to the navicode frequency could 
be assigned. In that case a few buttons could be mounted on the control panel, 
marked "a", "b", "c", "d" and "e", let us say. By just pressing one of these 
buttons, the pilot could then select the voice channel that connects him to the 
A.T.C. controller guiding him. (The tasks of these controllers are discussed in 
chapter 5.) 

Still further refinements could be thought of, one of which could, e.g. be a 
coupling of the clearance limit (which is a time up to which the given course 
and altitude clearance is valid) to a clock in the aircraft, directly showing the 
time still to go until this limit is reached. 

An automatic map plotter has already been mentioned earlier. 

4.19. The basic A.T.C. system 

The A.T.C. system to be proposed is based on the "navicode" system for 
communication and navigation, on digital computers for those data-handling 
actions that can be automated, and on human controllers for the functions that 
cannot be automated. Voice radio channels are provided for communication 
between controllers and pilots. The load on these channels, however, will be 
only a fraction of what it is to date, since nearly all position reporting and 
clearance information will pass through the navicode channel. 

In an hypothetical world where no technical failures can occur, where the 
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weather is completely predictable and where air traffic could be conducted 
along the strict lines of a machine-like operation, a fully automatic system could 
be considered, based on computers and the navicode system. In the remainder 
of this chapter we shall discuss that part of the system that could be automated. 
The next chapter will deal with those problems that can only be adequately 
solved by human insight and judgement. 

The functions to be performed by the central computer system can be sub
divided into three main categories: 
(1) control of the navicode systems and checking the development of the traffic 

against precalculated clearance plans (executive control); 
(2) calculating and finding conflict-free clearance plans, based on any occurring 

situation; input-output organization for coordination with adjacent centres 
(planning control); 

(3) input-output organization for the controller's consoles. 
The first point includes determining the navicode interrogation cycle and 

giving interrogation messages to the navicode transmitter, as well as receiving 
and checking response messages from the navicode receivers and doing the 
hyperbolic-to-rectangular-coordinate transformations necessary for finding 
positions of aircraft in Cartesian. coordinates. For the programming of these 
latter transformations reference can be made to an iteration procedure given 
by Dodd 12). 

Calculating conflict-free traffic plans is the subject considered in chapter 7, 
whereas requirements of the input-output program must be derived from the 
operational descriptions of the controller's consoles given in chapter 5. 

Although one cannot possibly estimate the calculating speeds of future com
puters, these speeds at present seem to approach some asymptotic limit and 
not many will expect them in future to become, e.g. one hundred times faster 
still than they are now. It is therefore most likely that the total computing 
requirements of the system will exceed the capacity of one computer. In that 
case the total task has to be divided over several computers. A possible division 
over three computers is the one given by the points considered above under 
(1), (2) and (3), although many ways are open here and an ultimate choice will 
be highly dependent on the computational load of the different tasks. In addi
tion, duplication of computers will be required for safety reasons. 

4.20. Clearance principles 

As discussed earlier, one of the reasons for airways coming into existence was 
the difficulty for a human controller to think in terms of four spatial dimensions. 
However, as in the present proposal computers are supposed to take over the 
task of clearance planning, there is no longer any need for fixed airways. Further, 
the navicode system does not require the use of airways either, which in fact 
the older beacon navigation did. 
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Thus, there is no obstacle to changing over to a free-route system which, on 
the other hand, will have many advantages. Firstly, flying will be spread over 
a larger airspace, so that collision risks and traffic congestion will be reduced in 
principle. Secondly, it will be more economic, as unnecessary detours, so far 
caused by the airways structure, can be partly avoided. Finally, it is certainly 
also a considerable advantage that free-route flying will largely avoid clustering 
and overlapping of data on plan-position display screens. 

Thus, in nearly every aspect it will be advantageous to abandon the idea of 
airways. 

As long as airways are used, one is very limited in applying lateral separa
tion to solve conflicts. Longitudinal separation also provides little flexibility 
since aircraft speeds are rather invariable. Hence, manoeuvring in the vertical 
plane has always been the main freedom left to an airways controller to avoid 
conflicts; a fact which will also be noted when the reader studies the example 
presented in sec. 3. 7. 

In a free-route system the situation is different. Manoeuvres in the lateral sense 
will be as easy as in the vertical sense. In fact, the leading idea behind the pro
grams in chapter 7 to find conflict-free flight paths is to find first a solution for 
any conflict in the horizontal plane and to keep vertical separation in reserve 
if horizontal separation should fail. This seems to be the natural procedure from 
a computer-programming point of view and it will often allow pilots to climb 
or descend uninterruptedly, which they will certainly appreciate and which will 
make for better fuel economy. 

For every F.I.R. a rectangular coordinate system will be chosen for indicating 
positions in the horizontal plane. They axis points to true north and the origin 
is so chosen that negative values are avoided for positions in the F.I.R. It is 
also in this coordinate system that position is indicated on the navicode display 
unit in the cockpit, so that the use of and signs is avoided on this display. 

Height separation will be based exclusively on flight levels, in order to avoid 
in the computer the complications related to transition level and transition alti
tude. Instead, it will be necessary to introduce a new quantity, field level, which 
is the reading of an altimeter, set to a barometric pressure at mean sea level of 
1013·2 mb and situated at the airfield in question. As this field level will vary 
with the barometric pressure at the field, the latter datum should be fed into 
the computer at regular intervals. From this datum the computer will derive 
the lowest flight level it can assign to an aircraft, from which the final approach 
can also start. The pilot, on his part, will presumably use a second altimeter 
which he can set to the QNH of his destined airport. On this meter he can check 
his ground clearance. He can read the QNH value from his navicode display, 
see fig. 4.11. He can also be given a table from which he can read the height 
of an assigned flight level as a function of QNH should he wish to know this. 

Minimum height separation will be the traditional 1000 feet at lower, and 
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2000 feet at higher levels *). In view of the programming principles given in 
chapter 7, horizontal minimum separation will be based on distance rather than 
on time. There will be no difficulty, however, in making the minimum separa
tion distance vary with the speeds of the aircraft involved. The minimum dis
tance is thought to be in the order of 1 minute flying time or five miles, which
ever is greater. However, for those aircraft that come close to others, the navi
code interrogation rate should then be made to increase so as to attain shorter 
reaction times. 

Coordination between adjacent computer centres will be based on a buffer 
zone between the F.I.R.'s. Thus, every F.LR. will have an outer boundary and 
an inner boundary, the buffer zone being in between. The outer boundary of 
one F.I.R. will then be the inner one of the adjacent F.I.R. They will be, say, 
20 miles apart. All position information and clearance planning data of aircraft 
flying in a buffer zone are exchanged continuously between the two computers 
concerned. The communication between the computers is organized such that 
only one computer at a time can change flight paths in the buffer zone and 
only those of flights under its own control. The new clearances should be based 
on all traffic in the buffer zone, including that under control of the other com
puter. Aircraft entering an F.I.R. come under control of its centre at the outer 
boundary and outgoing aircraft are controlled until passing the inner boundary. 

An aircraft leaving an F.I.R. enters the interrogation cycle of the new com
puter at the estimated boundary time, which fact is reported to the old com
puter. The latter will give warning to the air-traffic controller, to request the 
pilot to change frequency. The new computer again reports having received the 
first response of the aircraft. The old computer checks that the aircraft is re
sponding to either centre, so that control over an aircraft can never be lost. 

Apart from the buffer-zone traffic, the two computers keep each other in
formed about estimated boundary positions, heights and times of all flights 
concerned. Incoming flights should normally be accepted unchanged by the 
receiving centre except in the case of computer failure, mentioned in sec. 5.3, 
or when there is a conflict with an aircraft with which radio contact has been 
lost. In cases of refusal by a computer, both controllers concerned will be in
formed; see also sec. 5.2. 

4.21. Pilot's tasks 

In this section we shall discuss the various actions to be taken by the pilot, 
relating to A.T.C. No mention will be made of his other, non-A.T.C. duties. 

Prior to departure, a flight plan is to be delivered to the flight information 
office, or over the radio at airfields where there are no such offices. The flight 
plan is of the traditional type, except that no reporting points are mentioned. 

"') The transition is at flight level 290. 
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Instead, the A.T.C. centres to be contacted are listed*). Besides the call sign, 
the navicode identification code is also to be mentioned in the flight plan. 

When enteting the aeroplane the crew switches on the navicode unit, sets it 
to the correct frequency and, if necessary, checks the setting of the identification 
code. The voice channel of the local controller is selected. From about ten 
minutes prior to E.T.D. the computer will interrogate the aircraft at a low rate, 
say once every three minutes. At the first response from the aircraft the com
puter presents a clearance plan to the flight controller **) who will forward it 
to the pilot by voice radio. This clearance plan will, e.g. have the following form: 
"You are cleared to ... (place of first intended landing) at cruising level 220, 
to cross 25 and 92 (a point in the F.I.R., defined by an x andy coordinate) 
at flight level 90 or above, to cross 43 and 70 at flight level 150, to maintain 
(magnetic) heading 120, maintaining flight 1evell50 for 5 minutes". As is com
mon practice with outbound clearances to date, this clearance plan actually 
takes its true significance from the possibility that all communication with the 
aircraft may be lost, it being exactly known on the ground in such a case what 
the aircraft will do. For the rest, it is only intended as an initial clearance which 
will usually be amended en route, as in dense traffic situations the computer 
may not attempt from the start to find a conflict-free path for all aircraft through
out the F.I.R. 

When the crew is ready for take off, they depress button "I" of the navicode 
unit. The computer, which after E.T.D. will increase the interrogation rate to 
about once every ten seconds, will receive this request for take off in the next 
response message. In answer to that, it will then present the current clearance 
to the pilot, on his navicode display, as well as to the local controller. The 
runway to be used for take off is shown in this clearance as the first cleared 
heading. The local controller will call the aircraft, giving a taxi clearance, fol
lowed later by a clearance for take off. 

The current clearance is indicated by items I to 6 inclusive, of the navicode 
display, see fig. 4.11. Every clearance displayed is valid up to a certain time 
(window 4), the clearance limit. Until that time the pilot is cleared to follow 
the heading of window 2 and after that he may expect to be directed to the 
"next heading", of window 6. As for height, windows 5 and I show a minimum 
and a maximum flight level. The aircraft is allowed to fly at any flight level at 
or between these values at any time. However, the pilot must see to it that he 
can reach or pass the conditional flight level of window 3 at or before the 

*) Contrary to the present-day organization, from an A.T.C. point of view there is no longer 
any need for the flight plan to be sent on to the A.T.C. centres that will control the 
aircraft, as adjacent computers will exchange the necessary information automatically in 
due course. Still, forwarding flight plans may be required for political or military reasons 
which are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

*"') The tasks of the flight controller, who is to replace the present-day airways and approach 
controllers, are discussed in sec. 5.3. 
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clearance limit. Thus, when the aircraft is climbing, at the time of the clearance 
limit the pilot must expect the conditional flight level to be transferred by the 
computer to window 5 and the aircraft will be in danger if at that particular 
time it has not yet reached this level. Conversely, when the aircraft is descending, 
the computer shifts the conditional flight level over to window l when the clear
ance limit has come. In these cases of climb or descent, the conditional flight 
level will always be at or between the maximum and the minimum flight levels. 
If it is equal to one of the two, it means that the aircraft must have levelled 
off at that value before the clearance limit has passed. 

When in level flight, an aircraft is usually cleared to maintain one particular 
flight level only. In that case this same level will be indicated in both the 
"maximum" and the "minimum" windows. As for the middle window, one 
of three cases may occur then. If the value of the conditional flight level is also 
equal to the other two, the pilot may expect to get a clearance for the same 
level even after the clearance limit. If, however, after the limit the computer 
intends to clear him to a higher level, window 3 will show "999" and if to a 
lower level, it will show "000" *). 

Three other windows show two coordinates, x andy, of the current position 
of the aircraft as well as the "QNH", i.e. the barometric pressure at the airport 
of destination. These data have no direct concern with A.T.C. but are useful 
for the pilot in flying the aircraft. The x and y coordinates are given in tenths 
of a nautical mile and they are always positive as, for each region, an origin 
is chosen to the extreme S. W. corner of that region and preferably still some
what further outside. The QNH is given in millibars and will always be between 
400 **)and 1100. The ten-thousands decimal has therefore no significance and 
has been omitted. The pilot uses the QNH value to set his altimeter for ap
proaching the airport. 

From the moment of take off, which fact is detected by the computer by 
finding a first increase in the altimeter reading, the clearance is continuously 
updated by the computer. This happens in any case when the clearance limit 
is reached, but in dense traffic situations it may happen more frequently. 

The "special-indicator" window of the cockpit display usually shows "0". 
However, if the computer finds the movements of the aircraft violating one of 
the clearance items, the indicator will show the number of the display window 
that requires the pilot's special attention. The figure "9" will be shown where 
the computer has managed in a dense traffic situation to find a free path that 
requires to be precisely followed. In such cases the pilot should follow the 
clearance instructions quicker and more accurately than usual, but the indica-

*) These outstanding figures will avoid a kind of confusion that might occur if the exact 
value of the future cleared flight level were already shown at this moment. 

**) At elevations of about 5000 m. 
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tion "9" is not to be seen as an emergency case. In emergency cases the pilot 
will be contacted by the controller. Figures "7" and "8" in the indicator box 
may be given other special meanings. 

Immediately after take off the local controller will request the pilot to contact 
the flight controller (see sec. 5.3) for further instructions; he will mention the 
voice channel which has to be chosen for this purpose. The pilot then calls 
the flight controller to report his departure. This will be no news to the con
troller as the computer has already indicated this fact to him, but the message 
is intended to check that the voice channel has been properly selected. 

In many cases there will be communication between pilot and controller only 
twice for an inbound and overflying flight and three times for an outbound 
flight, since a clearance plan is to be submitted for all flights and later on, when 
approaching the airport or leaving the region, the pilot will again be contacted 
by the controller with the request to change to another channel for further 
instructions. For outbound flights, there is also the departure report. Additional 
talks may take place in special cases. 



5. MAN-MACHINE RELATIONS 

5.1. On the necessity of man-machine cooperation in A.T.C. 

In this section it will be argued that although A.T.C. possesses a powerful 
tool in the computer, human intervention will still be necessary. 

Indeed, there are many jobS,, including very complicated ones, that can be 
precisely defined and therefore carried out by a computer. Computation of 
positions, flying times, times of conflicts are but a few examples. In solving 
such tasks the computer can well be superior to a human operator, notably 
because of its speed, accuracy and the fact that fear, fatigue and boredom have 
no place in it. 

This superiority raises the question of why the computer should not do all 
the tasks or, in other words, why should not A.T.C. be fully automated. This 
question is all the more imperative as experience so far clearly indicates that 
in all A.T.C. projects the equipment linking human operators and computers 
is the most troublesome and costly part of the installation and still remains 
the worst bottleneck of the system. However, A.T.C. practice also presents us 
with many vague and mathematically undefined problems that require human 
insight and understanding; faculties which are so painfully lacking in a com
puter. In general, such problems arise in unforeseen situations, e.g. due to 
unexpected weather conditions, aircraft or equipment failure, trouble with 
passengers or load, etc. Where is the computer which will understand the 
implications facing a pilot reporting a lion in his cockpit? 

In 1966 an aircraft transporting lions reported to Brussels Control that 
one of the animals was freely walking up and down the aeroplane and 
occasionally put its nose into the cockpit. It must be admitted that even 
the human controller did not immediately respond correctly to this prob
lem. As the story goes, he is supposed to have answered: "Put a tiger in 
your tank", quoting an advertising slogan of a petrol company. Still, the 
controller's correct responses which followed must have been more ade
quate than could ever be expected from a computer. 

For the reasons given, A.T.C. cannot be fully automated. Consequently, the 
challenge of the difficult problems encountered in designing the input-output 
equipment which will link A.T.C. controllers and computers must be accepted. 

How difficult this is, is evident from the experience so far gained in this matter 
in all A.T.C. automation projects. In the first European automated A.T.C. 
centre too, the one in Amsterdam, many serious difficulties were encountered 
in the operational use of the system which, subsequent to instalment of the 
equipment, took more than a year of intense operational experimenting before 
it could be successfully put into operation 37 

•
49

). 

Indeed, experience indicates that it is much more difficult to specify the 
operational requirements of equipment for A.T.C. correctly than to make the 
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technical design. It is for this reason that in the present chapter and in chapter 6 
full emphasis is laid on operational design and that matters of technical imple
mentation of the proposed equipment are left open or only very superficially 
dealt with. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that computers have difficulty not only with 
problems that are too vaguely stated, but that there is also a class of very pre
cisely stated problems that are hard to solve by means of a computer. Classic 
examples are the "travelling-salesman" problem, to find the shortest way to 
visit a number of given towns, and the problem of letting a computer win a 
chess game. A great deal of attention has been given to this field of artificial 
intelligence, but development seems to be in its early stages *). The general 
trend of thought to-day seems to be that in the type of problems just considered 
man and machine can complement each other magnificently if means are pro
vided for linking them; see, e.g. ref. 61. 

The A.T.C. task of finding conflict-free and optimum flight paths for anum
ber of aircraft with given places of departure and destination, speeds, preferred 
altitudes and times of departure, may belong to this type of problem as well. 
Indeed, it is mathematically well defined and it must allow of an unambiguous 
solution. Still, it seems to be so complicated that an exact, straightforward 
solution might be too much to be expected. A number of computer programs 
to solve the problem have been attempted and described in chapter 7, but the 
results are not complete. Human intervention may also be needed in this prob
lem, at least in certain cases. This point has not been further worked out, 
however, in this study. 

In the coming sections, the human tasks in the proposed A.T.C. system will 
be summarized first. Next, an organization for an A.T.C. centre will be put 
forward and the basic design of the necessary equipment given, notably input
output consoles. 

5.2. Human tasks in the proposed system 

In the draft system outlined in chapter 4, it was assumed that computers 
could be programmed to find conflict-free clearance plans for a number of air
craft. Also, by means of the navicode system, the computer can check all flight 
movements against the clearance plan and amend the latter whenever necessary. 
Hence, the computer in principle carries out both the planning and executive 
tasks as defined in chapter 3 which hitherto have been carried out entirely by 
human controllers. 

However, we should now see what human responsibilities will be left in the 
new organization, which is primarily based on computers. As we shall see, 
these human tasks, too, involve both planning and executive actions. 

*) See, e.g. refs 16 and 38. 
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Quite generally, the controller in the new organization will be seen as an 
intermediary between pilots and the computer. The many pilots cannot be 
expected to know the computer sufficiently well to use it to full advantage and, 
conversely, the computer may raise problems that require human decision but 
with which pilots should not be directly concerned. Moreover, the controller 
creates a human atmosphere supporting the pilot so much more, particularly in 
any critical situation, than a dull machine could do which just accepts orders 
if very precisely stated. 

Pilots may address special wishes to the controller, e.g. concerning altitude 
changes or a preferred runway or they may announce changes in their flight 
plan such as may occur due to factors of transport economy, weather conditions 
or trouble with the aircraft. In all such cases it is the controller's task to make 
suitable inputs into the computer. The means to do this will be discussed in 
later sections. 

On the other band, the computer, too, may draw the controller's attention, e.g. 
when it fails to receive navicode responses from an aircraft, or when an aircraft 
keeps deviating from a given clearance. In such cases the controller will contact 
the pilot by voice radio. Again, the computer may warn the controller about a 
coordination conflict with a neighbouring computer (see end of sec. 4.20), in 
which case the controller will contact his colleague in the adjacent F.I.R. 

Apart from the special cases just mentioned, the most general human task 
will be continuously to watch and check the traffic situation by means of various 
displays as a check on the actions of pilots and computers. Besides this, it will 
be necessary to look out for "unknown" or "wild" aircraft by means of a radar 
screen. Suitable action should be taken by the controllers in all abnormal cases. 

A very serious case is that of complete central-computer failure which is liable 
to occur despite all safety measures. A back-up system is required enabling the 
A.T.C. personnel to carry on control in such a case on a manual basis. This 
back-up system is described in sec. 5.4. 

In the design of the organization special care has to be given to the amount 
of work to be done by each controller. On the one hand, in normal situations 
the controller should never be overloaded, leaving him sufficient time to cope 
with any exceptional cases. Indeed, one of the main objects in using computers 
is to avoid stress fatigue, which is reported to be very dangerous when it occurs 
to air-traffic controllers 19

). 

On the other hand, there is also the danger of fatigue by boredom which, as 
Schmidke 43) writes, can occur much earlier than normal fatigue by exertion. 
It is of prime importance therefore that the controller be sufficiently and con
tinuously concerned with the situation as it develops so that his attention does 
not flag and he is kept continuously familiar with the situation in order to act 
adequately and quickly should it be necessary. 

In the design of the organization as described in the coming sections the above 
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points have been taken into account as much as possible although the final proof 
could only be presented by actually operating the equipment if it were available 
in hardware. 

5.3. Three types of controller 

The organization envisaged includes three types of controller, to wit: 

local controllers, 
flight controllers, 
radar controllers. 

The tasks of the local controller are supposed to remain the same as in the 
present-day organization. First of all this controller is responsible for giving 
clearances for take off and landing. He gives every landing assistance a pilot 
may require and he (or a special runway controller) also controls taxiing traffic 
on the aerodrome, runway lights, etc. He sees to it that the runway is clear of 
any obstacles. 

The flight controller of the new organization roughly combines the duties of 
the present-day airways, radar and approach controllers. As most of the plan
ning and executive work is done by the computer, it can be expected that more 
flights can be handled per controller than has been possible so far. Hence, 
although a division of the F.I.R. into sectors will be necessary as before, the 
sectors can probably be larger than they are at present. Another important 
aspect of the computer doing most of the work might be the possibility of 
every flight being guided by just one controller throughout an F.I.R. In prin
ciple, then, one sector is assigned to one controller who takes all flights initiated 
in his sector (by departure or by entry from adjacent F.I.R.'s). However, he 
keeps control over them when proceeding in another sector. The feasibility of 
this procedure has to be tested in practice, of course, but the great advantage 
could be gained that hand-overs between controllers and voice-channel 
changes by pilots would be largely avoided. To date, with increasing aircraft 
speeds, this is a continuously growing burden for pilots and controllers alike. 

A flight controller will thus guide inbound aircraft from the boundary until 
they can be handed over to the local controller of the destination airport, out
bound aircraft from immediately after take off to the boundary and overflying 
aircraft from boundary to boundary. 

In perfectly normal cases, the flight controller will communicate twice with 
every pilot, viz. when the aircraft enters his control and again when it leaves it. 
In addition, outbound flights are contacted once more, to issue the outbound 
clearance. However, special events occurring during the flight may, of course, 
lead to more frequent contacts. All these radio contacts should serve to keep 
the controller informed about the traffic situation as it develops. 

The flight controller sits at a console on which computer-generated pictorial 
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and tabular displays and various computer input devices are provided. This will 
be discussed in coming sections. 

Radar controllers are the ones who watch the situation developing on the 
raw-radar display, using only radar equipment, which is completely independ
ent of the navicode system and the central computer. Thus, they can provide 
an excellent overall check. However, their main task is to look out for "un
known" aircraft which can be distinguished on the P.P.I. from the known ones 
when the latter are marked by computer-generated circles *). 

If an unknown aircraft is detected, it is also the radar controller's task to give 
the computer position information on such aircraft by means of a radar tracking 
device. Although this tracking activity could also be automated (see, e.g. refs 
22, 24, 30, 51, 54, 56), assuming the many problems concerned can be solved, 
it is taken that human response will generally be more adequate in meeting 
the exceptional cases that radar is intended to cope with. The radar controller 
should also immediately contact and warn a pilot if the latter is in immediate 
danger the moment the unknown aircraft involved is detected. 

Finally, the radar controller can assist a flight controller in tracking an air
craft with which navicode contact has been lost. In that case it remains to the 
flight controller only to update the computer's height information on such an 
aircraft, after radio talks with the pilot. 

Consoles with displays and input controls are also provided for the radar con
trollers. As will be pointed out later, it will be an objective worth attempting, 
to design identical consoles for both flight and radar controllers. 

5.4. Central-system failure; back-up system 

The possibility of failure of the entire central computer system, including the 
navicode ground equipment, confronts us with particularly serious problems 
and therefore requires separate treatment. 

Of course, all central equipment ought to be duplicated or triplicated, so that 
the chance of a complete failure becomes extremely unlikely. Still, this chance 
could never be zero and the unfavourable event may happen, say, on the average 
once in several years. The problem then arising is the following. 

The computer system has been installed to allow for a considerable increase 
in traffic-handling capacity, beyond the value possible with human controllers 
alone. Thus, as the computer system may fail in a situation of very dense traffic 
(according to the "law of the worst luck") the human controllers, even if they 
are well trained to handle this case, due to the very purpose of the computer 
system, will generally not be able to take over the computer's task. Besides, 

*) It is assumed that this feature can be implemented such that the radar can still be con
sidered "completely independent" of both the navicode and the computer system, as was 
presupposed. 
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they are not likely to be very experienced since the case, we hope, will occur 
infrequently *). Thus, there is no solution to the problem of keeping the sys
tem going at the same quality level as is feasible when the equipment is operating 
properly. In this respect it should also be noted that a breakdown of either the 
computer or the navicode system is almost as serious as their failing jointly. 
This is so, since the two parts are adapted to one another to such an e~tent that 
the one seems to be of little use without the other. Indeed, in case of computer 
failure, generating the interrogating navicode messages and doing the hyperbolic
to-Cartesian-coordinate transformations, for one thing, would be ah impossible 
task for the controllers and, for another, providing all exchange of information 
between all aircraft and the computer by voice radio contact, in case of navicode 
failure, would hardly be any easier. 

The only way out of the problem in this rare case will be to accept a lower 
quality of service and drop the requirement of efficiency as, of course, safety 
must never suffer. Indeed, the present proposal for solving the problem means 
such a considerable reduction in efficiency that the total cost of a central-system 
breakdown will only be acceptable if it happens very rarely indeed. 

The solution is based on the following restrictions: 

(1) all departures in the area will be cancelled; 
(2) no flights from adjacent areas will be further accepted; 
(3) a number of radio beacons in the area will be adopted as holding beacons 

for the aircraft already flying in the area. 

The computer, when running properly, will produce an emergency plan as an 
appendix to every normal clearance plan. The emergency plan is updated from 
moment to moment along with the normal plan. It results in a number of emer
gency instructions displayed in the order in which they should be issued to the 
pilots the moment the central system failed. This display should be of a non
destructive type, i.e. such that it is not erased by computer or power break
down. The emergency instructions are so calculated py the computer as to bring 
each aircraft safely from present position to an allotted altitude at any of the 
holding beacons. However, aircraft about to land or leave the area will be 
instructed to continue. 

After the emergency measures have been put into effect, all aircraft will be 
holding at the beacons. It is then feasible for the controllers to let them land 
or leave the area at a reduced rate as the manual traffic-handling capacity allows. 
In the execution of this scheme, radar could be of great help, of course, should 
it be available. 

*) Often in the past and indeed fairly recently too, the requirement was that the controllers 
could continue normal control of the traffic by traditional methods should the computer 
fail (see, e.g. ref. 33); in our opinion an untenable standpoint. 
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When the central system is again operative, it can take over control as soon 
as it has completed a new clearance plan, based on the then prevailing situation. 

For the non-destructive display of emergency instructions a display panel 
could be situated near the supervisor's desk. It could be implemented using 
electromechanical indicators as described elsewhere 23), these being the only 
technical means that can be read in case of computer or power failure, even in 
the extreme case, by any form of emergency lighting. A high-speed printer could 
also be used or an audio recorder on which computer-generated voice messages 
could be recorded, ready for transmission to the pilots. 

The controllers will need considerable training in executing the emergency 
plan. There can be no hope that this training is provided by their daily work 
with normal procedures, since the emergency ones are too different. It will there
fore be necessary at regular intervals to organize exercises on a simulation basis. 

5.5. The controller's console; basic considerations 

Input-output consoles with their complicated equipment are very costly de
vices. It will therefore be of great economic value, as it is also valuable from 
the point of view of service flexibility, if all consoles could be of identical de
sign. In that case the available consoles can be pooled for use by flight con
trollers and radar controllers, as well as for the purposes of training of con
trollers and of developing, testing and evaluating new procedures and computer 
programs. It will, then, also be easier to keep some consoles in reserve and to 
take one out of service for maintenance and repair. Finally, when they are all 
alike, consoles can easily be made available for the reproduction of former situa
tions for legal inquiries. Similar advantages have been remarked on elsewhere 9

). 

A very difficult problem in the design of computer input-output equipment 
for A.T.C. has always been to meet the conflicting requirements of providing 
a maximum number of different input and output functions, so that the con
troller can make full use of all the computer can do for him and, on the other 
hand, keeping the input controls simple, making for quick communication with 
the computer. The latter point is of vital importance as the controller has to 
pay his main attention to the developing traffic situation on his display screen. 
Each time he has to look for particular knobs and buttons his attention is 
distracted from the displays, which should be avoided as much as possible *). 

A similar problem, as occurs with the input of data, presents itself on the 
output side. As Haack 24

) has put it very clearly, the A.T.C. problem is charac
terized by the fact that every item of information only makes sense in relation 
to all other data about the prevailing traffic situation. This is the very root of 

*) It has been found in the experiments reported in ref. 37, that the controllers' mental 
picture of the traffic situation deteriorates quickly whenever his attention is distracted 
from the display; see also sec. 5.6. 
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the troubles encountered when the task is divided among several controllers 
in a manual system and it is also responsible for the fact that an A.T.C. con
troller has to have a large amount of data displayed simultaneously. 

In our case, where the computer system does most of the data handling and 
comparing of flight data, the difficulties are reduced, however, but controllers 
still do need a lot of information to be able to follow the situation and take 
action in special cases. In principle, they need so much information that it 
could never all be presented on a pictorial plan-position display. The amount 
of data would render such a display completely uninterpretable. The display 
should therefore be a selective one, i.e. such that the controller can select cer
tain categories out of the total information and quickly change from one to 
another. 

In addition, the pictorial display can be supported by a tabular one; at least 
this was invariably indicated by A.T.C. practice so far, which is that every radar 
controller has next to his radar screen a number of flight-progress strips. Here 
again, it will be of vital importance to find an optimum format for presenting 
the data on the tabular display, subject to long-term practice to be acquired 
with the new A.T.C. system. The latter observation brings us to the next main 
consideration for console design, which is that the A.T.C. system in its entirety 
should be a learning organization, in the sense of improving in performance, 
on the basis of past experience. If the central-computer programs are not of a 
learning type, the men serving in the organization will at all events be forced 
by the constant development of air-traffic techniques and traffic density to keep 
looking for new and better procedures. This fact has the direct consequence 
that controllers' consoles should be designed to be as flexible as possible. The 
outer shape is determined mainly by the shape and size of the human body, 
which can be considered as constant, and by the required maximum space for 
output displays and input controls and sufficient space for the man to move 
and not to feel that he is "built into a machine". But the precise selection of 
input and output information and the format of its presentation should be 
fixed only by software (i.e. by computer programming) rather than by hard
ware (i.e. by equipment design), so that it will always be easy to try out and 
effect changes afterwards, even major ones. 

The last main design principle to be discussed concerns safety and reliability. 
The chance of malfunctioning of electronic equipment can be reduced to a very 
low level, but never quite to zero. In the rare case of a complete central-com
puter failure, it is very desirable that the output equipment is sufficiently inde
pendent of the central computer, to the extent that the information displayed is 
preserved, although perhaps not updated any more. 

Ln view of a possible failure in the equipment of the console itself, reserve 
consoles ought to be able to start showing the same information as was dis
played on any other console, in a matter of seconds. Preferably, such informa-
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tion transfer from one console to another should be possible again independently 
of the central computer. However, this requirement may have serious technical 
cons~quences. 

The outer dimensions of the console (see fig. 5.1), are based on an existing 
type which provides an extremely pleasant working space and which was built 
for another purpose in the Institute for Perception Research (I.P.O.) in Eind
hoven (Netherlands) 45

•
46

). All displays and controls can be easily reached and 
the operator can look over the top of the instrument, making for easy contact 
with his colleagues. 

Fig. 5.1. Photograph of a mock-up of the console; I. coloured main display screen; 2. touch
wire input display; 3. decimal keyboard. 

The console comprises the following functional items. 

1. Three identical, coloured main display screens, to be used for raw-radar, 
synthetic pictorial or synthetic tabular information. Each of these types of 
displays can be called on each of the three screens, as is most convenient 
for any particular task. Further details of these displays are discussed in 
sees 5.8-5.10. 

2. A touch-wire input display. This is to be a modification of a recently devised 
system*). In the front window of a CRT display two sets of very thin wires 

*) As far as the author knows, this method was first introduced in a pamphlet "Advance 
Information" by Plessey, dated June 1966. 
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cross each other at right angles. When touching a crossing point of two wires 
with the finger, a change in capacitance occurs in both these wires, which 
can be electronically sensed so that the spot touched can be identified to the 
computer. The advantage of such a device will be that the functions of the 
spots can be labelled by information electronically displayed on the screen 
and therefore be completely software-determined. Later in this chapter it 
is discussed how a number of different fields of labels can be called by the 
controller, e.g. one for flight-data input, one for telephone operation, one 
for display-format control, etc. The need for any buttons on the desk is thus 
largely avoided, with the exception only of a set of decimal keys and a few 
others which it is convenient to have available separately. 

3. A keyboard comprising ten decimal keys for input of decimal numbers and 
an input-effect key meant to prevent false inputs by the touch-wire panel, 
for those types of inputs which could upset the system when made by mis
take. Indeed, as input stimuli are very easily given on this panel, involuntary 
inputs could often occur. 

4. A "light pen" by which targets and positions on any of the display screens 
can be indicated to the computer or to other controllers by just pointing the 
pen to the position concerned. 

5. A double-sided head telephone set, one side being connected to the radio 
frequency for communication with pilots and the other one for all intercom 
and telephone purposes, as is common practice to date. 

6. A set of attention lamps and corresponding answering buttons. Their func
tions are again software-determined. One can be used for signalling incoming 
telephone calls, another for the computer to call in a controller's action, etc. 
Answering the first one automatically establishes the connection. When the 
second lamp is answered, the computer can indicate its difficulties by means 
of the "semi-pictorial display" (see sec. 5.15) which then automatically be
comes active. 

5.6. Display of flight data 

To watch the traffic under his control, the air-traffic controller needs some 
form of display showing the present and expected future traffic situation. The 
ultimate goal of such display is to form a mental image in the controller's mind, 
on which his actions will be based. The human mind seems to think in terms 
of more or less spatial images as well as in verbal structures and symbols. 
Correspondingly, two types of displays are known, called pictorial and tabular 
displays. A pictorial display is always some form of spatial transformation of 
a reality to be represented. A tabular display, which consists of words, numbers 
or symbols is not bound to such relation. As its elements can be defined to 
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have any meaning it is more flexible than a pictorial display, but due to its 
more abstract character, its interpretation usually requires more "mental proc
essing". For this reason pictorial displays are usually preferred for those data 
that can be thus represented. However, the following five limitations require 
some consideration: 

(I) It is essentially only two-dimensional, although by some special means it 
can be made three-dimensional (see the next section). 

(2) Related in a way to the previous point is the fact that expected future develop
ment of the traffic is hard to display. 

(3) A pictorial display usually requires more space than a tabular one for the 
same amount of information. Especially when some tabular-type data are 
shown on a pictorial display in addition to the position dots of aircraft, the 
screen is easily overcrowded and soon becomes uninterpretable. Attempts to 
reduce the information by only showing aircraft in conflict have also been 
made but are basically unfeasible, since in dense traffic solving one conflict 
will often mean creating others, so that the controller, when trying to solve 
a conflict in various ways, would see other conflicts coming up each time, 
giving him no chance of finding a way out. Limiting the traffic displayed to 
particular height bands also suffers from the same difficulty in principle, 
although possibly to a lesser extent. Nevertheless, the principle of a selective 
display as such, i.e. such that the controller can select certain categories out 
of the total information available, seems to be basically sound, provided 
that any combination of categories can be selected and that quick change
overs from one selection to another can be made. 

( 4) For certain data a pictorial display is not sufficiently accurate. 

(5) Essentially verbal data, such as call signs or types of aircraft, cannot be dis
played pictorially. 

In practice, both forms of displays will always be needed. In traditional A.T.C. 
they are represented as flight-progress strips for the tabular and as radar P.P.I.'s 
for the pictorial display. In more recent equipment mixed forms also occur in 
which tabular data are attached to aircraft-position dots in a pictorial display. 
Although such "data blocks" can be very useful at times, their disadvantage is 
that they distract attention from the pictorial data and that they sometimes 
overlap each other, thereby becoming illegible. 

Quite generally, hard experience indicates that sophisticated additions to 
pictorial displays should be thoroughly considered and tested before making 
them operational, since their implementation is nearly always expensive and 
their use is sometimes disappointing. This even happens with more basic addi
tions, such as maps, coast lines, indications of airfields, distance rings, etc. 
Some consider such features of more use for training than for actual practice. 
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In a discussion the author once had with an approach controller who had 
switched off all map markings, the controller said: "I have been looking at this 
radar scope for three years now. Do you really think that I still don't know 
where the airport is?" Over and over again, as in this observation, we are con
fronted with the fact that often the finest technical provisions remain unused. 
An observation to the same effect was made in a recent article in "Time" *) 
where it was reported that controllers switch off alphanumeric data blocks on 
their scopes, especially in cases of dense traffic ( !). These and similar experiences 
are manifold and very instructive. They show how difficult an art "human 
engineering" is, and how easily errors occur in this field, as we are still too 
easily impressed by beautiful technical devices and do not consider their opera
tional use anything like enough. 

A last observation concerns the flexibility of the imagination as compared 
with technical aids. The image a controller has of an air-traffic situation seems 
to be a rather personal matter in that it varies quite a lot from controller to 
controller. This at least was an interesting point the author came to realize in 
some private talks with controllers at Schiphol airport, Amsterdam. Most con
trollers seemed to look from above, down to the earth, seeing the aeroplanes 
move over the ground, at different altitudes. One controller, however, imagined 
himself sitting in the centre of the airways system, which in Holland has a radial 
structure. Like a spider in his web he seemed to look into the airways, seeing 
aircraft coming towards him or going away from him at different altitudes. 
Still others may look at an airway from the side. Most probably, however, 
controllers will develop a habit of shifting from one image to another, as is 
most convenient for a particular situation. This happens in any case when a 
controller has to identify himself for a while with a particular aeroplane, seeing 
the world from that position as is sometimes necessary, e.g. when a controller 
has to inform a pilot about other traffic. 

Simple introspection also teaches us, of course, that our thinking is based 
on a multitude of associations and images which alternate with each other at 
tremendous speed. Compared to this, all technical aids will necessarily fall short 
in flexibility and probably the only compensation can be to show several dis
plays simultaneously. This is the reason why in the proposed console, as in 
many existing types, space has been provided for several display screens. On 
the other hand, however, and probably related to its flexibility, there is the lack 
of persistence of the mental image. In an operational investigation concerning 
automatic flight-progress boards 37) it was discovered that after the display is 
made invisible to the observer, his ability to answer questions about the traffic 
situation deteriorates quickly, as for example, "how many aircraft were repre
sented?" (subdivided into inbound, outbound and overflying aircraft), "how 

*) Time, Atlantic edition, March 31, 1967. 
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many between reporting points HW and HT?", "were there aircraft at the 
same altitude?", "where was KL ll5?", "can it be cleared to FL 100?'', etc. 

In view of this fact, it will be vital to design an input-output console such that 
the controller has to shift his eyes from the main display to the least possible 
extent when making an input to the computer. Although this problem seems 
to be very hard to solve, every attempt in this direction has to be made. 

In the present section some generalities about displays have been discussed. 
The next section will deal with the particular problem of displaying the third 
dimension. 

5.7. Display of height 

Usually in A.T.C. a two-dimensional display screen gives "plan position", 
i.e. aircraft positions are projected on a horizontal plane. In this respect, "third 
dimension" thus means height. We will stick to this interpretation of the third 
dimension in the present section. 

Traditionally, the height of aircraft that were shown on a radar P.P.I. were 
written by the controller on flight-progress strips and continuously updated, 
based on radio talks with the pilots. Recent developments allow heights to be 
written in figures, on the P.P.I., like the "data blocks" mentioned in the last 
section. This has the same disadvantages that apply to all data blocks, i.e. the 
numbers may overlap when aircraft are close together (i.e. just when height 
information is most urgently needed). In addition, even with a few aircraft 
displayed, the tube is soon overcrowded with numbers, so that "seeing" the 
situation becomes more difficult. 

In view of the above, it is only natural that ways have been sought to imple
ment true three-dimensional displays, that is 3-d displays having the property 
of parallax. 

Methods obtaining true three-dimensional representations have been reported 
by Barker 3) and by Traub *). The first of these methods is based on horizon
tally positioned phosphor-coated glass layers in a vacuum tube, each having 
an electron gun. The second method uses a vibrating mirror, such that it is 
alternatingly convex and concave. Certain oscilloscope pictures, being syn
chronized with the vibrations of the mirror can call up a three-dimensional 
image when we look at them through the mirror. 

A new and fascinating method is holography **). An object lighted by a coher
ent light source produces wave fronts of light rays reflected by the object. 
When the superposition of these fronts and direct rays from the source fall on 
a photographic plate, an interference pattern, called hologram, is obtained, in 
which all spatial, directional and intensity information contained in the wave
front is recorded. Lighting the hologram afterwards, again by coherent light, 

*) Electronics 39, No. 3, 7 Febr. 1966, p. 41 (short note). 
**) For a basic introduction, see, e.g. ref. 15. 
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can bring about the same three-dimensional image as when perceiving the orig
inal wavefront. We will refrain here from answering the question whether 
holograms could be generated synthetically, starting from the three-dimensional 
position information available in a computer memory. However, some evidence 
in this direction is given by Brown and Lohmann ~). 

However interesting techniques of true three-dimensional display may be, 
the first question for us must be whether they will be useful from an A.T.C. 
operational standpoint and in this respect many doubts arise. Hopkin 31

) points 
out that what he considers to be one of the main advantages of a true three
dimensional display, viz. that it can be viewed from different angles, is spoiled 
by the difficulty of adding symbolic indications*) that can be unambiguously 
interpreted from all sidi::s. 

Jn our opinion a still greater limitation is that the horizontal distances be
twei;:n various aircraft will be more difficult to estimate accurately in the true 
3-d image than in a plan, projective picture. Similarly, it will also be difficult. 
to accurately compare relative heights of targets situated some distance apart 
from each other. 

A number of other methods for displaying height on a plan-position display 
have bei;:n reported. Thi;:y are based on spot size, on the stereoscopic principle 
using polarization for separating the two images, on the lengths of nidial lines 
starting from thi;: centre of the screen and pointing lo the position dots and on 
colour coding. Operational experiments with these methods, including also a 
true 3-d representation, were carried out by Holland and Emmons ( l 947) and 
by Gebhard (1954). The results, which are ratht::r contradictory, however, arc 
reported in a book by Saker 2). 

Holland and Emmons rank the methods from best to poorest in the above 
order, i.e. that the true 3-d representation would be the poorest of all. Gebhard, 
however, finds true 3-d representation better than the others, which should be 
roughly equivalent to one another. 

The differences might have been caused by a different amount of pretraining 
of the test persons, although no evidence on this is found from the available 
materiaL Indeed, since the true 3-d method appeals directly to our natural 
faculties it will require much less special pretraining to do this test well, whereas 
all the other methods use some form of coding that is alien to us and has to be 
acquired first. We shall come back to this point in the next chapter concerning 
some experiments with a coloured display. 

5.8. A proposal foe a coloured height display 

As we saw in the last section, the idea of using colour to indicati;: hdght dates 
as far back as 1947. A paper by Steiner 52

) in 1960 also suggestr:id a colour 

•) Including of course alphanumeric information (author). 
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code using five different colours. By combinations of two of these, s• = 25 
different heights can be distinguished. F"or each aircraft the two colours appeared 
on the screen as the colours of the position dot and of an attached speed vectoc 
Jn this way the troubles encountered with data blocks, as mentioned before, 
can be largely overcome. 

The method which will be proposed now, although lt has certain aspects in 
common, is otherwise very diff1;Jr1;Jnt. It will be described first, while a compari
son of the merits of the two systems will be postponed until the end of this 
section. 

i\n ekctronic synthetic display is assumed which gives a plan"position picture 
and is able Lo show all colours. Some notes about pos~ihle implementations of 
such displays will be made in later $cctions, concentrating the present discussion 
on Lhe operational aspects. 

,, 

" " 

Fig. 5.2. Imlication of flight numbers of the traffic ~ituation of fig. 5.3, as used in the te•t' 
of chapter 6. 

Fig. 5.J. A reproducti<H\ of a painted picture representing ~ traffic 'ituation as indicated by 
the colo\Jrcd display. Tile colour ~cule indicates ftight-lcvd values, Speed veclors (bars) 
corrc,p<>nd to covered (li51ances of·! min ftying time. The white crossc~ indicate airports. For 
further 0xpli111ati<)ns, see sec. 5.8. 
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Figure 5.3 represents a painted picture used as a substitute of the electronic 
display envisaged (for flight numbers of fig. 5.3, see fig. 5.2). Each aircraft, 
then, is represented by a dot, the position of which corresponds to the plan 
position of the aircraft. The height of the aircraft, expressed in flight level, is 
indicated by the colour of the dot in a scale that is also given in fig. 5.3. The 
colour scale is intended to be a continuous one. Thus, the colour of a dot repre
senting a climbing or descending aircraft will vary continuously. The fact that 
the picture was a painted one presented quite some difficulties as regards obtain
ing a completely satisfactory colour scale, i.e. with equally noticeable differences 
between subsequent values. This is believed to be more easily achieved with 
electronic equipment, should it be available, where the scale can be varied by 
setting a number of knobs, adjusting the relative intensity of the colour com
ponents used (see also sec. 5.17). 

In the picture, heights below FL 50 are all given the same colour as FL 50 
itself. This was done on the assumption that aircraft flying lower than this alti
tude will usually be under control of the local controller. However, if desired, 
a differentiation can be made by using four additional tints between the red 
used for FL 50 and white, used for the ground (airfields). 

Attached to each dot there is a coloured bar representing a speed vector 
showing speed and track of the aircraft. The colour of the bar gives the flight 
level the aircraft is cleared to climb or descend to. Thus, knowing the colour 
scale one can at once see whether an aircraft is cleared to climb, to descend or 
to maintain its flight leveL Also, one can learn to see quickly what height band 
is occupied in an aircraft's clearance and whether or not it overlaps with that 
of another aircraft. 

Airfields are indicated by white crosses. Of course, additional indications like 
distance rings, border lines, etc. could be displayed as well if they serve any 
purpose. An important quality of the method is that the relative heights of two 
objects can be seen at once from the colour differences, without first mentally 
translating them into any number or code system. This can be done quickly, 
provided that the observer is sufficiently trained in interpreting the colour scale. 
Also, the only essential question in A. T. C. concerning height, viz. whether the 
cleared height bands of two aircraft overlap or not, can be quickly decided 
directly from the present-height and cleared-height colours of both aircraft. In 
an experiment to be described in the next chapter, human ability to do this 
has been investigated. 

Apart from numerical height data in data blocks on the screen, the proposed 
method is the only one known to the author that can show both present and 
cleared heights of aircraft in a practicable manner. The weaker point of the 
method is a certain lack of accuracy. Although people with normal colour vision 
can develop quite some skill in distinguishing between two close colours, dif
ferences of 1000 feet in height are sometimes difficult to see. However, this 
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shortcoming is thought to be compensated by an additional feature of the dis
play, which is that the controller can indicate the two aircraft concerned by 
means of his "light pen". In response to this, the computer will then show in 
figures present and cleared heights of these two aircraft. This process can be 
finished in a split second. Some direct indication "overlapping" or "non-over
lapping" could, of course, also be given by the computer. 

The colour-coding method of Steiner does not have the accuracy problem just 
mentioned but does have the difficulty that the two colours have to be mentally 
translated into a height value as expressed in a base-5 number system. For a 
height band between present and cleared heights, 4 colours would have to be 
watched and "processed" and for checking an overlap between two such height 
bands even 8 colours have to be compared, which seems to be virtually impos
sible. Accordingly, the indication of cleared height has not been envisaged in 
Steiner's article. 

In order to fix the operatiunal merits of the proposed display method, a 
number of experiments were carried out which will be treated in chapter 6. In 
the coming sections, dealing with further input-output methods, the use of the 
method is presupposed. 

5.9. Tabular display 

ln the proposed system tabular displays no longer serve the purpose of plan
ning conflict-free flight paths, for one thing because the computer does that job 
and, for another, in so far as it remains a human action, the tabular displays 
are best replaced by the proposed coloured display. Besides, tabular displays, 
though formerly useful in airways-control planning, are difficult to adapt to 
area-control or "free-route" planning. On the other hand, a tabular display 
will be indispensable for showing many more or less static data the controller 
needs to know about flights under his control, such as call sign, place of depar
ture, destination, requested cruising level, type of aircraft, etc. In addition, 
showing the controller the current clearance as given on the pilot's navicode 
display could perhaps facilitate talks between controller and pilot. Finally, it 
may be useful to indicate boundary times, levels and positions. 

For all the flight data just mentioned it applies, here again, that an ultimate 
choice could only be made after prolonged operational tests, and this will be 
no problem if the tabular display format is software-determined. 

Most probably, there will be a need for a limited amount of data on each 
flight to be permanently shown while a larger amount is needed only in specific 
cases. As has become practice already in some early A.T.C. computer systems, 
such data can be kept dormant in the computer memory until they have to be 
displayed at the request of the controller. Thus, the tabular display has a num
ber of, say 30-60 sections, one per flight, to show permanent data of all flights 
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under control and one larger section to show on-request data of one flight, as 
selected by means of the light pen. 

Specific categories of on-request data are the inbound and outbound clear
ances which, as we have seen in chapter 3, derive their true significance from 
the possibility of lost radio contact. These clearances tend to be rather long 
and usually have to be consulted by the controller only once or twice per flight. 

The left and right display panels of the console will probably be best suited 
for the tabular displays, leaving the middle one for pictorial information. 

5.10. Minimum-distance display 

In the past, other pictorial displays than the usual P.P.I.'s have been con
sidered as well. In particular, electronic time vs distance displays have been 
considered for traffic flying in airways *). Their success seems to be limited 
but in any case they are of no use for an area-control system. However, a 
particular form of it, a time-minimum-distance display as shown in fig. 5.4 could 
be extremely useful in providing an overall check of the general safety margin 
of the traffic situation as it will develop in the near future, as well as a general 
check on the computer's operation. 
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Fig. 5.4. The minimum-distance display. 

The idea is that the computer plots for any one moment ahead of present 
time the distance between the two aircraft at that moment closest to each other 
in the area. At regular intervals, e.g. every minute, the picture is shifted left 
to that amount. At the downward "peaks" of the graph the call signs of the 
two aircraft involved are also shown. 

The picture also shows a 5-mile horizontal and a 20-minute vertical limit, 
based on the assumption that the computer plans conflict-free flight paths for 

*) Actually, time vs distance graphs, manually updated, have been used in the early days of 
A.T.C. until after the Second World War when flight-progress strips were introduced. 
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maximum 20 minutes ahead and that minimum separation is 5 miles. In order 
to avoid the display being unnecessarily alarming, aircraft are only taken into 
account as long as they are not separated in height. This is the reason why 
vertical edges occur in the curve, notably when height separation for the two 
closest aircraft starts or stops being effective. The display could be used as a 
supplement to the position display. 

A display similar to the one just discussed could indicate the minimum dis
tance (again during failure of height separation) of one particular flight relative 
to all others. Only one call sign is indicated at every minimum-distance peak, 
then. This display could, e.g. be shown as soon as an aircraft is identified by 
the controller's light pen on the position display. 

5.11. Some general notes on input 

So far in this chapter we have been considering the problems of conveying 
information from the computer to the A.T.C. controller. Still more difficult 
perhaps is the opposite, the controller giving information to the computer. 

The only way so far practicable for human input to an equipment has been 
the operation of buttons or controls by hands, fingers or feet. The bandwidth 
thus obtainable is many times smaller than that available for the output from 
a computer through vision or hearing. More recently though, LB.M. have an
nounced an equipment which can recognize the ten decimal numerals when 
carefully pronounced by voice. This is a basically new feature which may be 
very attractive for certain applications, its main advantage being, in the author's 
opinion, that the operator keeps his hands free for other purposes. As to speed, 
however, the method cannot be expected to be essentially faster than the manip
ulation of keys. A drawback in A.T.C. could be a certain increase in noise 
level in the control room due to the controller's pronouncing numbers, to say 
nothing of interference with radio and intercom talking. 

Two major difficulties are encountered when designing computer-input 
methods for A.T.C. 

Firstly, one could never hope to design a system that is satisfactory for ever. 
As everywhere in A.T.C.-equipment design, flexibility is therefore a predomi
nant requirement. In practice this leads to the principle that the meaning of 
nearly all buttons and controls, as well as the format of input data should be 
determined by computer software. 

The second difficulty, already observed earlier, is that the controller's main 
attention should remain directed to his displays. This means that blind operation 
of keys should be attempted where possible and that where this is not possible, 
a logical grouping and a clear indication of the keys should make for their quick 
localization. This is particularly difficult since the number of input types re
quested from the controller is very large. 
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5.12. Types of input 

For every new flight to be introduced into the system a number of data to 
be selected from the flight plan have to be inserted into the computer. These 
data are called basic data or basic input. 

For aircraft flying in the F.I.R. the flight data may have to be regularly 
extended, changed or updated by the controller. Usually then, three items have 
to be specified by the controller, viz.: the identity of the aircraft for which the 
input is intended, the function of the input, i.e. what parameter is to get a new 
value and finally the new value itself. In addition to the input of flight data, 
the controller can also instruct the computer as to what information he wishes 
to see or not to see on his display and in what format. For this purpose display 
inputs are necessary. 

Finally, the controller has to command his many communication and inter
com lines to other controllers, either in adjacent F.I.R.'s or in his own. If the 
computer is made to control also the switching gear of the telecommunication 
and intercom lines, the usually large number of intercom and telephone keys 
can be dispensed with, which will greatly simplify the controller's console. 
Instead, the touch-wire input display can then be used to command telephone 
switching, as will be discussed in sec. 5.15. 

Thus, summarizing, we have the following types of inputs to be made to the 
computer: 

(1) basic input, 
(2) identity, 
(3) function, 
(4) value, 
(5) display, 
( 6) communication. 

In the three following sections the means and methods proposed to make 
these inputs will be described. 

5.13. Input means 

Teleprinters 

Teleprinters are cheap devices useful for certain applications in A.T.C. auto
mation, e.g. the input of basic data, either by an F.I.O. officer or an assistant 
controller. The input of meteorological data can also be conveniently made by 
teleprinter. 

FLIDEN (FLight Data ENtry equipment) 

This instrument consists of an electronic character display and a teleprinter 
keyboard 13

). The typed text is shown on the display rather than printed on 
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paper, the great advantages being that the complete "page" is continuously 
visible and that keys are devised enabling one to move quickly over the page, 
printing or correcting letters anywhere, in any order. If the text is complete 
and correct it is inserted into the computer. 

In A.T.C. the fliden can serve the same purposes as teleprinters, but much 
better, due to their greater flexibility. However, its price will be higher and thus, 
in some places teleprinters may be continued to be used. 

The above two devices were additional to the controller's consoles. However, 
the following are all devices mounted on these consoles. 

Light pen 

A very quick method of identifying an aircraft, the light pen, has been known 
for some time. It has a photo diode at one end. Pointing the pen at a particular 
target, holding the photo diode down to the target on the screen, the diode will 
give a signal the moment the target is lit. Thus, the electronic circuitry can fix 
the identity of the target from the time correspondence of the signals. 

The system could be extended for localizing any arbitrary position on the 
screen, whether a target is shown there or not. To this end the normal scanning 
has to be interrupted for a very short while during which the screen is scanned 
once by television-type scanning, as is also to be provided for raw-radar dis
play (see sec. 5.16). Again by time reference, the position indicated can be sent 
to the computer. 

Touch-wire display 

Pushbuttons are the traditional means of identifying a quantity. The "touch
wire system", although operationally not very different from buttons, still has 
some very attractive advantages. As mentioned earlier, the system uses a set 
of very thin wires laid in a display screen. When touching a wire, we change its 
capacitance. This can be detected electronically. Apart from the ease in opera
tion, the main advantage is that the controls can be fully determined by com
puter software and quickly changed to serve a variety of purposes. New proce
dures can be introduced easily by changes in the computer programming. 

A particular advantage is that several fields of labels can be called, so that 
once and for all the big dilemma is solved of finding space on the console for 
all the many necessary buttons. In the coming sections four control fields are 
envisaged; one for the entry of flight data, one for display control, one for 
communication control and one for basic inputs. 

Keyboard 

For the entry of numerical values a traditional numerical keyboard is provided 
which, as it is hoped, can be operated blindly. 
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R.T. switch 

This is the usual switch for switching over between receiving and transmitting 
in radio-telephony talks with pilots. 

Answering buttons 

Some buttons are needed to answer telephone calls or warning calls from the 
computer. These buttons are provided with lamps to show the calls. Both the 
buttons and the lamps have their significance determined by software. 

5.14. The use of the touch-wire display 

As already mentioned, the main purpose of the touch-wire display is to replace 
the very large number of knobs and buttons cluttering up present-day A.T.C. 
consoles. In addition, functions and labels of "buttons" (indeed touch-wire 
spots) can be software-determined, as will be an essential requirement if the 
A.T.C. organization is to keep abreast of future developments. 

At the end of sec. 5.12 a list was given of the six main types of input to be 
made to the computer. Four of these are to be effected by means of the touch
wire display, viz. 

(1) function, 
(2) display, 
(3) communication, 
(4) basic input. 

For each of these types a "field" of labels can be called on the touch-wire 
screen by which the meanings of the spots will be indicated. In particular, each 
field has spots to call any of the other three fields (naturally, the assumption 
of four fields in the present description is by no means essential). 

Purpose and operation of the "function" field will be treated separately in 
the next section. It is the most important one, intended for making flight-data 
inputs and it will therefore be the one the controller will use most of the time. 
The other three fields will be described below. 

The "display" field provides means of controlling the three main displays 
of the console (see fig. 5.1). Firstly, for each of these a choice can be made 
between coloured pictorial, raw-radar and tabular information. Next, for each 
of these display modes several items can be selected as can best be indicated 
by a few examples. 

As for the coloured pictorial display, e.g., we could ask for all aircraft to 
be displayed with complete data blocks, or only with call signs, or altitudes, 
etc. Also, the controller could ask for all aircraft under his control to be pro
vided with call signs and all others not; or he may wish to see the others only 
when they are in conflict with one of his own flights, or nearly so. He may also 
think of displaying only aircraft in particular height bands, or of raw-radar 
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information together with computer-generated circles to indicate "known" air
craft. Still another possibility is the display of the predicted future situation, 
for instance, five minutes ahead. Indeed, an almost unlimited number of varia
tions is possible, the use of which has to be determined in operational practice. 
The ones found useful can be implemented in the computer's software and 
selected by each controller in the way described, as he needs them. 

Special items of the "display" field concern off-centring, scale expansion and 
brilliance of display. The numerical values needed in these cases can be inserted 
through the decimal keyboard (see sec. 5.13 and fig. 5.1). 

The "communication" field allows the controller to initiate telephone and 
intercom calls. All possible destinations for such calls are shown and a call is 
placed by simply touching one of them. Should an automatic exchange be 
involved, the decimal keyboard can be used to select a telephone number. In 
all these cases the task of the central computer is just to accept requests for 
calls and to give orders to some relay box to establish the connections. 

A useful additional feature of the communication lines may be that two con
trollers can indicate to each other the positions of particular spots on their 
radar or pictorial displays by means of their light pens. This facility would 
speed up discussions between them. 

A "typewriter" field, consisting of the letters and signs as arranged on a 
typewriter keyboard may serve various purposes, but is considered here in par
ticular for basic inputs. It is true that F.I.O. officers or assistant controllers 
usually make these inputs, as we have seen earlier, but in certain special cases 
it may be convenient for the controller to insert or to change basic inputs 
himself. 

Operating the typewriter field may not be as easy as a true keyboard, but it 
is meant only for occasional use. 

5.15. Input of flight data 

An aircraft can be quickly identified to the computer, as we have seen. The 
computer could then do many kinds of quick calculations concerning such air
craft for the controller, provided there is a means for the controller to com
municate his wishes swiftly. 

Let us illustrate the idea by an example. Supposing aircraft PA554 wishes 
to divert to another airport. The controller identifies PA554 to the computer 
by means of his light pen. He then wishes to know, should the aircraft be 
proceeding from present position straight to an airport, the position of which 
he also indicates by means of the light pen, what the time of touch down, the 
required rate of descent and the distance to go will be. Will there be conflicting 
aircraft and if so, who are they, and what are the time, height and position of 
the conflict? If the answer from the computer indicates too steep a descent for 
the type of aircraft in question, the controller may give a rate of descent suitable 
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for the aircraft and ask, as a next question, what will then be the time of touch 
down and the distance to go, regardless now of the position of the landing 
place. He may then repeat the first question for another airport, etc. So far 
these questions were just meant to be informative and without consequences 
for the aircraft's current clearance. However, as soon as the controller considers 
the answers satisfactory, which includes that conflicts, if any, are to his judge
ment sufficiently ahead in time for the computer to solve them, he may wish 
his "proposals" to become effective. 

The example, to which many others could be added, shows the need for a 
very flexible means of "talking" with the computer such that variables may 
swiftly change from being independent to being dependent ones and vice versa. 
As for the input side of the said "talking", the problem is that a very large 
number of buttons would be needed to identify each of the many variables 
that may be involved. It would be very difficult, then, for the controller to find 
the right button at the right moment, and probably rather lengthy inscriptions 
would be needed on those buttons. 

The usual way to facilitate finding a button in a large field is grouping them 
logically, but even this cannot be expected to be successful in the present case. 
A completely different way of "grouping" has therefore been considered which 
might exactly fit the purpose (see fig. 5.5). In a picture in perspective the present 
and future positions of a particular aircraft are shown symbolically on the touch-
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wire screen, while the relating parameters, i.e. coordinates, heights, times, dis
tances, tracks, etc. are inscribed in the picture by computer-derived numbers. 
The picture is symbolic in so far as it is static and does not change with the 
parameters and movements of the aircraft. Thus, e.g. an aircraft flying west
bound will still be shown flying from left to right. But the numbers are of course 
variable. Every decimal place can show any figure from 0 to 9 incl. as well as 
blank. The main principle is that an input for any parameter displayed can be 
made by touching the screen with a left-hand finger just underneath the number 
we wish to change. Then the controller gives the new value by operating with 
his right hand the numerical keys (or perhaps by voice pronounciation). The 
informative input to the computer is effected by removing the left finger. Then 
the computer has immediately to change all parameters displayed according 
to the last input. Parameters not determined by the input data so far given will 
be shown blank. 

Primarily, the method is to be seen as an improved way of identifying but
tons by means of arrangement in a pictorial structure. As it is therefore not a 
pictorial display in the usual sense, it will be referred to later on as semi-pictorial 
display. 

From the point of view of programming, the method just discussed raises an 
interesting problem. The system, comprising the aircraft and its environment, 
can be characterized by a fixed mathematical model in which a known set of 
variables are figurating. Depending on the controller's intentions at any moment 
an arbitrary subset of the variables may get given values, these variables thereby 
becoming independent ones. Depending on the subset, the model or parts of it 
may become independent, dependent or contradictory. However, in any case 
we wish a program to produce output values for all variables that can possibly 
be determined by the input values given. 

Below, the items figurating in fig. 5.5 will be explained by referring to their 
numerical value. 

2 This number means that the position shown here is the 2nd turning 
point of the aircraft's clearance plan; however, a "0" here means 
present position of the aircraft; 

3 this is the number of the next turning point with respect to the 
position mentioned under "2"; 

10 the time in minutes to cover the distance between the two posi
tions; 

11 the track (or perhaps heading) in degrees to fly from the first to 
the second position; 

12 they coordinate of the first position; 
12.16 the time to pass the first position, in hours and minutes; 
12.26 the time to pass the second position, in hours and minutes; 
12.30 the time of the first expected conflict, in hours and minutes; 
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the track, or perhaps heading, in degrees to be followed after the 
second position; 
the y coordinate of the second position; 
the x coordinate of the first position; 
the y coordinate of the first expected conflict; 
the distance between the two positions; 
the height in FL of the first expected conflict; 
the x coordinate of the second position; 
the height in FLat the second position; 
the x coordinate of the first expected conflict; 
the calibrated airspeed of the first conflicting aircraft; 
the height in FL at the first position; 
call sign of the aircraft; 
call sign of the first expected conflicting aircraft; 
the calibrated airspeed; 
the ground speed at the second position; 
the average ground speed between the two positions; 
the ground speed at the first position; 
the rate of descent in feet per minute between the two positions; 
the rate of climb in feet per minute of the first conflicting aircraft; 
pressing here causes the position numbers, e.g. 2 and 3 in the 
example, to be reduced by one unit. It has no effect when the left 
position has "0"; 

> same as <, but numbers, including "0", will now increase; 
In principle, any "talk" between controller and computer by means of this 

semi-pictorial display is purely informative, as explained before. However, at 
the bottom of the display there are two spots on the screen, marked 
"imperative 1" and "imperative 2", respectively. Touching the latter forces 
the computer to change the clearance plan of the aircraft concerned maintaining 
all data, dependent or independent, shown on the touch-wire display and by 
deviating other aircraft to solve possible conflicts brought about by the change. 
"Imperative 1" in principle has the same effect but leaves a certain freedom to 
the computer to change the flight concerned except for the data inserted by the 
controller. The spots to call the "display", "communication" and "typewriter" 
fields are also shown. 

5.16. Some notes on the implementation of the displays 

As has been said, the present study deals mainly with operational matters. 
Nevertheless a few observations will be made in these last two sections con
cerning the implementation of the displays. 

When displaying computer-generated information either in tabular or in 
pictorial form flicker-free on an electronic screen, such information has to be 
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written on the screen say some 30 times per second, depending on the after
glow of the screen. This can be done by the central computer directly or by 
means of some buffer unit attached to the display device, the question being 
what the optimum amount of centralization or decentralization will be. 

The extreme case of a centralized organization is that in which the central 
computer directly produces all information needed for the display. No memory 
in the console would be needed then. However, the display would be completely 
dependent on the computer and as soon as the latter failed the display would 
disappear. Besides, a large amount of computer time would be required, as every 
item displayed has to be frequently repeated to avoid flicker on the screen. 

In the other extreme case, the computer could send to the console present 
and future information known about all aircraft just once, while new messages 
are only needed when the information has to be amended as events actually 
develop. In this case a fairly complete, although somewhat specialized digital 
computer would have to be built into every console *). It would bring the ad
vantage that, in the event of central-computer failure, not only would the pres
ent display persist, but that it would also continue to be updated for some 
time in the future and that the controller would be left the possibility of selecting 
between different types of display types and formats. 

Many solutions in between the extreme ones could be visualized and the final 
choice will be mainly governed by factors of cost, which may themselves vary 
with the developing state of the technological art **). 

A compromise between the two extreme cases which economically seems to 
be not far from the optimum, can be based on a continuously circulating buffer 
memory, one for each display screen. Such a memory is far simpler than the 
small electronic computer of the extreme decentralized solution and, on the 
other hand, it relieves the central computer from the heavy burden of displaying 
every item flicker-free on the screen. Instead, then, the central computer has to 
send to each console all changes in the display. For a tabular display, this 
means an output to the console only when some characters displayed have to 
be replaced by others and for a pictorial display a message is needed every time 
positions of aircraft have to be shifted, which action should be taken, say, every 
second to get a sufficiently smooth motion of the aircraft-representing dots. 

For each item to be displayed there must be fixed, the position on the screen, 
the shape of the symbol, its colour, and in the case of the speed-vector bar, its 
direction and length. In view of the required independence of the central com
puter for safety reasons and for work-load reduction of the computer, all these 

*) Already in 1960, based on suggestions by the author, a display computer of this kind 
was designed as a thesis work by W. L. Swaan at N.Y. Hollandse Signaalapparaten, 
Hengelo, The Netherlands. The result proved to be too costly, however, in view of the 
then prevailing state of the technological art. 

**) Nowadays, the awareness seems to be growing that small stored-program computers can 
be used to advantage as display buffers; see e.g., ref. 59. 
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data should be stored in the buffer memory, which is filled by the computer 
any time the display should change. The memory has a cyclic organization, i.e. 
the items stored are displayed one after the other in a fixed repeated sequence. It 
may be a magnetic-core memory with a cyclic addressing logic or perhaps a 
small magnetic disc or drum would do as well. 

The memory stores about 2000 words, one for each item to be displayed. 
Each word could have about 41 bits arranged, e.g. according to fig. 5.6. 

12 12 11 5 -Number 
x y I Symbol lcolour I of bits 

Fig. 5.6. Display-word structure. 

The position of the symbol on the screen is fixed by the x andy coordinates. 
For selecting the kind of symbol, 11 bits are provided. This is too much for 
just selecting a letter, a figure or some special symbol, as in fact the number of 
bits is governed here by the requirements of the speed-vector bar. If one bit is 
reserved to indicate whether this bar or another symbol should be displayed, 
4 bits remain for the length of the bar and another 6 for the angle, so that both 
can be given to a reasonable accuracy. A rather special digital-to-analog con
verter will be needed to display the bar. The other characters and symbols can 
be generated, e.g. according to the same principle as proposed for displaying 
decimal digits described in ref. 57. However, a finer grid may be needed here, 
due to the larger number of different symbols required. Also, the speed of the 
circuitry may become critical, since if 2000 displayed characters are each to be 
repeated 30 times per second, roughly 70 !J.S are available to generate one char
acter. This, however, is a technical matter which we will not discuss here. 

Another technical matter concerns the wish also to display the raw-radar 
picture on the screen. As was stated before, it is very desirable for all consoles 
to be designed alike, so that they can be used by both flight and radar controllers. 
A radar controller may, e.g. like to see the raw-radar display in front, some 
tabular display to the left and a computer-generated picture to the right. Or, 
he may prefer some computer-generated symbols superimposed upon the radar 
display. 

Now, the "scanning" system tacitly assumed in the foregoing description of 
symbol display, which involves an electron beam sweeping over the screen to 
write the characters in the order they occur in the memory, is quite different 
from the radar mode of scanning. In addition, in connection with the repre
sentation of colours, the tube will have far too short an afterglow to be used 
for a direct radar display. Thus, some kind of scan converter will be needed 
for this purpose, i.e. a television-camera tube facing a radar-display tube *). 

*) Such units have been built together in a single envelope. 
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In that case, the electronic system of the console screens will have two scanning 
modes, one for displaying computer-determined characters and symbols and 
one providing a television scanning *). Other uses of the latter provision could, 
of course, be visualized as well. 

Experience with radar scan converters has already been available for several 
years. The initial object was to provide "daylight displays", relieving the con
trollers from the need to sit in the dark. The results obtained were found to be 
satisfactory as far as brilliance is concerned, but, at least as early as 1963, were 
reported as suffering from insufficient resolution, rendering the method of no 
use for normal radar control 20

). It should be hoped that this deficiency can be 
overcome, but if not, the ideal of a standard console for flight and radar con
trollers has to be dropped. In that case the design of a radar scope should be 
attempted which can be easily slid into the console. 

5.17. Implementing the display of colour 

As a first test of the feasibility of the intended colour display, a quick experi
ment was done with a closed-circuit colour-television system. The painted pic
ture, as shown in fig. 5.3, was put in front of the camera and viewed on the 
screen of a colour-T.V. tube of the shadow-mask type, which was not specially 
adjusted for the occasion. Two conclusions could at once be drawn: 
(1) with this type of tube there will be no particular trouble in obtaining a 

sufficiently fine colour discrimination; 
(2) as the coloured symbols to be displayed are small in size, stringent require

ments will have to be made as to the accurate covering of the red, green and 
blue images, since even very slight shifts between them result in differently 
coloured rims giving a considerable change in the colour impression. 

Although it may be that with additional effort the shadow-mask tube could 
satisfactorily serve our purpose, it is to be expected that accurate adjustments 
will be needed regularly. This drawback would not occur when using an index 
tube, but the principles of operating a tube of that type do not quite conform 
with the envisaged mode of scanning, which is character by character. 

A much better way could be to go back to the older system of a disc having 
three colour-filter segments rotating between a small black-and-white projec
tion-type cathode-ray tube and a ground-glass screen. The disadvantage of 
introducing a mechanical component will not be too great, as hardly any 
mechanical device is simpler than a constantly rotating disc**). The two ad-

*) It is of course also possible to convert the information coming from the computer into 
a T.V. scanning mode. T.V. scanning could then be used throughout. The choice is to 
be based ori economic factors. 

**) ln colour T.V. the disc method had the additional disadvantage of colour distortion of the 
edges of fast-moving objects. This will be no problem in our case, where movements are 
very slow. 
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vantages will be that the red, green and blue images cannot but cover each 
other perfectly so that there will be no need for regular position adjustments 
and the projection tube will also be smaller, simpler and cheaper than a shadow
mask tube. In addition, the ground-glass screen can be chosen as large as is 
allowed by the dimensions of the console, without much consequence to the 
price. 

Whatever the type of display will be, a device will be needed for transforming 
the height information, as it comes from the buffer memory in digital form, 
into three analog voltages that give the intensities of the three colour compo
nents, as is indicated qualitatively in fig. 5. 7 *). 

Intensity 

1 Blue 

Red 

-Height 

Fig. 5. 7. Qualitative indication of the intensities of the basic colour components as a function 
of aircraft height. 

Unless the intensity of the three colour components were determined digitally 
by computer software and fed into three separate digital-to-analog converters, 
a digital-to-analog converter will be needed producing an output voltage pro
portional to the height figure from the memory. This voltage is fed, e.g. into 
a diode function generator having three output voltages according to fig. 5.7. 

The function generator just described could be avoided by using a rotating 
disc that has, instead of three coloured sectors as mentioned, a coloured ring, 
the colour of which continuously varies with the angle. Thus, at any radial of 
the disc the colour is then determined, and the electronic system only has to 
display a spot at the correct time, in synchronism with the disc rotation, to 
obtain the desired colour. However, adjustments to the colour scale would then 
be nearly impossible. 

*) The exact intensities of the colour components for the various heights can only be chosen 
in extensive experiments with a working display, which should also involve a search for 
the best ambient illumination. 



6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE COLOURED 
PLAN~POSITION DISPLAY 

6.1. Introduction 

Since the coloured display proposed in chapter 5 introduces some basically 
new operational features, it was thought desirable to test its operational merits 
experimentally. 

Ideally, of course, the test could best be done by building the proposed equip
ment and using it. This, however, was out of the question in view of the scope 
of the present study and a much simpler method had to be sought, based pri
marily on two painted displays, A and B, one of which (B) is shown in fig. 5.3. 
They were 60 by 70 em, in actual size. They were presented to some A.T.C. 
controllers, acting as test subjects, who had to answer questions concerning the 
traffic situations displayed. Theirreaction times and numbers of errors were the 
main measured parameters. As we were only interested in determining the merits 
of the display in the hands of fully skilled controllers, the test subjects taking 
part in the experiments were selected from a group of A.T.C. controllers of the 
Amsterdam control centre. However, as the use of colours in the way proposed 
was entirely new to them, they had to be fully trained in this respect, i.e. to 
such an extent that further training would not improve their skill any further. 

The first experiment turned out to be unsatisfactory as this pretraining was 
insufficient. The experience gained, however, could be used to overcome the 
shortcomings in a second experiment. Essentially, the experiments were de
signed as follows. 

Experiment I mainly used display A for training the test persons in the dis
play method and display B for the actual test. 

Experiment II used different and much longer pretraining procedures, not 
based on displays A or B. Both these displays could therefore be used for the 
test proper in this case. 

However, since the same displays were also used in experiment I, it was 
necessary to invite a different group of controllers, not yet familiar with the 
displayed traffic situations, as test subjects. 

6.2. Experiment I 

Six A.T.C controllers of the Amsterdam A. C. C. were found prepared to do 
the tests. The experiment was programmed as follows: 

1.1. The test subjects were checked for normal colour perception with the test 
patterns of Hardy, Rand and Rittler 28

). 

I.2. 36 lOx 10 cm2 cards, each painted in one of the colours of the colour 
scale, had to be arranged by the test subjects in the correct order of the 
scale (for this scale, see fig. 5.3). 
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I.3. Ten randomly chosen colours were presented to each test subject, who had 
to recognize the corresponding flight levels. This was done three times, as 
follows: 
A. showing 10 X 10 cm2 cards and allowing the use of a reference scale 

showing the eight main colours, of FLs 50, 100, 150, etc. and their 
values; 

B. same as A but without a reference scale; 
C. same as B but showing coloured areas of 12 X 3 mm2 only, i.e. about 

the same size as the aircraft images used on the displays. 

I.4. About one hour of answering training questions concerning the traffic situa
tion shown on display A. 

1.5. One or two hours break. 

I.6. About one hour of answering test questions concerning display B (the one 
of fig. 5.3). 

Questions 1.2 and 1.3 were primarily intended to train the test subjects in 
interpreting the colour scale, but a number of separate conclusions could also 
be drawn from some of the answers to them. These conclusions will be treated 
separately in sec. 6.7. Experiment 1.4 was inserted for training only. 

Point 1.5 was inserted to reduce the effect of fatigue. On the other hand, the 
break was not made too long, in order to maintain maximum benefit from the 
pretraining. 

Point 1.6 constituted the test proper. The following questions were asked: 

a. Indicate all conflicts in the traffic situation shown that will take place in 
about 5 minutes' time (the lengths of the speed vectors in fig. 5.3 corre
spond to t min flying time). 

b. Give a clearance for aircraft 46, which has requested a flight-level change 
to FL 220. 

c. In one minute's time a fully loaded DC 8 wishes to start from runway 36 *) 
of airport HX to climb to cruising FL 200 en route, on track 020. Give an 
outbound clearance for this aircraft. 

d. Give an outbound clearance for a DC 9 (take-off weight 80 %) that wishes 
to depart in two minutes' time from runway 07 of airport AB for track 90 
and cruising FL 300. 

e. A rerouting clearance to airfield PH, runway 03, is requested for aircraft 49, 
which is a Boeing 707. Give the inbound clearance for descent en route. 

f. Give a clearance for an overflying, fully loaded Boeing 707 which will enter 
the F.I.R. in one minutes' time 40 miles east of HX at FL 80, climbing to 
cruising FL 200 on track 330. 

*) Runways are numbered in A.T.C. according to their direction, by integer numbers expres
sing this direction in tens of degrees, from true North. 
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g. The following aircraft are ready for departure from aerodrome LF (run
way 04): 

requested track and FL 
DC9 120° 290 
Piper Cub 350° 60 
Caravelle 350° 320 
DC3 270" 160 
F27 45° 280 

Determine the starting sequence and make clearance plans for these aircraft 
(the time taken to complete these plans is not to be taken into account). 

h. Initially, the following aircraft, 11, 13, 26, 27, 28 and 29 respectively, in
tended to land at airports PH or LF. Due to an unexpected deterioration 
in visibility, however, they are all to be diverted to airfield AB, runway 34. 
Give clearances for these aircraft. 

TABLE 6-I 

Times and errors measured in experiment 1.6 

ques- quantity measured (times test subjects averages tion in min, errors in numbers) l 2 3 4 5 6 

conflict time 8 5·5 7 10 8 7·5 7·7 

detection a critical errors l l l 0 0 l 0·7 
safe errors *) 0 0 l l 0 0 0·3 

c time 3 2 2·5 3 3 3 2·8 

outbound d time 4·5 4 3·5 2·5 2 2·5 3·2 
clearance 2·9 
plans -

time 9 15 15 9 15 14 g average per aircraft 1-8 3 3 1·8 3 z.g 2-6 

e time 2 3·5 2·5 4 3·5 3·5 

32 ) 
inbound 
clearance ,- 2·0 
plans h time 7 5 4 3 6 7 

average per aircraft 1·2 0·8 0·7 0·5 1 1·2 I 0·9 

overflying f time 1 1·5 2 4·5 1 1 I ''_) clearance --~~ -- 2·9 
plans b time 3·5 5 4 4 4 4 I 4·1 

Note: For the kind of errors made in question a, see table 6-IV. 
*) Critical errors are non-detected conflicts; safe errors are detected non-conflicts (false 

alarms). 
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Results 

Table 6-I presents the times and errors measured in experiment 1.6 (some 
conclusions from the other points are discussed separately in sec. 6.7). 

All time scores of table 6-I were found rather disappointing and were much 
longer than earlier experience with the display made us expect. 

In order to discover the reasons for the disappointing results, the tape record
ings that were made of all conversations during the experiment were carefully 
analyzed. Three causes were very clearly brought to light: 
(1) the amount of pretraining given in interpreting the colour scale was found 

to be far from sufficient; 
(2) the controllers acting as test subjects were mainly used to operate in an air

ways system and did not always feel at home with the area-control principle 
applied in the presented display; 

(3) on their familiar radar scopes, the controllers are used to seeing an "after
glow tail" behind the target and they were therefore often confused by the 
coloured bars in the new display, which are speed vectors pointing ahead*). 

6.3. Experiment ll 

Once the negative influences in experiment I were detected, it was not difficult 
to design a new experiment in which the pretraining was much extended and 
improved. After some rather extensive, preliminary tests, experiment II was 
settled as consisting of three parts, as follows: 

ILL As experiments 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. 

11.2. Training entirely concentrated on interpreting the colours of present and 
future altitudes of aircraft. It was sufficiently prolonged until all learning 
effects were nearly overcome, see sec. 6.4. 

11.3. Training in detecting conflicts in some simple traffic situations (involving 
10 aircraft), displayed in the same way as in displays A and B. This point 
was inserted to familiarize the test subjects with the area-control principle 
and with the speed vectors pointing ahead. No further confusion between 
these vectors and the afterglow tails of radar scopes occurred in II.4, the 
last part of the experiment. 

II.4. This was the actual test part of experiment II. It consisted of indicating 
the conflicts in displays A and B as well as the clearance questions con
cerning display B that were also asked in experiment 1.6. 

The improved pretraining proved to have a marked effect on the time scores, 
which were completely satisfactory this time; see sec. 6.6. 

*) It is believed that a speed vector pointing ahead is better than a "tail" as speed vectors 
make for easier estimation of future positions of aircraft relative to one another and, 
moreover, indicating future altitude by the colour of a tail seems a rather illogical thing 
to do. 
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In one aspect experiment li was kept smaller in ambit than experiment I. 
Since in I the differences between the six test subjects were not found to be 
very significant, only three A.T.C. controllers were invited to act as test sub
jects in experiment II. As said before, none of them had taken part in experi
ment I. 

6.4. Experiment 11.2 

A set of 20 black test cards, 8 X 8 cm2 in size, were taken, each showing one 
aircraft image used in displays A and B. The cards were all different as to the 
colours employed or, in other words, in present and cleared flight levels of the 
aircraft shown, as indicated in table 6-11. 

card 
number 

present flight 
level 

cleared flight 
level 

TABLE 6-ll 

For each test, the cards were laid down on the table in ten groups of two as 
in fig. 6.1. The test subjects were invited as quickly to decide as they could 
for each of the ten pairs whether the flights shown were separated in altitude 
or not *). The total time needed for the ten decisions was divided by ten to 
yield the average decision time per pair. The three test subjects did this test 
20 times during a period of about 20 working days, i.e. usually one test per day. 

1[§]. 18[§] 17~ 9rJ 6[§] 13~ 10[§] 15~ 
7[£] 8~ 74~ 12GZJ nGZJ 2GZJ 760 40 

Fig. 6.1. Grouping of test cards for experiment 11.2 (example). 

In these 20 tests the cards were grouped in different combinations**) which 
were chosen to contain roughly equal numbers of conflicts and non-conflicts, 
so as to discourage the test subjects from guessing the answers. 

The results of the tests are shown in the curves of fig. 6.2. One curve gives 
the average decision times of the three test persons per pair of aircraft for the 
20 consecutive sessions, and the other curve gives the average number of errors 
they made. 

*) According to the height-separation standards mentioned in chapter 1, two aircraft were 
considered separated when they occupied height bands separated by at least 1000 feet, 
i.e. 10 in flight level. Above FL 290 the separation should be 2000 feet. 

**) The 20 available cards can be grouped in ten pairs in P 20/210.P10 = 201/210.10! 
= 654 729 075 significantly different ways. 
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Fig. 6.2. Average decision time and number of errors per pair of cards in experiment 11.2. 

The time curve gives the impression that after the 20 sessions the learning 
effect has nearly come to an end, so that further training may not improve the 
results. However there is no complete evidence on this. 

The error curve, on the other hand, hardly shows any improvement. It seems 
that the test subjects mainly concentrated on scoring short times. 

6.5. Experiment 11.3 

In ten sessions the test subjects were invited to indicate conflicts in traffic 
situations presented by means of the test cards as used in 11.2. All situations 
involved ten aircraft. Figure 6.3 giv.es an example. 

Fig. 6.3. Traffic pattern as used in experiment II.3 (example). Card numbers refer to table 6-11, 
where the flight levels of the aircraft can be found. The dotted lines indicate conflicts occurring 
in this example. 
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ln these exercises, which are basically of the same type as the final test in 
II.4, the test persons are not only trained in colour interpretation but also in 
working on an area-control basis and in correctly interpreting the speed vectors. 
Of course, not only was height separation to be considered this time, but also 
horizontal separation between the aircraft. 

Figure 6.4 shows for the ten subsequent sessions the total decision time and 
number of errors for the ten aircaft of one session, avaraged over the three 
test subjects. 

In this case the time curve shows hardly any learning effect. The error curve 
too shows but a very weak improvement tendency. This absence of a learning 
effect is difficult to explain. Certainly the tests were more difficult than those 
in II.2 and probably only a much larger number of sessions could have improved 
the results. There was also a larger spread in difficulty between the patterns 
than in experiment II.2, which fact may be responsible for disturbing any 
learning effect that might otherwise have become apparent. 

On the other hand, confusions with the speed vectors, so clearly experienced 
with the first group of test subjects, must already have been cured in part II.2 
of the experiment since they caused not the slightest problem in part IL4. This 
may also account for the above absence of a learning effect. 

In conclusion, it remains somewhat doubtful whether part II.3 of the experi
ment has or has not contributed to the good results in part II.4. 

Decision SOr----c---,------r---:---,----,---,---,---, Number of 
time errors r 1 

-sessions 

Fig. 6.4. Average decision time and number of errors per session of experiment 11.3. 

6.6. Experiment 11.4 

This part of experiment II constituted the investigation proper. It consisted 
of detecting all conflicts in the situation on display A, as well as an exact repe
tition of experiment 1.6 (see sec. 6.2). In table 6-III, showing the results of 
part II.4 of the experiment, the conflict detection in display A is referred to as 
question "A", while the questions concerning display B are numbered a-f as 
in experiment 1.6. 

In table 6-IV the kind of errors made by the test subjects of experiments I 
and II in indicating conflicts in display B are shown separately. 
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TABLE 6-IJI 

Times and errors measured in experiment 11.4 

ques- quantity measured (times test subjects averages 
tion in min, errors in numbers) l 2 3 

time 2·7 4·0 3-4 3·4 
A*) critical errors 2 0 0 0·7 

safe errors 0 1 1 0·7 
conflict 
detection 

time 3-4 3·6 3·3 3·4 
a**) critical errors 1 1 2 1·3 

safe errors 2 3 3 2·7 

c time 0·7 2·6 0·7 1·3 

outbound d time 
clearance 

0·8 2-6 H 
plans 

time 4·0 9·0 4·8 g average per aircraft 0·8 1-8 1·0 1·2 

e time 1·4 2·1 z.7 2·1 

l inbound 
clearance 

~ 
1·2 

plans time 1·2 1-8 2-3 
average per aircraft 0·2 0·3 0·4 0·3 

overflying f time 0·5 1·9 - 1·2 

) clearance 

I 
1·2 

plans 
I b time 0·4 2·0 - 1·2 

*) On display A, 53 aircraft were shown, including 6 conflicts occurring within 5 minutes 
time. 

**) On display B, 52 aircraft were shown, including 6 conflicts occurring within 5 minutes 
time. 

When comparing the results in tables 6-I and 6-III the influence of the better 
training in the latter case is clearly noticeable. Nearly all time socres were 
roughly halved. However, the error rate did not improve. 

As to the errors, it can be added that they are far less serious than they might 
seem, for the following reasons. 

(l)As table 6-IV shows, with two exceptions all errors concerning display B 
occur where the critical difference (i.e. the difference between the two colours 
on which the conflict-no-conflict decision depends) is 20 in FL or less; i.e. 
two very similar colours have to be compared. However, if the real hard
ware display were available, touching two aircraft with the light pen would 
suffice to let the computer decide on their height separation, should any 
doubt about the colours arise. 
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TABLE 6-IV 

Conflicts indicated in display B by the test persons of experiments I and II 

flight-level intervals critical test persons test persons 
aircraft of the aircraft pairs difference exp. I exp. II 

pairs a) b) c) C) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 

1/7 140- ' 120 ;11140 0 X X X X X X X X 

Zl 12/13 60 ;11190, 90- 30 X X X X X X X -
u 15/16 80 ;11240, 250 /100 140 X X X X X X X X X ;::: 
c: 21/22 70 ;11220, 80- 10 X X X X X X X X 
0 43/48 160- ' 170/90 10 X X X X X X u X 

45/48 90- , 170/90 0 - X X X X X X 

"' 
6/7 150-, 120 ;11140 10 + + 

.~ 15/17 80 ;11240, 70- 10 
'1::: 29/30 210- ' 400/220 10 + c: 
0 40/41 100-

' 
90¢' 50 10 + u 

0 44/46 200 ;11390, 180- 20 + c: 49/50 340 J1350, 290 ;11320 20 + ..,.. 

•) Present and future altitudes of both aircraft involved are shown. 
Example: 140- = level flight at FL 140; 80 ;11240 climbing from FL 80to FL240; 
250.,(160, descending from FL 250 to FL 160. 

b) Difference between the two colours of which the decision conflict-no conflict depends; 
c) x = conflict correctly indicated, non-detected conflict (critical error), + = 

falsely suspected conflict (safe error). 

(2)As will be discussed in sec. 6.7, the colour scale used in the experiments 
was not ideal in the sense of all pairs of subsequent colours being equally 
distinguishable. Should more work be done on this than was possible in the 
present study, further improvements can be expected. Indeed, 55% of the 
errors occurred in the ranges between FLs 60 and 90 and FLs 320 and 340 
of the colour scale, which will also be found the most difficult ones in the 
analysis of the coming section *). 

(3) Although there is no complete evidence, the curves of figs 6.2 and 6.4 could 
perhaps justify the assumption that the pretraining in this experiment has 
not yet been carried to its saturation point. 

6. 7. Some conclusions from experiments 1.2 and 1.3 

Three conclusions can be drawn from these tests. 

Conclusion I 

In the sequencing of the 36 coloured cards (experiment 1.2) by the six test 
subjects, an inversion of two colours took place only once. Thus, there is every 
reason to believe that 36 colours are readily distinguishable. 

*) In the traffic situation of display A, most critical differences between flight levels were 
larger than in display B. Accordingly, fewer errors were made with display A (see table 
6-III). 
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TABLE 6-V 

::"'umbers of errors occurring in colour tests A, B and C of experiment L3 

~ 
A B c 

0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 40 50 . 

I 6 1 2 1 1 7 1 1 2 4 2 1 1 
2 5 4 1 3 2 3 2 2 5 1 1 1 
3 8 2 3 5 2 3 5 2 a 4 4 2 4 3 6 1 5 3 1 1 
5 6 3 1 1 5 3 1 2 3 4 1 
6 5 3 1 1 2 4 3 1 2 5 2 1 

b totals 34 15 8 2 1 13 29 12 6 16 25 12 5 1 1 

c weighted totals 15 16 6 4 29 24 18 25 24 15 4 5 

d weighted sums 41 71 73 

total number of 26 47 44 e errors 

Table 6N gives the number of times that errors of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 in 
flight level were made when interpreting the colours, for cases A, B and C of 
the experiment L3. Row d of the table gives the weighted sums, being the sums 
of all errors in the sense that a deviation of 10 in FL counts as one error, one 
of 20 in FL as two errors, etc. Row e gives the total number of errors, i.e. the 
sum of the numbers of row bless the one in the first column, which involves no 
error. 

Conclusion 2 

Comparing the results of cases A and B (see table 6-V, rows d and e) shows 
that the error rate roughly doubles when the reference scale is removed *). 

Conclusion 3 

The results of cases Band C in table 6-V (rows d and e) are practically equal. 
Thus, surprisingly, the considerable reduction in card size from lOx 10 cm2 

to 12 X 3 mm2 had but very little effect on the error rate. The same result was 
also found in some earlier, similar experiments. It shows that the size of 
the aircraft images chosen for displays A and B (also in the order of 12 X 3 mm 2) 

is not too small. Making them much larger, on the other hand, would make 
the display difficult to read, especially in dense traffic situations. 

*) During this phase of the test, the test persons were still completely untrained in the colour 
scale. For fully trained observers the effect may be expected to vanish. 
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-Height in F. L. 

Fig. 6.5. Average deviation in colour reading in flight level, versus altitude. 

Conclusion 4 

The colour tests also provided a basis for an evaluation of the quality of 
the colour scale used. To this end the amount of errors (i.e. average deviation 
in flight level per observation) is plotted in fig. 6.5 as a function of flight level, 
i.e. the colour presented to the test subject. A smoothed curve can be obtained 
by connecting the mid-points of any pair of subsequent points. The heavy curve 
of fig. 6.5 was obtained by applying this process twice. 

The resulting curve shows that the applied colour scale was not ideal. In the 
ranges between FL 60 and 110 and between 310 and 340 subsequent colours 
are more difficult to distinguish than in the other ranges *). In the ideal case 
the curve of fig. 6.5 should have been a straight horizontal line. 

The colours of the scale were selected on the basis of the author's subjective 
judgement of the paint in the wet state. Obviously, his judgement was not 
completely correct. The imperfections of the scale were also partly due to the 
fact that the differences between the colour impressions were not the same for 
wet and dry paint. 

6.8. Conclusions 

The results of experiment II look very promising and indeed, the reactions 
of all test persons in both experiments I and II were very positive. Yet it is 
difficult to find an objective basis for an evaluation in the available material, 
mainly because no comparable time scores on conventional display methods 
are available. 

The best way of expressing the quality of the method seems to be as in the 
following conclusions. 
(1) The method proved to be capable of detecting conflicts among some 50 

flights in a very reasonable time in an area-control situation. No conventional 

*) In case the reader wishes to compare this result with his own impressions of the scale as 
printed in fig. 6.3, he should be warned that the colours of this reproduction show certain 
deviations from those of the original painting. 
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display seems to have this capacity, the absolute limit found so far in practice 
being about 20 aircraft (flying airways). 

(2)0ur results were obtained from test persons suddenly confronted with a new 
situation. It is known from practice that conflict detection is of course very 
much quicker in situations controllers have seen developing. The time of 
about 3·5 minutes found in experiment II.4.a may well be expected then to 
be reduced to far less than one minute. This justifies the expectation that 
one man could indeed supervise some 50 aircraft controlled by a computer 
and intervene in critical or unforeseen cases. 

(3)In the report mentioned as ref. 37, the average time needed for controllers 
to detect conflicts between an average of 7 aircraft in a very simple one
airway situation (also suddenly presented) is reported to be 75 seconds, using 
conventional flight-progress strips. This is more than t\Vice as much as our 
score of about 30 seconds (see fig. 6.4) for 10 aircraft in a much more com
plicated area-control situation. 

(4)The results of our experiments were obtained even using a colour scale 
showing certain imperfections, as described in sec. 6.7. 
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7. COMPUTER-PROGRAMMING ASPECTS 

7.1. Introduction 

Among the many computer tasks involved in the proposed A.T.C. system, 
the generation of conflict-free flight paths may well be the most essential and 
difficult one. The present chapter will be exclusively devoted to this problem. 

The following is what is meant. Given n expected flights by their points of 
departure, destinations, estimated times of departure (E.T.D.), ground speeds 
and preferred cruising altitudes *), find the shortest flight paths for these air
craft such that they will always be sufficiently separated. The results we will 
call a clearance plan. 

However, this does not state the problem fully, since "shortest flight paths" 
and "sufficiently separated" can be interpreted in various ways, ground speeds 
are not constant during the flight and the time of departure of a flight is not 
a fixed datum. Indeed, the departure may be delayed for the very purpose of 
avoiding certain conflicts. Nor is the problem fully stated in the sense that it 
only covers the ''flight-planning" phase. During the flights, however, actual data, 
e.g. speed, may start deviating from the predicted values, so that en route 
position reports from the navicode system (see chapter 4) have to be con
tinuously checked against the plan. In the event of significant deviations the 
plan has to be updated. This is the execution part of flight control, as already 
met with in chapter 3. 

Sometimes it may be possible to update the plan by a special "repairing" 
program which solves any conflicts brought about by deviations in flights, by 
slight changes in some parameters. In other cases it may be necessary to gener
ate a completely new plan, based on the known momentary positions of the 
aircraft, which will then be regarded as "points of departure". 

It is the object of the present chapter to prove that programs are possible, 
generating clearance plans which guarantee preset separation standards. The 
proof is given by the construction of one such program. 

The problem, however, of also guaranteeing that the generated clearance 
plans are optimum ones, however this may be defined, is quite a different 
matter and must, in the author's opinion, be regarded as practically incapable 
of solution. A "reasonably efficient" solution seems to be all that can be ex
pected. In this respect the results of the "semi-optimum program" to be pre
sented in this chapter are quite promising, but should nevertheless be regarded 
as a first step only. It is based on some serious limitations of the problem and 
on intuitive thinking rather than on any formal mathematical method. It may 

*) I.e. cruising altitude preferred by the pilot for reasons of flight economy. Usually the pilot 
will not object to certain changes in this altitude, in particular when long delays can be 
avoided that way. 
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be possible in future to develop such more formal methods with still better 
results. However, it must be borne in mind that the clearance plans also have 
to be produced in a very short calculating time and this might place a major 
difficulty in the way for the application of such more formal methods, whereas 
the "semi-optimum program" of this chapter is quite acceptable in this respect. 

In view of the scope of the present study, the programs to be dealt with in 
this chapter could only be written after a number of severe simplifications of 
the problem had been applied. In the author's opinion, however, they could 
certainly be eliminated by extending the program later. Although such exten
sions would be considerable, they would not necessarily upset the principle of 
the program. The simplifications introduced are listed below, in an order 
roughly corresponding to a decreasing expected difficulty of elimination. 
(l)All flights are considered as taking place inside one area, the coordination 

problem between adjacent areas being neglected. 
(2) No horizontal restrictions of the flying space (military areas, mountains, 

thunderstorms, adjacent F.I.R.'s) have been considered. 
(3) Aircraft are considered capable of any turning rate, i.e. the "bending prob

lem" has been neglected. 
(4) Ground speed has been considered constant for each flight, from departure 

to landing. 
(5) Times of departure are taken as definite, i.e. no conflict solution is ever based 

on a possible delay of the departure, and the priority of landings over depar
tures, as generally practiced for very good reasons, has been disregarded. 

(6)Height separation has not been applied in solving conflicts. Thus, all flights 
are separated horizontally. 

(7) It is assumed that aircraft can depart and land in any direction, disregarding 
the availability of runways and the effect of wind direction during starts and 
landings. 

(8) Separation is based on a fixed horizontal minimum distance, constant for all 
flights and for all phases of a flight, the landing included. 

(9) Executive-control problems have been disregarded. 
The problem, thus stripped of all slightly less essential complications, will be 
solved in the coming sections. 

7.2. Introduction to the multi-aircraft problem 

An optimum clearance plan for n given flights could be defined as having the 
shortest total distance to be flown maintaining a minimum horizontal separa
tion, R, between flights. Finding such a clearance plan implies, of course, that 
all flight paths are taken as variable. In order to produce a solution, however, 
it was considered necessary to introduce two restrictions. 

The first is that flights are introduced one by one such that, in principle, 
flight paths already fixed are not changed for the introduction of a new flight. 
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In this connection, in the corning discussions newly introduced flights will some
times be called "new" or "dependent" flights, while the already fixed flights 
will sometimes be referred to as "existing" or "independent" flights. 

The second restriction is that, at least in the first instance, only such flight 
paths are considered as consisting of at most two straight legs. This is based 
on appendix A, in which it is found that for a two-aircraft case a two-leg solu
tion is very nearly optimum. Similarly, in the multi-aircraft case too, the shortest 
paths must be expected to consist essentially of straight legs. 

As we shall see, the "semi-optimum program" includes the possibility of 
escaping from the two above-mentioned restrictions, in the sense that in certain 
more difficult cases some previously fixed flight may be recleared for the intro
duction of a new flight and that in such a case the recleared flight may also 
obtain more than two legs. 

The considerations stated below can serve as an introduction into the prin
ciples of the program. 

Assume in the first instance that just one flight has been fixed (of course, with a 
one-leg flight path). Now, when a second flight has to be introduced which 
conflicts with number one, a two-leg solution for this flight is necessary. As its 
starting point and destination are given, the only independent parameters of 
this two-leg path are the x and y coordinates of the turning point connecting 
the two legs. In general, we may expect that there is a field of turning points 
("forbidden area") for flight 2 such that either of the legs is in conflict with 
flight 1. Any turning point selected outside this forbidden area will provide a 
feasible, i.e. conflict-free flight path. 

In fig. 7.1 a computer-generated field of forbidden turning points is shown 
for an aircraft 2 avoiding an aircraft I at a minimum separation of 5 miles. 
The simultaneous starting points, S1 and S 2 , are shown as well as the speed 
vector v1 of aircraft 1, which is supposed to be maintained infinitely. The 
magnitude 1'2 of the speed of aircraft 2 is also indicated in the figure by a 
vector, but this vector, of course, varies in direction with the turning point 
chosen *). The printed area is forbidden for the turning point, the digits printed 
being the minimum distances occurring between the two aircraft should the 
position of the turning point coincide with that of such digit. The minimum 
distances are given in whole miles, rounded off to the nearest mile. The non
printed area is the area of feasible turning points. 

An attempt to derive expressions for the boundaries of the prohibited area 
is described in appendix B. It could be shown, that the boundaries which were 

*) The forbidden area of fig. 7.1 was printed by a line printer. Therefore, a grid of 57 x 95 
points was adopted, the horizontal and vertical pitches being chosen according to the 
character and line distances of the printer. The procedure "conflict" was applied to de
termine whether each point would or would not be a feasible turning point. This proce· 
dure is described in sec. 7 .5. 
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Fig. 7.1. Forbidden area of the turning point for an aircraft 2 avoiding one other aircraft, 
1, flying a straight track. The total area shown is 100 x 100 miles. For the meaning of the 
digits, see text. The separation standard R is assumed to be 5 miles. The dashed curve separ
ates the area of turning points respectively having the first and the second leg conflicting. 

brought about by conflicts in the first leg of aircraft 2 are (at most four) straight 
lines (see the lines ab, cd and efin fig. 7.1). The curved boundaries, which are 
set by the conflicts occurring in the second leg were found too complex to be 
calculated. 

Now, in order to find an optimum turning point for a new flight to be intro
duced in a multi-aircraft situation, a prohibited area in the above sense could 
be considered for each leg of all the already fixed flights. Any turning point 
outside the union of those prohibited areas is feasible for the new flight and of 
all these feasible turning points the one which gives the shortest flight path 
should be selected. 

This principle could be implemented by a very simple program using the 
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same method on which the generation of fig. 7 .I was based. That is, a finite 
grid of points could be adopted such that for any new flight, n, to be cleared 
against the n - 1 already fixed flights, all these points should be checked as 
feasible turning points for the new flight. As was the case with fig. 7.1, the test 
can be based on the procedure "conflict" (see sec. 7.5) which checks whether 
two legs are conflicting or not. This procedure should then be applied for all 
legs of all flights already fixed. One of the remaining, feasible turning points 
should be selected as yielding the shortest flight path. This principle could be 
implemented in a very simple program, but unfortunately the calculating time 
would be prohibitive. Indeed, knowing that fig. 7.1 required 1 minute to gener
ate, a 30-aircraft clearance plan would take, very roughly 

30 

2: 2 i 930 minutes, 

assuming two legs for all flights. In practice a much quicker result is required, 
say within some 10 or 20 seconds. 

In the program to be described in the coming sections, in principle the above
mentioned grid system has been applied. However, the number of grid points 
has been considerably reduced by means of a procedure "besttrack" which 
selects a maximum of only four starting directions ("best tracks") for the new 
flight, the grid points being restricted to points lying in these four directions. 
In this way a much faster program results (flight paths for some 40 flights were 
generated in about 3 minutes) which, however, does not guarantee finding the 
best turning point as the above complete-grid method would do in principle. 
For this reason and other reasons discussed before it is called the "semi-opti
mum program". 

7 .3. Principle of the semi-optimum program 

The principle of the semi-optimum program is described below. 
The given flights are introduced one by one. Once a flight path for a certain 

aircraft has been fixed, in principle it is not changed again, although the pro
gram includes a possible way out of this restriction, as we shall see. The pro
gram will be explained by reference to the numbers of the boxes of the surveying 
flow graph in fig. 7.2. 

Boxes I and II 

If a new flight is introduced, a direct leg is attempted first, going straight 
from place of departure to destination. This leg is checked as being free of 
conflicts with respect to existing flights by using a procedure "conflict". If there 
is no conflict, the flight is fixed according to the direct leg and the next flight 
can be introduced. 



fill 

Introduce next flight (i.e. estab
lish direct leg). 

search 

Procedure besttrack. i.e. select 
4 probably most successful 
initial directions (best tracks) 
for lst leg. 

IV L------,--------l 

try 

Select turning point on one of 
the best tracks yielding the 

V shortest conflict-free flight path. 

2 
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output 

Print coordinates and times of 
points of departure, turning 
points and destinations of all 
flights. 

Xl~---------r--------~ 

VII 

Select most suitable (i.e. least 
seriously conflicting) turning 
point on any of the best tracks**) 

fail 

Introduce flight to be recleared 
(i.e. establish direct leg starting 
from beginning of conflicting 
leg). 
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Box Ill 

If the direct leg is not in conflict with any other flight, a new flight can in 
principle be introduced. Prior to this, however, it has to be checked, in box IX, 
whether any previously introduced flights are waiting for reclearance in the 
"conflict list". The meaning of such reclearance is discussed in connection with 
box VIII. 

If the direct leg is conflicting the program proceeds to box IV. 

Box IV 

A procedure "besttrack" is intended to be applied when the direct leg for 
a new flight n, between a starting point Sm and a destination Dn (indicated by 
a dotted line in fig. 7.3) is in conflict with existing flights. In that case procedure 
"besttrack" selects a maximum of four deviating directions ("best tracks")B[l], 
B[2], B[3] and B[4] as initial directions for the new aircraft. 

The directions are chosen on the basis of a rather complicated set of criteria 
which in principle come down to two, sometimes opposite tendencies. There is 
a preference, on the one hand, for tracks keeping conflicts, if any, as far as 
possible from Sn and on the other hand, there is a tendency to avoid large devia
tions from the dil ect track. 

Fig. 7.3. The "besttrack" grid. 

Total distances in miles for the subsequent bending points. 
I 22·8 5 23-8 9 25·2 13 26·8 
2 23·2 6 24·0 10 25-4 14 28·6 
3 23·5 7 24·6 11 25-8 15 29·0 
4 23·6 8 24·8 12 26·2 16 30·4 

17 30·6 
18 33·0 
19 35·0 
20 36·0 

21 37·6 
22 39-6 
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Besides the proposed tracks B, the procedure also gives the "conflict dis
tances" S[l], S[2], S[3] and S[4] respectively, for which they are free of con
flicts. Also in the case of tracks entirely free of conflicts some limit is set to the 
value of S, in order to prevent aircraft from becoming subject to excessive 
delays, as we shall see when discussing box VI. 

In simple traffic situations "besttrack" may produce less than four best tracks. 
In such cases the remaining B's are made equal to the direct track and the 
corresponding S's equal to zero. 

The tracks B are given in integer degrees, from 1 to 360 (360 corresponding 
to North, or the positive y coordinate), the distances S are in miles. 

BoxY 

Once the "best tracks" have been selected, a two-leg solution is attempted 
from the starting point Sn (fig. 7.3) via a turning point to be selected on one 
of the best tracks, to the destination, Dn. In the coming discussion the leg be
fore this turning point will be called the "first leg" and the one after, the 
"second leg". The turning point is chosen from a set of points located at regular 
intervals, s, on each best track, between the starting point Sn and the conflict 
distance S. These turning points are tested for their ability to yield conflict-free 
second legs, i.e. from the turning point to the destination, by again applying 
the procedure "conflict" for all those legs and for all existing flights. Each turn
ing point having a conflict-free second leg provides a feasible solution for the 
new flight. However, we are interested, rather, in the shortest feasible solution 
and therefore the turning points are tested in the particular order of increasing 
total distance, i.e. the sum of the lengths of the first and second legs. The num
bers shown below fig. 7.3 indicate the order of testing the points in that example. 
Moreover, the total distances in miles are indicated below the figure for an 
interval s = 2 miles between successive points on one track. 

Since the turning points are tested in the order of increasing total distance, 
the first one found to be feasible is also the shortest feasible one. 

Box VI 

The number of potential turning points on each best track is limited by the 
"conflict distance" S, which is either the distance to the first conflict or, if such 
conflict is very far away or non-existent, a limitation imposed for the purpose 
of avoiding excessive detours. Thus, the number of possible turning points is 
finite and it may therefore happen that none of them is feasible. In that case 
the program proceeds to box VII, where a solution is sought based on a 
reclearance of the conflicting existing flights. 

Boxes VII and VIII 

In the actual program most of the actions in box VII are performed in com-
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bination with those of box V, but they have been separated in the flow graph 
for easier comprehension. 

During the testing of the turning points in box V a check is also made for 
each of them as to how many conflicts there are in the second leg and what on 
that leg the shortest distance to other aircraft will be. Now, if no turning point 
is feasible, that point is selected as most suitable which has, first, the smallest 
number of conflicts in the second leg and, second, should a number of points 
be found equivalent in this respect, the one yielding the maximum shortest 
distance to other flights. The new flight is then fixed using the turning point 
thus found. Still, by so doing, one or more conflicts remain unsolved. Therefore 
the leg numbers still in conflict are put on a conflict list and no new flight may 
be introduced until these conflicts are resolved, by reclearing the other flights 
to which the conflicting legs belong *). 

Box IX 

As was already mentioned, this box prevents the introduction of new flights 
as long as existing flights are awaiting reclearance on the conflict list. 

Box X 

In this box a flight is introduced for reclearance, in principle in the same way 
as a new flight was introduced in box II, i.e. a direct leg is established which 
will then be checked for conflicts and perhaps replaced by two legs in boxes III 
onwards. However, there is one important difference in that a flight to be re
cleared is not necessarily recleared from its point of departure but rather from 
the starting point of its conflicting leg. Thus, in box X, a direct leg is fixed 
from this latter point to the destination, while existing legs which existed be
hind the conflicting one are cancelled. 

Box XI 

When all flights have been introduced, the clearance plan is completed. In 
that case, in box XI an output of the results is provided by printing the coor
dinates and times for points of departure, turning points and destinations of 
all flights. The result is shown in appendix D, for three different traffic situation 
("patterns A, B and C"). It should be noted, however, that the final output is 
preceded in this appendix by an output from the procedure "besttrack", show
ing the selected "best tracks" (in degrees) and conflict distances (in miles) for 
all aircraft handled by this procedure. 

Some general notes 

It will be clear that every time a flight is recleared as described, its legs are 
increased in number by one, if its conflict occurred on the last leg and proce-

*) Actually, in the program the conflict list does not appear as a list of leg numbers. Instead, 
the Boolean array "free", to be mentioned in sec. 7.4, is used to mark the legs that are 
still in conflict by making free : = false. 
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dure "besttrack" was needed for this reclearance. On the other hand, a re
clearance may reduce the number of legs as well, viz. when the conflict does 
not occur on the last leg, as the legs following the conflicting one are cancelled. 

Another obvious point is that there is a danger of the program becoming 
divergent in the sense that the conflict list starts getting longer and longer. It 
will also be clear to the reader that the way a "most suitable" turning point 
was chosen, should none be feasible, has been entirely based on the idea of 
restricting the growth of the conflict list as much as possible. Indeed, all at
tempts failed to make the program divergent by giving it complicated traffic 
situations, up to 30 flights, to be resolved. 

7 .4. The leg and flight lists 

For the representation of flight data in the semi-optimum program there is 
a flight list and a leg list, restricted, as the program is, to a maximum of 30 
flights and 1 SO legs, which restrictions are, of course, not essential *). 

For each flight the flight list includes a flight identification number (ident), 
coordinates of the points of departure (dep) and destination (dest) (in miles), 
an expected time of departure (ETD, in minutes), a ground speed (GS, in 
miles/min) as well as the number of the first leg of the flight (firstleg). The 
corresponding Algol declarations are as follows: 

integer array ident, firstleg[l : 30]; 
array xdep, ydep, xdest, ydest, ETD, GS[t : 30]; 

The legs of a flight are linked by two integers stored on the leg list for each leg, 
called "from" and "to", which indicate the preceding and following leg 
numbers. Using these, the legs of a flight need not be subsequently num
bered, making for a greater flexibility in programming. "From" of the 
first leg as well as "to" of the last leg of a flight, rather than giving foregoing 
and following legs, give the flight number (ident), preceded by a minus sign 
marking the leg as being the first or last leg of the flight. 

The complete declarations for the leg list are as follows: 
Boolean array free[l : ISO]; 
integer array from, to[l : ISO]; 
array xb, yb, tb, phi, xe, ye, te, vx, vy[l : 150]; 

The Boolean array "free" forms the "conflict list", mentioned earlier; free 
true means the leg is free from other flights; free false that the leg has one 
or more conflicts with other flights; "from" and "to" have just been discussed; 
xb, yb and tb give coordinates and time of the beginning of the leg, in miles 
and minutes, and xe, ye and te the same for the end; phi is the direction of 

*) In fact 149 legs; see the last sentence of sec. 7.7. 
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positive speed of the leg, in degrees, and vx and vy are speed components in 
the x and y directions, in miles/min. 

An empty flight in the flight Jist is indicated by ident 0; an empty leg in 
the leg list by from 0. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the legs of a flight are not sequentially num
bered, by means of the integer "to", it is quite easy to scan the legs (i) of a given 
flight n by the following Algol for-clause: 

for i: firstleg[n], to[i] while 0 do 

On the other hand, retrieving the flight number n of a given leg i is also easily 
done, as follows: 

n. 
for n 

to[i]; if n > 0 then 
to[n] while n > 0 do; n : 

7.5. Procedure "conflict" **) 

-n; *). 

The declaration of this pt•ocedure begins as follows : 

integer procedure conflict (TC, DIS, leg, I, M, R); ***) 

real TC, DIS; integer leg, I, M, R; 

Its implementation can be found on p. 157. 
The purpose of the procedure is to check a leg I against all legs of a flight M. 

If at any moment the aircraft on leg I approaches the aircraft of flight M to a 
distance equal to or smaller than R, there is a conflict and the procedure "con
flict" will then be given the value I. Also, in that case, the formal (output) 
parameter TC will indicate the time of the conflict relative to the beginning 
time tb[I] of leg I, in minutes, DIS the minimum distance occurring between 
the leg I and the flight M, in miles, while "leg" will become equal to the 
number of the leg of flight M with which the conflict occurs. Should there be 
more than one conflicting leg in M, the first one in time is indicated. 

Jn the case of no conflict, the following values are assigned: 

conflict 0; TC := DIS := 1000; leg := 0. 

*) This is not correct according to official Algol, which does not define the final value of the 
controlled variable after the exhaustion of a step-until or a while element. However, as 
Dijkstra states 11), no Algol compiler can be expected to assign a final value to the con
trolled variable other than the first rejected one. 

**) Sections 7.5 to 7.9 incl. are intended as explanations of the Algol program and should 
be read along with this program (see appendix C). 

***)In our considerations as well as in the final tests of the program, the separation standard 
R was considered constant and in all tests it was set to R 5 miles. However, in more 
sophisticated programs, it may be desirable to make R depend on certain parameters, 
e.g. let R increase with the speeds of any two aircraft compared. Also, the value of R 
could be adapted to the accuracy of navigation, which is not the same all over the 
F.l.R. In all these cases it will be helpful if R appears as a formal parameter in the 
procedure, which was the reason for adding it as such. 
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At large, the procedure consists of a for-clause to scan the legs m of a flight M. 
This for-clause has also been mentioned in the last section. It is followed by a 
statement in which the leg I is tested for conflict with any leg m. 

The first line of this statement looks illogical; the intention being that if 
free[m] = false, the leg is already on the "conflict list" as discussed earlier, 
and the corresponding flight will be recleared later, anyhow. 

The rest of the for-statement is based on the existence of two simultaneous 
starting points of the two legs. Thus, if tb[m] =F tb[I], tb[m] and tb[/] being 
the beginning times of the two legs, the starting points have to be made simul
taneous. The difference, ti, of the beginning times is therefore calculated and 
the beginning point of leg m is shifted forward (for ti < 0) or backward (for 
ti > 0), to a new position xbm, ybm *). Thus, two legs are obtained, I and 
m (see fig. 7.4), with starting points xb[I], yb[I] and xbm, ybm which begin at 
the same time tb[I]. The speed components, vx[I], vy[I], vx[m] and vy[m] of 
the vectors v1 and Vm are also known, as is the separation standard, R. 

(
xb[l]) 
yb[I] 

y 

Fig. 7.4. Principle of procedure "conflict". 

The time of the conflict, relative to a starting time, t = 0, of both legs, will 
now be derived, with the aid of fig. 7.4. 

Two variables, X and Y, are introduced as follows**): 

X = xbm- xb[I], 

Y = yb[/] - ybm. 

Then, adopting the point 0 as a new origin, we may write for the running coor
dinates of both aircraft: 

x1(t) = vx[l].t, yJ(t) = Y vy[I].t, 

Xm(t) =X vx[m].t, Ym(t) = vy[m].t. 

*) Even when the starting point of leg m is shifted backward, no extra conflicts can be 
introduced, as might be believed, since conflicts are only considered as occurring in 
the common (overlapping) actual time interval in which the legs are flown. 

**) In the derivations in this section and in sec. 7.6 the calculations as well as the use of 
variables follow those of the program closely, in order to facilitate understanding the latter. 
As a result, however, some notations may look somewhat inconsistent at first sight. 
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For the distance d(t) between the aircraft we have 

Introducing 
Vx vx[m]- vx[I] and Vy = vy[I]- vy[m] 

yields 

d 2(t) = {X (Vx) tY + {Y (Vy) t}Z = 

= X 2 Y 2 + 2 {X(Vx) Y(Vy)} t + {(Vx)Z (Vy)2
} t 2 = 

X 2 Y 2 + 2 B t +A t 2
, 

in which A (Vxj2 + (Vy)2 and B X(Vx) + Y(Vy). 
For t equal to the time of the conflict, d(t) must equal R, or d 2(t) = R 2 • 

Hence we obtain as a quadratic equation oft 

A t 2 + 2 B t E = 0, 
where 

We are only interested in the time of entering the conflict, i.e. in the smallest 
root, which is 

-B A E)112 

tl=-------

Only if this t 1 falls inside the common time interval of the two legs, is there a 
conflict. Thus, there is no conflict when either tl < 0, or tl + tb[J] > te[m], 
or tl + tb[I] > te[/] (see also corrective note 1 on p. 169.) 

If a conflict is found, the formal parameter TC, which was made TC = 1000 
before, should become equal to the conflict time t 1 of the first conflict
ing leg of flight M (should there be more than one such legs). Likewise, "leg" 
should indicate the number of the first conflicting leg of flight M. 
Therefore, since leg was made 0 before, we have 

if leg 0 then begin TC tl; leg: =-"'-mend; 

The integer procedure conflict gets the value 1 in case of a conflict: 

conflict : 

(conflict was made zero before). 
Finally, in the event of conflict the minimum distance between the two air

craft should be assigned to the formal parameter DIS, which was earlier preset 
to 1000. 
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The time of the minimum distance is obtained by differentiating the expres
sion d2 (t) = X 2 + Y 2 + 2 B t + A t 2 with respect to t. It follows that 

dmin
2 = X 2 + Y 2 B 2 /A.) 

Thus, 

dis:= sqrt(E _:_ RxR BxB/A);*) 

since we had 
E 

where dis is the minimum distance for one leg of flight M. As we look for the 
minimum (DIS) for all legs, we have, finally, 

if dis< DIS then DIS :=dis; 

7 .6. Procedure "angle~' 

The purpose of this procedure, which is used inside procedure "besttrack", 
is as follows. 

To enable the best tracks to be selected, the directions of flight of the depend
ent aircraft which will be conflicting with other flights and those which will 
not, must be known, assuming a given starting point and time of the dependent 
aircraft. As a first step towards this goal, "angle" compares the dependent air
craft with one leg of an independent flight. It finds the boundary angles which 
separate conflicting and non-conflicting directions of the dependent aircraft 
with respect to this independent leg. 

The implementation of the procedure (see p.l58) could be very much sim
plified by positioning the starting point of the dependent aircraft in the 
origin of a new coordinate system and by assuming that the independent air
craft is on the positive x axis at the same time. The consequence of this is, of 
course, that a coordinate transformation is needed when the procedure is called. 

The new situation is shown in fig. 7.5. The speed of the dependent aircraft 
is vd in magnitude. The independent aircraft starts from the point xb 0 and 
its speed is given in magnitude, v1 (miles/min) and direction, phi (in degrees 
from North, or the positive y axis in clockwise sense)**). 

The declaration of the procedure begins as follows: 

proeedure angle (PHI, TC, vd, xi, vi, phi ,R); 
real vd, xi, vi, phi, R; 
array PHI, TC. 

*) The reader may wonder why dis R has not been used as a criterion for the existence 
of a conflict. However, the legs have finite lengths, and the condition dis < R is not 
equivalent to d(t) < R when the minimum distance occurs outside one of the legs. 

**) Throughout the program, angles are given in degrees from North, according to A.T.C. 
practice. A coefficient 0·01745 has been used to convert degrees into radians. 
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y' Speed circle 

a 

Fig. 7.5. Principle of procedure "angle". 

The formal input parameters include vd, xi> v1 and phi as already mentioned, 
as well as the separation standard R. The arrays PHI and TC comprise output 
data. PHI gives the boundary angles (maximum four) and for each boundary 
angle TC gives the conflict time relative to the time at which the independent 
aircraft is at point (x;, 0). 

In fig. 7.5 the relative speed of the independent aircraft with respect to the 
dependent one is the vector sum of the speeds v1 and -vd. Since the two air
craft must not come closer than a minimum distance R, there will be a con
flict when this relative speed vector v1-vct or its continuation intersects the con
flict circle, which has a radius R about the origin, i.e. about the dependent 
aircraft. In fig. 7.5 the critical case is shown of the relative speeds being on the 
tangents to the conflict circle. Two areas of -vd are shown in the figure, one 
heavily shaded and one lightly shaded. The heavily shaded area corresponds 
to directions of -vd which will lead to a conflict in the future. The lightly 
shaded area, however, is related to conflicts in the past. As A.T.C. is funda
mentally interested in the future only, the lightly shaded area can be disregarded. 
The heavily shaded area forbids directions of -vd. It is more logical, however, 
to consider the corresponding area of forbidden directions of +vd. This latter 
area, which is double-shaded in fig. 7.5, will be called conflict area. The remain
ing area will be called free area. The angles (/)which form the boundaries of 
the conflict areas will be calculated by the procedure. Depending on the speeds 
and positions of both aircraft, there may be no, one or two conflict areas, as 
is shown by various cases presented in fig. 7.6. As a result, the procedure ought 
to produce zero, two or four boundary angles. In actual fact, however, four 
values will always be given but the imaginary ones are assigned the value 1000. 

The calculations in the procedure run as follows. It is assumed that x1 > R; 
otherwise the two aircraft would already be conflicting in their initial positions. 
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a) d) 

b) e) 

c) f)$>~' 
Fig. 7.6. Possible conflict situations of two aircraft. 

Still, in the first statement of the procedure (see p. 158) a possibility is pro
vided to go to a special escape process: 

if xi ~ R then goto escape;*) 

In the next two statements of the program, the coordinates of the upper con
tact point to the conflict circle in fig. 7.5, x, and Yn are calculated as 

x, R2 /xi 
and 

Yr = (R2 x/)112, 

which relations can be easily found from similar triangles. x, andy, are always 
positive, since x1 > 0 and R > x,. 

Due to the symmetry in fig. 7.5, obtained by the coordinate transformation, 
the two tangents have direction coefficients, m, that are equal in magnitude and 
different in sign. The positive one is calculated first (In the for statement for 
K := 1, 3 do ... , K = 1, then.) as 

m -yr/(xr-xi); 

Next, the coordinates, a and b, of the end point of vector v1 are calculated as 

a = xi vi sin(phi) 
and 

b vi cos(phi). 

*) As the procedure is written, the "escape process" consists of just printing the word "con
flict". When the program is to be used for executive-control purpose a more realistic escape 
process should be inserted, producing such angles as to lead the aircraft away from each 
other as quickly as possible. 
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Now, the coordinates, x. andy., of the intersection points of the tangents and 
the "velocity circle" have to be calculated, the velocity circle being the circle, 
having a radius vd, about the end point of V;. These coordinates are found by 
solving x and y from 

and 
V 2 

d • 

Substituting the first into the second equation yields 

A x 2 2B x + C 0, 
where 

A 1 + m 2
, 

B a mb m2 x1 

and 
c 

Introducing the discriminant 
D= B2 -A C, 

V 2 
d • 

then, if D < 0, there are no real intersection points and, accordingly the pro
gram skips further calculations for K = 1 by going to a label L. If D ~ 0, 
the following two roots are found: 

xs[K] 
A 

and 
xs[K 1] = C/(A X xs[KJ). 

By means of the for statement which begins: 

forK:= 1,3 do 

the above calculations are done twice, once for m and once for -m, i.e. for 
the two tangents to the conflict circle. As a result, values are assigned to the 
x coordinates of the four intersection points: xs[l J, xs[2J, xs[3] and xs[4]. If 
D < 0 and consequently the two relevant intersection points are imaginary, 
the corresponding xs's keep the value 1000, which was assigned to all xs's 
initially. 

In the for statement which begins 

for j : = K, K + 1 do 

for each xs the corresponding ys is found as 

and then, the angle fP 

y, m (x5 -x1) 

PHI) of vd is in principle calculated as follows: 
y.-b 

fP = arctan ··-- . 
x, a 
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However, a conditional statement is added to calculate the angle tJ> for the full 
range from 0 to 360 degrees. 

We have now found, in general, four angles "PHI", which are boundaries 
separating conflicting and free directions for the dependent aircraft. The last 
thing to be done in the procedure angle is to find out which of these four 
boundaries are entries and which are exits of the conflicting ranges, when PHI 
increases in clockwise direction. 

Now, for all situations in fig. 7.6 the intersection points are numbered in the 
same way as PHl[K], forK= I, 2, 3, 4. Following all cases, we see that for 
the conflict areas (the heavily shaded ones) points 2 and 3 are always entries 
and points I and 4 always exits. Accordingly, in the last for statement of the 
procedure, beginning 

for j := l step 1 until4 do 

the angles PHI[2] and PHI[3] are marked as entries by giving them a minus 
sign. 

Still, in the same for statement, the conflict time TC is also calculated for 
each boundary. As can be easily seen in fig. 7.5 by considering the projection 
of v1-vd on the x axis we find 

TC = (x1 Xr)/(xi x,). 

Using this TC we can now also reject those boundaries related to conflicts in 
the past. This is done by the final statement of the procedure, viz. 

if TC[j] < 0 then TC[j] := PHI[j] : 1000; 

7. 7. Procedure "besttrack" 

The function of this procedure has already been described in sec. 7.3. Its 
implementation begins at the bottom of p. 158. 

It should be noted that the three procedures, angle, conflict and besttrack 
differ in the respect that "angle" checks the new leg only against one existing 
leg, "conflict" takes into consideration all legs of one existing flight, whereas 
"besttrack" takes into account all legs of all existing flights. 

Principle 

The principle of the procedure can best be described by reference to fig. 7.7. 
The horizontal axis in this figure represents the range of tracks, p, from 0 to 
360° that the dependent (i.e. newly introduced) aircraft could be initially 
directed to. The vertical axis in principle represents the conflict time, r, i.e. 
the conflict-free flying time for the dependent aircraft when flying in the 
direction p. 
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Fig. 7.7. Principle of procedure "besttrack". 

In fig. 7.7 only two independent, one-leg flights, a and b, have been assumed 
to exist already. The boundary angles Pa1 and Paz of the conflict area with 
aircraft a have been obtained from the procedure angle, together with the 
corresponding conflict times TC01 and TCaz· The two points thus obtained in 
the graph for flight a are connected by a curve showing how, inside the con
flict area, the conflict time T changes as a function of p. Outside the conflicting 
area, T is of course infinite. The function T = T(p) is complicated, however, 
and only the boundary values TC are known from "angle". Flight b is repre
sented in the graph in the same way as a. 

The question to be solved now by "besttrack" is the following. Given the 
data as shown in fig. 7.7 and given the direct track, say the one indicated as 
p in the figure, for the dependent aircraft to go straight to its destination, what 
deviating tracks ("best tracks") are to be preferred as probably most successful 
for the first leg of the dependent aircraft? They will be chosen as being as clqse 
as possible to p and on the other hand as allowing a long conflict-free flying 
time, T. 

The following method is applied in the procedure. For each leg of an inde
pendent flight, one or two curves are to be considered as in fig. 7.7. Each of 
such curves is approximated by a straight horizontal line T = TC1 ifTC1 < TC 2 

or T = TC2 if TC2 TC1 • 

Taking the legs of all independent flights, a set of horizontal lines T con
stant is thus obtained. When then taking for each value of p the smallest of 
all values ofT occurring there, a result as indicated in fig. 7.7 by a dashed line 
is obtained. This line, however, also includes a limiting value of 30 minutes for 
directions of flight not meeting any conflict. This latter value is rather arbitrarily 
chosen, as a limitation to avoid excessive detours on the part of the dependent 
aircraft. 

Once the dashed line is fixed, the" best tracks", B, are selected as follows. 
Starting from the direct track p, we move along the p scale simultaneously 
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to the right and to the left by equal angles. Every time, then, the dashed curve 
shows a positive step, the corresponding value of pis taken as a "best track". 
This process continues until either four best tracks have been found or we have 
moved 180° to either side of fP· However, in order to avoid very small positive 
steps becoming decisive, they are required to exceed a certain minimum size, 
which in the program is set at 1·5 minutes. 

For each of the best tracks B thus selected, the corresponding conflict-free 
distance, S, has to be determined as well. However, it would be far too inac
curate for this purpose to use the value of r resulting from the dashed line in 
fig. 7.7. Instead, a more exact value of the conflict time is now obtained by 
again applying procedure "conflict" for each of the tracks B and for all inde
pendent flights. The formal parameter TC of this procedure yields a more 
accurate conflict time and the conflict-free distance S can be obtained as 

S = GS[n] xTC; 

where GS[n] is the ground speed of the dependent aircraft, n. 
The method just described is in many respects rather arbitrary and quite 

some objections can be raised. Probably the most severe shortcoming is that 
the choice of the "best tracks" is entirely based on the conflict situation of the 
first leg, completely disregarding the feasibilities of the second legs, i.e. after 
tbe turning points. 

Perhaps the best justification of the procedure is that it works satisfactorily, 
as we shall see later. Besides, as applied, it shows at least the following qualities. 

(I)In a two-aircraft situation it finds the optimum solution for the second air
craft when the first one is given (except for an inaccuracy due the finite 
grid of turning points). 

(2) When a dependent aircraft has to cross other flights, any suitable free track 
for the first leg of this aircraft will indeed be found and applied. 

For a discussion of the implementation of the procedure it is worth noting 
that the latter consists of two separate parts, one assigning an array tor [p] 
representing the ordinates of the dashed line of fig. 7.7 for all integer degrees p 
and, by means of that array, one selecting the "best tracks" Band corresponding 
conflict distances S. 

Assigning the array tor[p] 

The array is declared as tor [I : 360]; it has one element for each degree of 
the complete circle. In the first for statement of the procedure a value of 30 
minutes is assigned to all elements. 

Then follows a large for statement which scans all flight numbers, m, which 
are neither empty nor that of the dependent flight itself, the latter being sup
posed to have flight number n: 
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for m 1 step 1 until 30 do 

if ident[m] 0 1\ m of n then ... 

Next, by means of an inner for statement of a type we have seen before, all 
legs of the independent flights m are scanned by the controlled variable jj. 

If a legjj ends prior to the dependent flight beginning its new leg i, then, of 
course, there cannot be a conflict between them. Therefore the condition 
tb[i] < te[jj] is required for further action. 

As we know, procedure angle assumes simultaneous starting positions for 
the two legs and such that leg i starts at the origin. Accordingly, X and Yare 
so determined as to give the relative position of the beginning of leg jj with 
respect to that of leg i. Also, the angle alpha is calculated by which the coor
dinates have to be rotated such that leg jj begins at a point of the x axis, as 
was also required by "angle". 

Now, procedure angle is called. At the same time the formal parameters xi 
and phi are determined as 

Xl sqrt (X ~ 2 Y ~ 2) 
and 

phi phi[jj] alpha, 

for the sake of rotating the coordinates. 
A small loop, starting at label "again" sequences the four sets of P and T 

values according to increasing absolute values of P. Thus, we have obtained 
a list of boundary angles P, separating conflicting and non-conflicting sectors, 
arranged as follows: 
(I) entrances to forbidden sectors are negative; exits are positive (see sec. 7 .6); 
(2) the values are in order of increasing absolute value; 
(3) boundaries of empty forbidden sectors are + 1000 (see sec. 7.6). 

A few typical cases are given below. 

case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4 
30° 30° 30° +1000 

+ 60° 60° - 310° --7--1000 
-300° 90° +1000 1000 
-+-310° -310° +1000 +1000 

Now, in the for statement which begins: "for u := 1, 2, 3, 4 do if P[u] < 0 
then", two numbers, u and uu are selected such that P[u] and T[u] belong to 
the entrance and P[uu] and T[uu] to the exit of a conflict area. The statement 

if uu 3 A P[uu] = 1000 then uu := 1; 

is needed especially in case 3. 
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The times tu and tuu become the absolute conflict times of entrance and 
exit, where T[u] and T{uu] were relative times with respect to the beginning 
time tb[i] of the leg i. 

There can only be a conflict if either tu or tuu is later than tb[jj] or earlier 
than te[jj]. Only in that case does the program continue making a variable st 
equal to the smaller of T[u] and T[uu], corresponding to the horizontal-line 
approximation as introduced in fig. 7.7. 

The boundary angles P[u] and P[uu] are then transferred back into the non
rotated coordinate system, as Pnb and Pne (n = non-rotated, b = begin, e = 
end). 

Finally, by means of the for statement 

for p := Pnb, p + 1 while p -=j::. Pne + 1 do ... 

for all integer degrees from Pnb to Pne incl. the smaller of the two values tor[p] 
(i.e. the smallest so far obtained) and the newly found st (i.e. the smaller of 
T[u] and T[uu]) is assigned to tor[p]. This process is repeated for all conflict 
areas for all legs of all independent flights. The dashed line of fig. 7. 7 is thus 
obtained (compare also fig. 7.13). 

Selecting the best tracks 

After initial values, 0 and phi[i], are assigned to all S and B, respectively, 
in a for statement the controlled variable "phil" will assume the following 
series ofvalues: 1, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3, ... 179; phil is supposed to fan out alter
natingly to the right and to the left, starting from the direct track, phi[i] (i.e. rp 
in fig. 7.7). For each value of phil a variable "phic" is calculated representing 
the same angle on the absolute scale. The angles lphic and rphic are deter
mined one degree to the left and to the right of phic, respectively. 

phic is assigned to B as a best track, whenever to the left of phi[i] (i.e. if 
phil < 0) tor[phic] exceeds tor[rphic] by 1·5 minutes or, to the right of phi[i], 
if tor[phic] exceeds tor[lphic] by 1·5 minutes. 

Whenever a best track is assigned, the corresponding conflict distance S is 
obtained by applying the procedure conflict for all independent flights and 
multiplying the resulting relative conflict time TC by the speed GS[n]. However, 
prior to calling "conflict" for this purpose, an "artificial leg" has to be fixed 
starting at point Sn (i.e. xb[i], yb[i] )and running a long distance in direction B, 
since "conflict" is based on handling legs. Leg number 150 is reserved for this 
"artificial leg". 

7.8. Procedure "legangle" 

This is a very short real procedure giving the direction of a leg, in degrees 
from 0 to 360°, as a function of a leg number q. It needs no explanation. 
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7.9. The main program 

The principle of the main program has already been described in sec. 7.3. 
The implementation, starting on p. 160, will be explained by reference to the 
various labels. 

rfinput 

The leg and flight lists are cleared. s and R are read, s being the magnitude 
of the steps between subsequent turning points to be tested on any best track 
(see fig. 7.3) and R the separation standard. The label "reinput" facilitates 
solving several traffic situations in one run of the program. 

new.flight 

An empty place in the flight list is selected for a new flight to be introduced. 

input 

The input data for one flight to be introduced are read; to wit: ident (iden
tification number of the flight), xdep, ydep (coordinates of the point of de
parture), xdest, ydest (point of destination), ETD (expected time of departure 
and GS (ground speed). Distances are in miles and times in minutes. The ground 
speed is put in in miles/hour and immediately converted into miles/minute. 

After the last flight, ident = 0 on the input tape indicates the end of a 
problem and initiates the output program. 

An empty space, i, in the leg list is selected for the new flight. Should no 
free space be available, the word "exhausted" is printed and the output pro
gram initiated. 

fill 

Place and time of the beginning point of leg i (i.e. the point of departure) 
are filled in; from[i] and to[i] get the flight number n preceded by a minus 
sign *), since for the time being, the leg i is the only one (i.e. the direct leg) 
of the new flight (see sec. 7.3). In the flight list, i is recorded as the first leg 
of flight n. 

fi/12 

The data of the end of leg i (i.e. the destination, here) are filled in (xe, ye, te) 
as well as data concerning length (dx, dy), direction (phi), time interval (dt) and 
speed (vx, vy) of the leg. 

Label fill2 is used as a separate entry in the reclearance process, as we shall 
see later. 

*) As was mentioned' in sec. 7.4, the flight number, preceded by a minus sign is assigned to 
"from" of the first leg of a flight as well as to "to" of the last leg. 
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After the data for leg i are filled in, procedure conflict is carried out for all 
independent flights to see whether the direct leg for the new flight is feasible. 
If that is not the case, for some independent flight m we will find that conflict 
= 1, after which the program will jump to the label "search", where the "best
track" process is started. If no conflict is found the program proceeds through 
"reclear" to "newflight", to introduce the next new flight. 

reel ear 

Here we enter whenever a flight has been fixed and before going to "new
flight". Indeed, for the sake of the reclearance process, before introducing a 
new flight a check must be made whether all legs are free of conflicts. If that 
is the case the program proceeds to "newflight". If not, the flight number n of 
any conflicting leg i is retrieved by means of an "empty" for statement, whose 
type has already been discussed in sec. 7.4. Then we proceed to "fill2", where 
the conflicting leg i is made to end at the place of destination of flight n and 
a reclearance is initiated from the beginning of the conflicting leg i to this 
destination. 

search 

If after "fill2" the direct leg to the destination is found blocked, the best
track process starts at label "search", as already described in sec. 7.3. 

Starting from the starting point (xb[i], yb[i]), i.e. the point s. in fig. 7.3, 
all turning points in the four directions chosen by procedure "besttrack" have 
to be tested for a conflict-free second leg leading to the destination (xdest[n], 
ydest[n]), i.e. the point D. in fig. 7.3. This search is carried out in the order 
of increasing total length of the two legs. During this search the "most suitable" 
turning point is also selected, should no conflict-free turning point be found. 
This "most suitable" point is the one causing the least number of conflicts in 
the second leg and, next, the longest minimum distance to any of the conflicting 
flights. Also, a list of conflicting leg numbers has to be prepared for the "most 
suitable" turning point. 

All this happens in the section of the program between labels "search" and 
"fail", which section may be regarded as the most complicated part of the 
program. It will therefore be convenient first to define the essential variables 
with a part to play in this section. 

In fig. 7.8 the three legs concerned are shown for an arbitrary turning point. 
The variable k is used as a controlled variable to scan the four best tracks. 
The best track on which the next-best turning point is found, is fixed by another 
variable, K. 

Hitherto, leg i was the direct leg, which was found to be conflicting. In the 
course of the process, however, it will be changed into the first leg by shifting 
the end point from the destination (xdest[n], ydest[n]) to the next-tested turning 
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0 -(xdest[n]} 
n- ydest[n] 

Fig. 7.8. Variables used in the "besttrack" process. 

point. The latter is fixed by the number K of the best track, B[K], (K = 1, 2, 3 
or 4) and the number of steps, j[K], along this best track. Thus, the length of 
the first leg iss xj[K], s being the step size. The second leg, from turning point 
to destination, has the number l and its x and y projections are dx and dy; 
d[K] is the longest distance so far achieved for the subsequent turning points 
on track K, from the starting point via the turning point to the destination. 
In order to save time later, the x andy projections of the step sizes are stored 
for each of the four best tracks as sx[k] and sy[k]; k : 1, 2, 3, 4. For the selec
tion of the next-best turning point in all four directions the variable "mind" 
is used to select the shortest of the distances d[k], and the variable K to store 
the value of k for which "mind" was found. 

In the process of selecting the most suitable turning point, should the re
clearance process become necessary, the following variables have a role to 
play. 

For any given turning point, c counts the number of conflicts and "min" 
stores the minimum distances occurring to conflicting flights. In the integer 
array con[1 : 2, 1 : 30] there is space for two parallel lists of maximum 30 con
flicting leg numbers. One side of the list stores conflicting leg numbers related 
to the turning point so far found most suitable, while on the other side the 
new list for the turning point under test can grow. By one of its two values, 
1 or 2, the variable p indicates which is this latter, "active" side of the list. 
Consequently, p changes its value any time the newly checked turning point 
is found more suitable than the last best one. The last found, most suitable 
point itself is recorded by two variables, Kbest and jbest. 

For all turning points, "mine" stores the minimum number of conflicts found 
so far for one of them and "maxapp" the longest minimum distance for all 
turning points having this minimum number of conflicts. 

After the above introduction of the most important variables, the reader will 
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not have too much difficulty in following the program section between "search" 
and "fail", to be described in the coming paragraphs. 

Immediately after calling the procedure "besttrack" the projections sx[k] and 
sy[k] of the step s are listed for all four directions as well as the total distances 
d[k] for the first steps in these four directions. Accordingly, j[k] is made 1 for 
all four k. Finally, initial values are assigned to mine, maxapp and p and an 
empty space in the leg list is sought for leg /. 

try 

The fixed data concerning leg l are assigned. The variable data of /, which 
vary with the subsequent turning points tested, will be assigned in the loop that 
is closed by means of the label "nextbest". 

next best 

In a for statement, the list d[k] is scanned for the shortest value, which is 
then assigned to "mind". The corresponding k is stored as K. However, if in 
all four directions k the conflict distance S[k] is reached, K remains 0 and the 
program then proceeds to "fail", as it means that no feasible turning point is 
available. 

If it does not go to "fail", it means that one turning point j[K] in direction 
P[K] has been "used" and should be replaced by the next one in the same 
direction. This happens at the end of the "nextbest" loop, just above "goto 
nextbest" where j[K] := j[K] + 1 and d[K] gets the corresponding new value. 

Returning to the beginning of the loop, we see that as soon as K and thus 
the next turning point to be tried is fixed, the variable data of the leg /, xb[/], 
yb[/], etc. are assigned, whereafter the procedure "conflict" checks I for con
flict with any one of flights m that are neither empty nor the dependent flight 
n itself. The number of conflicts is counted in c; the conflicting leg numbers 
are stored at one side of the list "con", while "min" selects the minimum dis
tance to all conflicting flights. 

If c remains 0, a feasible turning point is found, in which case the program 
proceeds to "finish". In the other case, if c <mine or c =mine but min> 
maxapp, a more suitable turning point is found for reclearance which point is 
then recorded by Kbestandjbest. The new, better values for mine and maxapp 
are stored and by changing p to its other value, the "con" list for the most 
suitable turning point just found is retained. 

fail 

Most of the complications of the reclearance process were already discussed 
above. What remains to be done is to scan the "non-active" side of the "con" 
list (for which p has to be changed back) and mark all conflicting legs by free 

false. Also all legs, ii, following a conflicting leg in a flight should be can
celled, since such flight will be recleared from the beginning of its conflicting 
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leg to its destination. Finally, before going to "finish", the variable data of 
leg l have to be set for the turning point as determined by jbest and Kbest. 

finish 

At this point the data of leg l are already fixed, except for phi[/]. The be
ginning of the first leg, i, is also fixed. Thus, what remains to be determined 
are the end point of i, phi of l and i, vx[i] and vy[i]. 

output 

The flight number, the ground speed and the coordinates and times of the 
point of departure, turning points and destination of all flights, which are now 
all fixed, are printed. 

A number i is read from the input tape to determine whether the program 
should continue with a next problem (i 0) or stop (i = 1). 

7.10. Results of the semi-optimum program 

To test the program, three different traffic patterns were adopted for which 
the program had to find conflict-free clearance plans. The patterns were chosen 
to present a number of specific difficulties. 

The patterns, which will be referred to as A, B and C can be seen from figs 
7.9, 7.11 and 7.12 which at the same time present the solutions found by the 
program. The points of departure and destination can be seen from the figures, 
while flight numbers are written alongside the different flight paths. Directions 
of flight are shown by arrows. 

Speeds and times of departure are given separately in table 7-I. 
TABLE 7-1 

Ground speeds (GS) in miles/min and times of departure (ETD) in minutes of the flights 
of patterns A, B and C 

flight pattern A pattern B pattern C 
number GS ETD GS ETD GS ETD 

l 2 0 2 0 2·5 0 
2 2 0 2 0 5 0 
3 2 5 2 0 7·5 2 
4 2 5 2 0 7·5 2 
5 2 10 2 0 5 2 
6 2 10 2 0 5 4 
7 2 15 2 0 2·5 4 
8 2 15 2 0 5 6 
9 2 17 5 8 

10 2 17 7·5 8 
11 5 9 
12 5 10 
13 2·5 10 
14 5 11 
15 5 12 
16 7·5 13 
17 7·5 14 
18 7·5 14 
19 5 15 
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Fig. 7.9. "Semi-optimum" solution of pattern A. 
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Fig. 7.10. "Manual" solution of pattern B. 
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Fig. 7.11. "Semi-optimum" solution of pattern B. 
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Fig. 7.12. "Semi-optimum" solution of pattern C. 
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The printed output results are given in appendix D, for the three patterns 
A, B and C. For each pattern, the output results begin with a section showing 
the four best tracks (in degrees) as chosen by procedure besttrack together with 
the corresponding conflict distances (in miles) printed underneath the best 
tracks. Each output ends with "FINISH" in normal cases and with "FAIL 
FINISH" when the reclearance process had to be applied. 

Non-selected tracks can be recognized by a zero conflict distance, while the 
indicated angles give the direct tracks in that case. 

Flights for which the direct legs were successful will, of course, not be found 
in this output section, while flights which had to be recleared by the reclearance 
process occur more than once. The flights appear in the order in which they 
were handled by "besttrack". 

The second section of the output shows the final results for all flight numbers 
by their ground speeds (in miles/min) and coordinates (in miles) and times (in 
minutes) of the point of departure, turning points and the point of destination. 

The solutions for the three patterns have also been subjected to a separate 
test program, to test both the safety and the efficiency of the resulting clearance 
plans. 

This was a rather simple program, not presented in this chapter, which was 
based on fixed time cycles of 0·1 minute. In each cycle all aircraft positions are 
shifted by one 0·1-minute step according to the clearance plan to be tested. 
After each cycle the distances between all aircraft are calculated and checked 
for conflicts. In addition, the minimum distance to any other flight and the 
number of this other flight and the delay (that is the difference between the 
time flown from start to landing, minus the time to cover the distance by a 
straight track) are determined for each flight. Finally, the efficiency is calculated, 
defined as the ratio of the straight-track time and the time actually flown. In 
table 7-11 all these data are presented for patterns A, B and C. 

At the bottom of the table, the total delay is given for each solution, as well 
as the overall efficiency, defined as the sum of all straight-track flying times 
divided by the sum of all actual flying times. 

Discussion of the results 

Pattern A consists of eight flights forming a kind of "curtain" for number 9 
and 10, which have to cross them. Four of the eight aircraft fly from west to 
east and the other four from east to west. They follow one another at just 
10-mile intervals. This pattern was specially designed to force the program into 
the reclearance process and indeed, looking at the "besttrack"-output section 
(appendix D) we see "FAIL" twice. Flight 9 was the first to go to "fail", 
causing a reclearance for flights 5 and 7, both of which have got three legs in 
this way. Flight 10 also goes to "fail", causing a second reclearance for flight 5. 
Flight 5 could have acquired four legs in this way, but this has not happened, 



TABLE 7-11 
Number of conflicts, delays and efficiencies for the solutions to traffic patterns A, B and C 

a = number of conflicts d delay (minutes) g = overall efficiency ( %) 
b = minimum distance to any other flight (miles) e efficiency ( %) 
c = number of the nearest approaching aircraft f total delay (minutes) 

semi-optimum program attracting-repelling program 

pattern 
A Bo 

--+ 
B c Cz c3 

flight number t a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e a b c d a b c d e 

1 0 5·0 2 0.0 100 0 5 5 0·5 99 0 5·1 8 10·7 79 0 5·1 7 0·0 100 0 8·7 18 0·0 100 
2 0 5·0 1 0-4 99 I 0 5 6 0·5 99 0 5·0 6 0·6 98 0 5·1 3 0·0 100 0 6·0 3 0·0 100 
3 0 5·0 2 0·0 100 1 0 5 7 0·5 99 0 5·2 7 0-4 99 0 5·1 2 0·1 99 0 6·0 2 1·7 86 
4 0 5·2 3 0·4 99 • 0 5 5 0·5 99 0 6·7 8 1·0 97 l 1·0 15 0·1 99 1 3·5 0 9·5 15 2·2 83 
5 0 5·510 0·8 98 0 5 1 0·5 99 0 8·6 4 5·3 88 0 5·0 10 0·0 100 0 11·5 0 8·6 12 0·0 100 -6 0 5·3 3 0·4 99 0 5 1 0·5 99 0 5·0 2 1·0 97 0 8·0 11 0·0 100 0 8·0 0 8·0 2 0·7 96 tl 
7 0 5·2 9 1·6 96 0 5 2 0·5 99 0 5·2 3 1·9 95 0 5·1 1 1·7 91 0 12·3 17 13·7 57 1 2·6 17 4·7 79 
8 0 5·2 3 0·4 99 0 5 3 0·5 99 0 5·1 1 1·0 97 0 6·8 11 0·0 100 0 6·0 9 7·4 68 0 6·0 9 1·8 90 
9 0 5·2 7 12·2 71 0 5·2 11 0·0 too 0 6·0 8 2·7 85 0 6·0 8 2·6 86 

10 0 5·5 5 5·3 85 0 5·0 5 0·5 94 0 8·2 5·5 60 
11 0 5·0 12 1·0 92 0 5·4 7·5 62 
12 0 5·0 11 1·4 90 0 5-4 10·2 54 
13 75 0 10·3 10·2 54 
14 65 0 11·0 2·3 82 
15 61 1 3·5 7·0 59 
16 97 0 9·3 3 3·2 76 
17 50 0 8·6 19 9·0 46 I 2·6 7 4·2 65 
18 0 5-8 12 2·2 79 0 7·7 12 6·9 54 0 8·5 17 12·0 40 

19 0 7·5 17 2·3 80 0 8·6 17 1·6 85 0 8·8 17 6·5 58 

f --+ 21·5 4.0 21·9 33-9 96·6 82·3 

g --+ 95 99 95 88 71 74 
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obviously because in one of the two reclearances of this flight it must have been 
not the last but another leg that was put in the conflict list. Whether this 
happened in the first or the second reclearance cannot be seen from the output. 

Pattern B is a perfectly symmetrical case. Eight equally fast aircraft start 
simultaneously from the eight vertices of a regular octagon, each one going to 
the opposite vertex. Without any deviations, they would, of course, all collide 
in the centre of the octagon. 

The interesting feature of this pattern is that, due to its symmetry, it is one 
of the few examples that we can solve ourselves, without the aid of the com
puter. This "manual" solution is given in fig. 7.10, also for a separation standard 
of 5 miles. All aircraft in this solution start following tangents to a circle at the 
centre, which they reach simultaneously. The circle has such a radius that its 
inscribed regular octagon has a side of 5 miles, so that there is just sufficient 
separation between the aircraft when they all follow the circumference ofthe 
circle each behind the other. Somewhat later they all leave the circle, again 
simultaneously, to fly along another set of tangents to their destinations. Al
though no proof can be given, this solution is believed to be the absolute 
optimum. 

The above "manual" solution for pattern B has been added to table 7-II in 
column B0 • When comparing the results, we see that indeed its overall efficiency 
is greater than that of the computer solution given in column B of the table. 
As for the individual flights, only one, number 3, has a shorter delay in the 
automatic than in the "manual" solution. All other delays are greater. 

The "besttrack"-output section of pattern B (see appendix D) shows that 
one flight, viz. flight 5 has come under the reclearance process, as a result of 
which no. 1 had to be recleared. As 1 had one leg before, due to the reclearance 
it ended up with two legs. 

Pattern C is more realistic than the other two. Three groups of difficulties are 
included in this pattern, as follows. 
(1)Flights 2, 3, 4 and 16 form a group of overtaking and opposing flight<;; 

2 and 3 oppose 4 and 16, while 3 overtakes 2. 
(2) Flights 5, 6 ,8 and 9 follow each other at equal speeds and intervals and 

are to be crossed by 10, 11, 12 and 18 while 18 could also overtake 12 which, 
however, does not happen in the solution given. 

(3)Flights 1, 7, 13, 14, 15 and 17 are all directed to the same airport, where 
they would arrive at the same time when following straight tracks. "Path 
stretching" (see sec. 3.5) is therefore necessary to avoid conflicts at the air
port of destination. 

It can be said in general that the efficiency of the solution of pattern C is 
quite acceptable. The fact that flights 13, 14, 15 and 17 have rather long delays 
is unavoidable, since this is due to conflicts with aircraft near the common air-
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port of destination. Indeed, flights 1, 7, 13, 14, 15 and 17 have to wait for each 
other arriving at point 60,60. Comparing arrival times and speeds of the waiting 
aircraft shows indeed that they come in at intervals only slightly longer than 
5 miles behind each other. 

The solution for flight 3 overtaking 2 and for 4 opposing 2 are very nearly 
optimum, in the sense that both approach aircraft 2 to nearly 5 miles twice, 
once before and once after the turning points (compare appendix A). 

One conflict remained unsolved in pattern C, viz. that between 4 and 15. 
This weak point is due to restriction 5 of the program, mentioned in sec. 7.1. 
Aircraft 15 takes off when aircraft 4 has already approached the same airport 
to within 5 miles. As the present program cannot delay departures, the conflict 
cannot be solved and accordingly, in the output (appendix D) the program prints 
the word "conflict" in the "besttrack" -output section, just above the best tracks 
of flight 15. 

One more output was obtained from the program. A section, not included 
in appendix C, was inserted in the procedure besttrack which made the com
puter plot the dashed line offigure7.7. Figure7.13 shows an example concerning 
flight 15 of pattern C. The direct track is shown by a vertical line just left of 
the words "Direct track". The dashed line is shown and one can see how the 
four "best tracks", also indicated by vertical lines, were selected. These plots 
were found to be of particular value in the process of developing the program, 

T 
(min) 

30 - --- ---

! 25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

Direct track 

Fligt 15 
xb[i]=+IQOO 

YE (it= !7EOO-

0o 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 
- p (degrees) 

Fig. 7.13. Example of a dotted line 1: = 1:(p), as plotted by the computer for flight 15 of 
pattern C (compare fig. 7.7). The direct track is indicated by the vertical line just below the 
D of "Direct". The other four vertical lines indicate the best tracks chosen. 
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since the printed output provides little insight as to how the program reaches 
a particular solution. 

7.11. The attracting-repelling method 

Apart from, and in fact prior to the "semi-optimum program", quite a dif
ferent method for generating clearance plans was tried out. Although not suc
cessful in every respect, the method may be worth mentioning here. Its program 
is very much simpler than the one discussed previously and it might be useful 
for "repairing" a clearance plan which, as discussed in sec. 7.1, has become 
obsolete by deviations in the actual flights, as compared to the plan. The method 
is based on a certain attracting law between an aircraft and its destination and 
a repelling law between the aircraft themselves. 

The flight paths are generated in cycles of 0·1 minute. In each cycle all air
craft are moved by one step. As speed is assumed constant for each aircraft, 
the steps of one aircraft are equal in length, but their direction is to be deter
mined by the attracting and repelling "forces", as shown in fig. 7.14, where it 
is assumed that aircraft n is due to have its next step determined. 

IT / 
I I 
I I 
I I 

~~: I 
I I g 
I I 

n' 

I 
I 

lr2 

I 
I 
I 

2' 
I 

I 

Fig. 7.14. Attracting and repelling-forces method. 

There is a vector 
d Cd1 

pointing to the destination Dn of aircraft n and having length C, which is a 
constant. Next, for each aircraft i other than n itself, there is a vector 

a;= f(rt) a1 

pointing away from the momentary position of aircraft i and having a length 
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which is a function of the distance r1 between aircraft i and n. The vector sum 
of vectors d and a1 is calculated for all k aircraft as 

The step of aircraft n is then taken in the direction of s. 
In the same way all aircraft go through the steps for each cycle of 0·1 minute. 

In addition, at the beginning of each cycle a check is made whether there are 
aircraft due to start or land. 

In various tests of the program with different functions f(r 1) and values of 
C it became clear that a compromise is hard to find between a tendency to 
create conflicts when the destination-seeking force is predominant and, on the 
other hand, a tendency to produce very curving flight paths when using strong 
repelling forces, especially when distances between aircraft are short. In the 
latter case in particular the program tended to become unstable, particularly 
when aircraft due to land at the same destination constantly pushed each other 
away from the airport. 

Of the few possibilities tested, the following.f(r1) and C gave the best results: 

f(rJ (~~y *) 

and 
C=5. 

However, in order to avoid instabilities in the landing phase, it was necessary 
to add the special rule that aircraft coming closer than 4 minutes from destina
tion were allowed a straight landing path by cancelling all vectors a working 
on them. Only one aircraft at a time was given this priority. Pattern C, as also 
used with the semi-optimum program, was solved by the above program, the 
result being shown in fig. 7.15. 

The attempt was also made to see whether the result would be improved by 
giving lower flight numbers priority over higher ones, in the sense that only 
repelling forces a1 worked on aircraft n for which i < n. The result, again for 
pattern C, is shown in fig. 7 .16. This attempt was not very successful as can 
be seen from table 7-II, where the number of conflicts and the efficiency of the 
solutions of figs 7.15and 7.16are also included, in columnsC2 andC3,respectively. 

The results show that the attracting-repelling method is inferior to the semi
optimum program, both in safety and in efficiency. The main weakness of this 
solution-seeking type of method is that in complicated situations the aircraft 

*) This function of r 1 implies that f (r1) is negligible at distances greater than 20 miles, while 
its value rapidly increases at shorter distances. 
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Fig. 7.15. ''Attracting-repelling" solution of pattern C. 
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Fig. 7.16. "Attracting-repelling" solution of pattern C with priority 
of lower over higher flight numbers. 
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are continuously pushing each other away, rather than that a firm decision is 
taken leading to a logical solution, as in the case of the semi-optimum program. 

7.12. Conclusions 

The available mathematical literature on A.T.C. includes statistical analyses 
on the efficiency of runway use (see e.g. refs 5, 40), on the programming of 
conflict detection in an airways system 25) and some articles on the deter
mination of separation standards (e.g. see ref. 34). Surprisingly little seems to 
have been published on the generation of A.T.C. clearance plans. An article 
by Crafton 10

) starts very generally, based on Taylor's expansion, and includes 
the bending problem which has been neglected in the present study. Unfor
tunately, however, the paper does not solve the multi-aircraft problem. 

Our attracting-repelling program gave some solution to the multi-aircraft 
problem, but the usefulness of the results so far obtained is rather doutbful. 
The advantage is the simplicity of the program, which is about seven times 
shorter than the semi-optimum program. A remarkable fact is that the results 
as given in figs 7.15 and 7.16 show much more resemblance to actual flight paths 
observed in present-day flying*) than the solutions obtained by the semi-opti
mum program. The latter may therefore be considered as an improvement not 
only over the attracting-repelling program but indeed also over A.T.C. as 
practiced to date. 

As for calculating time, both programs are about equivalent. The semi
optimum program took about 3 minutes to solve patterns A, Band C together, 
on a computer taking about 5 f!S for a basic addition**). This time of 3 minutes 
is still somewhat longer than actual practice will probably require. However, 
in the author's opinion a factor of, say, 10 in speed can be gained by rewriting 
the program in machine code, by doing most calculations in fixed-point 
arithmetic (for ease of programming this was not done in the program pre
sented) and, perhaps, by using a somewhat faster machine. 

Although the semi-optimum program is far from ready to be used in practice 
and many imperfections and simplifications are still to be eliminated, it has 
been shown to be possible, even with this limited program, to solve the problem 
by computer in a very promising way and this was in fact the main purpose 
of this chapter. 

*) Some radar-derived patterns of present-day flight paths can be found in ref. 58. 
**) The Electrologica X8 computer was used. 
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Appendix A 

An iteration method to solve the two-aircraft problem 

In this appendix the use of a moving coordinate system for solving the two
aircraft conflict-avoidance problem is worked out, which has provided the initial 
ideas for the procedures "angle" and "besttrack". In particular, the discussion 
leads to the insight that shortest flight paths for two aircraft avoiding each other 
consist to a good approximation of at most two straight legs. An iterative 
method to find the best turning point under certain conditions is described and 
presented in graphical form. 

s, 

o, 

I 
Fig. 7.17. The moving coordinate system. 

A two-aircraft situation is given in fig. 7.17. It is assumed that aircraft 1 
and 2:find themselves at starting points sl and s2 respectively, at the same moment. 
The intended destinations of the aircraft are given as points D1 and D2 • The 
aircraft are assumed to maintain constant speeds, v 1 and v 2 , and to fly straight 
tracks towards their respective destinations. In the presented situation these 
tracks will be crossing ones. 

The minimum distance, m, that will ever exist between the two aircraft can 
best be constructed in the figure by adopting a moving coordinate system having 
its origin travelling in either aircraft. In fig. 7.17 the origin is assumed fixed in 
aircraft 2. In the resulting moving system, aircraft 1 will have a relative speed 
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v 0 with respect to aircraft 2, being the vector sum of v 1 and -v 2 • Also in the 
moving system, the destinations 0 1 and 0 2 will travel at a relative speed of 
-v2 with respect to aircraft 2. Aircraft 1 will arrive, or in other words "meet 
its destination" at a point I, being the intersection of v0 and -v2 , the latter 
starting from point 0 1 . Since in the moving system aircraft 2 remains in S2 , 

the point M of closest approach of the aircraft and the minimum distance, m, 
can easily be found in the figure. 

The line of minimum approach can now also be transferred from the moving 
to the fixed coordinate system by constructing the parallelogram MM1M2 S2 , 

as can be seen as follows. 
The line MM1 is parallel to v2 • From similarity of triangles it follows that 

in the same time interval that v0 covers the distance S1 M, v1 covers the dis
tance S1 M1 • Thus, when in the moving system aircraft 1 arrives at M, the same 
aircraft arrives at M 1 in the fixed system. In a similar way we see that, again 
in the same time interval, aircraft 2 in the fixed system arrives at M2 • Thus, 
in the fixed system, the line M 1M2 is the line of the closest approach between 
both aircraft. 

If m is smaller than the required separation standard R, an avoiding ma
noeuvre by one or both of the aircraft has to be carried out. We will assume 
here that in fact aircraft 1 will maintain its straight track, and that aircraft 2 
will give way to avoid the conflict. 

In the optimum case, therefore, the direction of v2 has to be changed into 
v2a or v2 b, such that v0 will coincide with either of the two tangents from 
point S1 to a "conflict circle", having a radius R about point S2 • After passing 
the point of contact with the circle, aircraft 1 (in the moving system) has to 
follow a certain segment of the circle, whereafter it will proceed to its destination 
following another tangent to the circle. Since all this happens in the moving 
system, it is impossible directly to find in the figure this second tangent, since 
the point of destination moves in the moving system and its final position will 
certainly no longer coincide with point I. 

In fig. 7.18 an iterative method is followed to find the "new" point I. However, 
the approximation had to be introduced that aircraft 1, rather than following 
a segment of the circle, follows the first tangent until it can abruptly pass over 
to the second tangent at the turning point connecting the two tangents. It is 
assumed in this example that both aircraft deviate from their direct tracks by 
equal angles rp and that aircraft 1 passes behind aircraft 2. Consequently, the 
triangle formed by v1 , -v2 and v0 is rotated by an angle rp, such that v0 co
incides with Vo' on the left-hand tangent from S1 to the Conflict circle. 

The point I" i.e. the one found for the non-deviating tracks of both aircraft, 
is assumed as the starting point for the iteration. From this point a tangent is 
drawn to the circle, resulting in point B1 as the turning point between the two 
tangents. In the time that aircraft 1 flies from S1 to B~> aircraft 2 follows the 
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Fig. 7.18. Constructing shortest, free flight paths for two aircraft deviating from track by 
equal angles. 

direction of v/. Consequently, 0 1 and 0 2 move at speeds -v/ in the moving 
system. This continues until aircraft 1 is in B1. The distance travelled by 0 1 

and 0 2 in the same time is found again by using similar triangles. In the time, 
then, that v0 ' covers the distance S 1 B~> -v2 ' will cover the distance ABI> when 
the line AB1 is drawn parallel to -v2 • Thus, when aircraft 1 is at Bh the desti
nations of both aircraft are found in the moving system to be 0/ and 0 2 ' 

when making the distances D 10/ and 0 20 2 ' equal to AB1• 

After the turning point, aircraft 2 goes straight to its destination, i.e. its 
speed, v2 ", will then point to 0 2 ' which has just been found. Indeed, 0 2 ' will 
then move according to -v2 " to S2 , in the moving system. 

After Bh aircraft 1 is supposed to follow the line B1I1 and its relative speed, 
v0 ", is then found by encircling v1 about the end point of vector -v2 " starting 
at B1• Making the line I1E parallel to -v2", by similar triangles we find that 
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when v0 " covers the distance B1I~> -v2 " covers the distance I1E. In this same 
time, the destination of aircraft 1 will move from D t' to In, in the direction 
of -v2 " and such that the distance D/I11 equals the distance 11E. 

The point 111 can in principle be used as the new iteration point, in the same 
way as 11 was used for the first iteration step. However, by so doing, the method 
has not always been found to be converging. Instead, therefore, the centre Cu 
of 11 and In has been used as the new iteration point. Then the method con
verged in all investigated cases. 

In fig. 7.18 only the first iteration step as just explained has been shown. Of 
the following steps, only the resulting points In and Im are indicated. There, 
the process has been stopped, since In and Im are very close together. 

In order to find the turning point of aircraft 1 in the fixed coordinate system, 
Bh the line BmB1 has been drawn parallel to -v2 ', Bm being the turning point 
in the moving system after the last iteration step. This -vz' also should be 
taken as it is after the last iteration, but the difference is too small to be seen 
in the figure. Similarly, the turning point of flight 2, B2 , is found by drawing 
the line S2 B2 parallel and equal in length to BmB 1 • All this can be verified 
by again considering similar triangles. Finally, the lines of closest approach in 
the fixed system, indicated in the figure by dashed lines, have also been con
structed by means of similar triangles though the construction is not shown in 
the figure. Their lengths were indeed found to be very nearly equal to R. 

The same iteration method also applies to all other cases, e.g. aircraft 1 pass
ing ahead of aircraft 2 (provided it is fast enough) or when the aircraft deviate 
from their direct tracks by different angles, including the case that one of them 
keeps to the direct track. 

From the above considerations it can be concluded that, at least when a short 
curved section is disregarded, the shortest paths by which two aircraft avoid 
each other by a minimum separation R consist of at most two straight legs, 
such that they approach each other twice to this distance R, viz. once before 
and once after the turning point. 

The resulting flight paths of aircraft 1 and 2 in the fixed coordinate system 
have been indicated in fig. 7.18 by heavy lines. 

A,ppendix B 

Principle of deriving the boundaries of forbidden turning-point areas 

As was stated in sec. 7.2, a derivation of the equations of all boundaries must 
be considered as impracticable. However, the framework of such derivations 
will be given here in order to demonstrate the truth of this statement. The 
derivations are to be divided into two parts, one for the area of turning points 
for which the first leg is in conflict and one for which the second leg is con
flicting. 
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y 

Fig. 7.19. Principle of deriving turning-point boundaries. 

First leg 

In fig. 7.19 the two aircraft, 1 and 2, are indicated. Number 1 is supposed 
to maintain the speed v1 infinitely. Number 2 has a turning point(x,y) and a 
speed v2 before and v2 ' after the turning point (of course, IVz' = lv2 '1). To 
simplify the derivations, it is assumed that aircraft 2 starts from the origin 
and, simultaneously, aircraft 1 from the point (D,O). They start at time t = 0. 

The running coordinates for both aircraft can be expressed as functions of t 
as follows: 

x 1(t) = D + V1x t, (1) 

Y1(t) V1y t, (2) 

Xz(t) = Vzx t, (3) 

Yz(l) = V 2y t, (4) 

where v1x, V 1y, Vzx and v2 y are the respective projections of the speed vectors 
on the coordinate axes. 

For the distance d(t) between the aircraft at time t we find 

where 

and 

Differentiating we find 

d{d2(t)} 
--= 2{D vx + (V/ IV/) t}, 

dt 

from which we find the time of minimum distance 

D Vx 
t. =-----

ffilR vxz Vy2 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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Substituting eq. (9) in (5) yields for the minimum distance 

nz yz 
D2- X 

V,,Z + V/ 
(10) 

The condition for the turning point (x,y) to be on a boundary of the prohibited 
area is 

(11) 

Using eq. (10), we find from eq. (ll) that 

Dz Vxz (Dz- Rz) (Vxz + V:vz), 

or 
R 2 Vx 2 + (R2 D 2) V:v 2 0, (12) 

in which Vx and V:v are the following functions of x andy (see eqs (6) and (7)): 

X Vz Vlx (x2 y2)112- X Vz 
Vlx- = -----~----

(x2 + yz)t;z (xz + yz)ttz 
(13) 

Similarly, 
V - vl:v (xz y2)1f2- y Vz 

:v - (xz + yz)t;z 
(14) 

Substituting eqs (13) and (14) in eq. (12) yields, after some rearranging 

{ Rz (vl/ + v/) (Rz-Dz) vl/} xz + { R2 vlxz + (Rz -DZ)(vl/ + Vzz)} y2 

2 { R 2 V1x Vz X+ (R2 - D 2
) V1:v V2 y} (x2 + y 2

)
112. (15) 

Introducing some new coefficients E, F, G and H, eq. (15) can be written in 
the simplified form 

E xz + Fyz (Gx + Hy) (xz + yz)t;z (16) 

or, after squaring, 

(E 2 - G2
) x4 2 G H x3 y (2 E F- G2 

-2GHxy3 + (F 2 -H2 )y4 (17) 

This is an homogeneous equation in x andy which can be written as an equation 
of degree 4 in xfy. The latter equation has four real or imaginary roots and 
presents therefore at most four real straight lines 

x m1 y (i 1, 2, 3, 4) (18) 

passing through the origin. 
In fig. 7.1 three of these four straight lines are indicated ab, cd and ef *) 

which indeed pass the point Sn which was supposed to be the origin in the 
above derivation. They also correspond to the four boundary angles as pro
duced by the procedure "angle". See also corrective note 3, p. 169. 

*) The fourth straight boundary falls outside the area of fig. 7.1. 
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So far boundaries were considered for which dmtn = R. This, however, is 
too pessimistic, since dmtn < R may not do any harm for the first leg if 

(19) 

or 
(20) 

where tk is the time for aircraft 2 to arrive at the turning point. However, no 
real boundary lmtn 0 can exist since tmtn = 0 means that dmtn D and we 
of course always assume that the beginning distance D is larger than the 
separation standard R, so that there is no danger that dm1n < R in that case. 

However, the case of eq. (20) does lead to another boundary, which can be 
obtained from 

We can easily check that 
(xz yz)t/2 

1~:=-----

Substituting eqs (9) and (22) in {21) yields 

D v'< Vz --:- (V/ + V/) (x2 y2)112 = 0 

or, using eqs (13) and (14), 

D Vz { vlx (x2 + y2)112 

--;- [{ v 1x (x2 + y2)112 

v 2 x} + 
Vz X y + { V1y (X2 + y2)112 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

0. (24) 

Realizing that v1/ + v1/ = 11/, eq. (24) can be worked out and simplified 
into 

(v1
2 

V 2
2) (x2 --;- y 2)-D V 2

2 X+ v 2 (D V 1x-2 X v 1x-- 2 y V1v) (x2 --;- y 2) 112 0. 
(25) 

This can be expanded as an equation in x and y of degree 4. It represents a 
boundary separating the forbidden areas for the first and second leg and it is 
indicated in fig. 7.1 by a dashed curve. 

Second leg 

Again with t 0 for the first-leg starting time, the running coordinates for 
both aircraft after t tk (i.e. after the turning point) are 

Y1 (t) = Vlx t, 

xz(t) X Vzx' (t- tk), 

Y2(t) = y + v2y' (t tk), 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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(xz + yz)11z 
tk=-----

Vz 

Ydesl- Y 
v2y' = v2 -----------

{(xdest- X)
2 + (ydest- y)2 }112 ' 

where Xdest and Ydest are the coordinates of the destination of aircraft 2. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Equations (26) and (27) are the same as eqs (1) and (2) which were used for 
the first leg. On the other hand, eqs (28) and (29) are now rather complicated 
functions of x, y and t, while the corresponding equations for the first leg, (3) 
and ( 4 ), were only functions oft. As a result, it can be easily seen that the deri
vations for the second leg, although in principle following the same line as those 
for the first leg, would become excessively complex, as we wanted to demon
strate in this appendix. These derivations were not worked out further. 

Appendix C 

The semi-optimum program 

begin comment C. G. H. Scholten, program nr. 0211262I, semi-optimum program; 
integer p, i, n, m, leg, k, mine, l, K, c, Kbest, jbest, ii, C; 
real s, R, dx, dy, dt, tc, app, maxapp, mind, min, t; 
boolean array free (1 : I 50); 
integer array ident, firstleg (I : 30), from, to[I :I 50], j[1 : 4), con[l :2, I : 30]; 
array xdep, ydep, xdest, ydest, ETD, GS[I : 30), 

xb, yb, tb, phi, xe, ye, te, vx, vy(I : 150), B, S, sx, sy, d[l : 4); 
integer procedure conflict (TC, DIS, leg, I, M, R); 
value I, M, R; 
real TC, DIS; 
integer leg, I, M, R; 
begin real xbm, ybm, ti, X, Y, Vx, Vy, E, A, B, D, tl, dis; 

integer m; 
leg :=conflict := 0; DIS := TC := 1000; 
for m : firstleg[M), to[m] while m > 0 do 
begin if l free(m] then goto noconf; t1 : = 0; 

if tb[I) > te[m) V te[I] < tb(m) then goto noconf; 
ti := tb(m]- tb[I]; 
xbm := xb[m]-tixvx[m); 
ybm := yb[m)- tixvy[m]; 
X:= xbm --- xb[l]; Y := yb[I]- ybm; 
Vx : = vx[m) - vx[I]; Vy : = vy[I] vy[m); 
E := XxX + YxY -RxR; 
A:= VxxVx + VyXVy; 



B := XxVx + YxVy; 
D := BxB-AxE; 
if E < 0 then goto conf; 
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if D 0 then go to noconf; 
tl := (-B- sqrt(D))/A; 
if tl < 0 then goto noconf; 
if t1 + tb[I] > te[m] V tl + tb[I] > te[I] then goto noconf; 

conf: if leg = 0 then begin TC: tl ; leg : = m end; 
conflict 1; dis : sqrt(E + R X R- B X B/A); 
if dis < DIS then DIS : = dis; 

noconf: end 
end procedure conflict; 
procedure angle(PHI, TC, vd, xi, vi, phi, R); 
value vd, xi, vi, phi, R; 
real vd, xi, vi, phi, R; 
array PHI, TC; 
begin real xr, yr, m, a, b, A, B, C, D; 

integer K, j; 
array ys, xs[l: 4]; 
if xi R then goto escape; 
xr RxR/xi; 
yr := sqrt(RxR- xrXxr); 
m := yr/(xr- xi); 
a:= xi+ vixsin(0.01745xphi); 
b := vixcos(O.Ol745xphi); 
forK:= 1, 2, 3, 4 do PHI[K] := TC[K] 1000; 
forK:= 1, 3 do 
begin m := -m; A 1 + mxm; B a+ mxb + mxmxxi; 

L: end; 

C := axa + (mxxi +b) t 2 vdxvd; D := BxB AxC; 
if D < 0 then goto L; 
xs[K] := (B + sqrt(D))/A; 
xs(K + 1] C/(A X xs[K]); 
for j K, K + 1 do 
begin ys(j] : = m (xs[jJ -xi); 

end; 

PHI[j] : = 90 - arctan((b ys[j])/(a - xs[j]))/0.01745; 
if a··~ xs[j] 0 then PHI[j] : PHI[j] + 180; 

for j := 1 step 1 untn 4 do 
begin if PHI[j] = 1000 then goto M; 

if j = 2 V j = 3 then PHI(j] -PHI[j]; 
TC[j] (xi - xr)/(xi xs[j]); 
if TC[j] 0 then TC[j] PHI[j] := 1000; 

M: end; 
goto END; 

escape: NLCR; PRINTTEXT (-<conflict)>); 
END : end procedure angle; 

procedure besttrack (B, S); array B, S; 
begin integer m, jj, u, uu, p, phil, phic, lphic, rphic, Pnb, Pne; 

real X, Y, TC, alpha, wsp, st, tu, tuu; 
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real array P, T[l : 4], tor[l : 360]; 
for p l step l until360 do tor[p] 30; 
for m l step 1 until 30 do 

if ident[m] '* 0 1\ m '* n then 
begin for jj firstleg(m], to[jj] while jj 0 do 

end; 

if tb[i] te[jj] then 
begin X xb[jj]- vx[jj] (tb[jj]- tb[i]) xb[i]; 

end 

Y yb[jj] -- vy[jj] x (tb[jj] - tb[i]) yb[i]; 
alpha arctan(Y/X)/0.01745 +(if X 0 then 0 else 180); 
angle(P, T, GS[n], sqrt(X t 2 -7- Y t 2), GS[m], phi[jj] alpha, R); 
for u : = 1, 2, 3 do 
if abs(P[u - 1]) < abs(P[u]) then 
begin wsp := P[u]; P[u] := P[u 1]; P[u 1] := wsp; 

wsp := T[u]; T[u] := T[u I]; T[u 1] := wsp; gotoagain 
end; 
for u 
begin tu 

l, 2, 3, 4 do if P[u] < 0 then 
T[u] + tb[i]; 

end 

uu : if u = 4 then 1 else u + l ; 
ifuu 3 /1. P[uu] = 1000 then uu 1; tuu : = T[uu] tb[i]; 
if (tu > tb[jj]- 1 V tuu tb[jj]- 1) ;\ 

(tu < te[jj] 1 V tuu te[jj] -c- l) then 
begin st : = if T[uu] < T[u] then T[uu] else T[u]; 

Pnb ~P[u] -alpha 0.5; 

end 

Pne : = P[uu] alpha 0.5; 
if Pnb < 0 then Pnb : = Pnb 360; 
if Pnb > 360 then Pnb : = Pnb 360; 
if Pne < 0 then Pne : = Pne ·+ 360; 
if Pne 360 then Pne := Pne 360; 
for p Pnb, p + l while p '* Pne 1 do 
begin if p 361 then p 1; 

if st tor[p] then tor[p] := st 

end 

for u):= 4, 3, 2, I do begin S[u] := 0; B[u] := phi[i] end; 
for phil : = I, if phil > 0 then phil else phil + l while abs(phil) < 180 do 
begin phic := phi[i] +phil; 

phic : = if phic < 1 then phic 360 else if phic > 360 then phic - 360 else phic; 
lphic : = if phic 1 then phic 1 else phic 359; 
rphic : = if phic 359 then phic - 359 else phic + l; 
if (phil < 0 /\ tor[rphic] + 1.5 tor[phrc]) V 

(phil 0 /\ tor[lphic] 1.5 tor[phic]) then 
begin B(u] := phic; TC := 30; if tor[phic] '* 30 then 

begin tb[l50] tb[i]; te[l50] 1000; 
xb[150] := xb[i]; yb[150] yb[i]; 
vx[150] := GS[n]xsin(B[u]XO.OJ745); 
vy[150] := GS[n] x cos(B[u] x 0.01745); 
for m 1 step 1 until 30 do 
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if ident [m] 0 /\ m cf n then 
begin wsp conflict (tc, wsp, wsp, 150, m, R); 

if tc < TC then TC := tc 
end 

end; 
S[u] := TCXGS[n]; u := u 1; if u = 5 then goto ready 

end; 
ready: 

end 

NLCR; NLCR; PRlNTTEXT(<CBESTTRACKS FOR PLANE)>); FIXT (2,0,n); 
NLCR; 
for u := 1, 2, 3, 4 do begin FIXT(3, 0, B(u]); TAB end; 
NLCR; for u : 1, 2, 3, 4 do FJXT (3,1, S[u]) 
end procedure besttrack; 
real procedure legangle( q); 
integer q; 
begin legangle 

-i- (if xe[q] 
90 - arctan((ye[q] - yb[q])j(xe[q] 

xb[q] < 0 then 180 else 0) 
end procedure legangle; 

reinput: for n := 1 step 1 until 149 do 
begin from[n] := 0; free[n] :=true; 

if n 30 then ident[n] : 0 
end; 
s :=read; R : read; 

xb[q]))/0.01745 

newflight: for n 1 step 1 until 30 do if ident[n] = 0 then goto input; 
input: ident[n] := read; if ident[n] = 0 then goto output; 

xdep[n] :=read; ydep[n] : read; xdest[n] read; ydest[n] read; 
ETD(n] := read; GS[n] read/60; 
for i : 1 step 1 until 149 do if from[i] = 0 then go to fill; 
PRINTTEXT(<C exhausted)>); goto output; 

fill: firstleg[n] i; from[i] := to[i] n; 
xb[i] := xdep[n]; yb[i] := ydep[n]; tb[i] := ETD[n]; 

fill2: xe[i] : = xdest[n]; ye[i] : = ydest[n]; dx : = xe[i] - xb[i]; 
dy := ye[i]- yb[i]; dt := sqrt(dx x dx-j-dyx dy)/GS[n]; 
te[i] : tb[i] + dt; vx[i] : dx/dt; 
phi[i] legangle(i); vy[i] dy/dt; 
for m 1 step 1 until 30 do 
if ident[m] 0 /\ m =/= n then 
begin if conflict(tc, app, leg, i, m, R) 1 then goto search 
end; 

reclear: fori := 1 step 1 until 149 do if l free[i] then 
begin free[i] :=true; n: to[i]; ifn > 0 then 

for n := to[n] while n > 0 do; 
n: -n; goto fill2 

end; 
goto newflight; 

search: besttrack(B, S); 
for k : = 1, 2, 3, 4 do 

begin sx[k] := s x sin(B[k] xO.Ol745); sy[k] 
dx xe[i] - xb[i] sx[k]; 

s x cos(B(k] x0.01745); 
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yb[i]- sy[k]; dy := ye[i] 
d[k:] := s 
j[k] := I 

sqrt(dx X dx+dy x dy); 

end; 
mine:= 1000; maxapp := -1; p jbest: = Kbest: =1; 
for l : = 1 step I until 149 do if from[/] 0 then goto try; 
PRINTTEXT(<C EXHAUSTED)>); goto output; 

try: from[/] := i; to[/] := -n; xe[/] := xdest[n]; ye[/] := ydest[n]; to[i] /; 
nextbest: mind 1000; K := 0; 

fork := I, 2, 3, 4 do if s xj[k] S[k] /\ d[k] <mind then 
begin mind d[k]; K k 
end; 
if K = 0 then go to fail; 
dx : = xe[i] xb[i] j[K] X sx[K]; 
dy := ye[i] yb(i]--- j(K] X sy[K]; 
xb[/] := xe[i]- dx; yb(/] ye[i] dy; 
tb[l] := tb[i] j[K] X s/GS[n]; 
te[/] := tb[i] d[K]/GS[n]; dt := te[/]- tb[/]; vx[l] := dx/dt; vy[l] dy/dt; 
min 1000; e 0; 
for m : = 1 step 1 until 30 do 
if ident(m] oft 0 I\ m oft n then 
begin C := confiict(tc, app, leg, /, m, R); 

ifC 1 then begin c e 1; con[p, e] :=leg; 
if app min then min app 

end 
end; 
if c 0 then goto finish ; 
if c < mine V (c = mine 1\ min > maxapp) then 
begin Kbest := K; jbest := j[K]; 

mine:= e; maxapp min; 
p if p = 1 then 2 else 1 

end; 
dx dx - sx[K]; 
dy dy sy[K]; 
j[K] := j[K] I; 
d[K] j[K] X s sqrt(dx X dx + dy X dy); 
goto nextbest; 

fail: PRINTTEXT(<CFAIL)>); 
p := ifp = 1 then 2 else 1; 
for c: = mine step - I until 1 do 
begin free[con[p, c]] false; 

for ii := to[con[p, c]], to[ii] while ii 0 do 
begin if ii < 0 then goto nextleg; 

from[ii] := 0; free[ii] true 
end; 

nextleg: end; 

xb[l]: xb[i] +jbestxsxsin(B[Kbest]x0.01745); 
yb[l] := yb[i] jbestxsxeos(B[Kbest] x0.01745); 
tb[l] := tb[i] sqrt((xb[l] xb[i]) t 2 + (yb[l] yb[i]) t 2)/GS[n]; 
dx : = xe[/] xb[/]; dy ye(l] -- yb[/]; 
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te[l) := tb[l) + sqrt(dx X dx+dy x dy)/GS[n]; 
dt te[l) tb[/]; vx[l): dx/dt; vy[/] := dy/dt; 

finish: PRINITEXT(<( FINISH)>); xe[i] : = xb[/]; ye[i]: = yb[/]; 
phi[i] Jegangle(i); phi[/] legangle(l); 
te[i] := tb[/]; dt := te[i]- tb[i]; 
vx[i] := (xe[i]- xb[i])/dt; vy(i] (ye[i]- yb[i])/dt; 
goto reel ear; 

output: NLCR; 

end 

for n := 1 step 1 until 30 do if ident[n] * 0 then 
begin NLCR; NLCR; PRINITEXT(<( FLIGHT NR>); FIXT(2, 0, n); TAB; 

PRINITEXT(<CGROUNDSPEED>); FIXT(2, 1, GS[n]); NLCR; 
TAB; TAB; PRINITEXT(<Cx>); FIXT(4, 2, xdep[n]); TAB; 
PRINTTEXT(<Cy>); FIXT(4, 2, ydep[n]); TAB; 

end; 

PRINITEXT(<( t>); FIXT(4, 2, ETD[n]); NLCR; 
for i : = firstleg[n], to [i) while i > 0 do 
begin TAB; TAB; PRINITEXT(<Cx>); FIXT(4, 2, xe[i]); TAB; 

PRINTTEXT<C y >); FIXT( 4, 2, ye[i]); TAB; 
PRINTTEXT(<C t>); FIXT(4, 2, te[i]); NLCR; 

end 

i :=read; if i * 1 then goto reinput 

Appendix D 

Computer output of the semi-optimum program for test patterns A, B and C 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +2 -(----PATTERN A 
+278 +262 +270 +270 

60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +3 
88 +105 + 90 + 90 

+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +4 
+279 +261 +270 +270 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +5 
87 +106 + 90 + 90 

+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +6 
+280 +260 +270 +270 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +7 
+ 85 +107 + 90 90 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 
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BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +8 
+281 +259 +270 -+-270 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +9 
+ 29 +330 + 42 69 

25.1 + 24.9 33.6 + 60.0 FAIL FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +5 
+ 90 + 85 +153 + 91 
+ 34.8 + 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE + 7 
+ 90 + 76 +159 + 92 
+ 33.5 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE 10 
+143 +219 +246 Ill 
+ 31.6 + 35.5 60.0 + 60.0 FAIL FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +5 
+ 90 + 75 +153 + 91 
+ 23.2 + 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 FINISH 

FLIGHT NR +I GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X + 5.00 y +50.00 t + .00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t +45.00 

FLIGHT NR +2 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t + .00 
X +55.39 y +44.40 t +20.00 
X + 5.00 y +50.00 t +45.35 

FLIGHT NR +3 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X 5.00 y +50.00 t + 5.00 
X +26.99 y +50.77 t +16.00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t +50.01 

FLIGHT NR +4 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t + 5.00 
X +59.45 y +44.34 t +23.00 
X + 5.00 y +50.00 t +50.37 

FLIGHT NR GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X + 5.00 y +50.00 t +10.00 
X +30.96 y +51.37 t +23.00 
X +54.14 y +57.59 t +35.00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t +55.78 
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FLIGHT NR +6 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t 
X +63.49 y +44.42 t 

X + 5.00 y +50.00 t 

FLIGHT NR GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X + 5.00 y +50.00 t 

X +26.92 y +51.92 t 
X +63.78 y +61.13 t 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t 

FLIGHT NR +8 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +95.00 y +50.00 t 
X +67.52 y +44.63 t 

X + 5.00 y +50.00 t 

FLIGHT NR +9 GROUNDSPEED 2.00 
X +50.00 y +20.00 t 

X + 76.14 y +30.04 t 
X +50.00 y +80.00 t 

FLIGHT NR + 10 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +50.00 y +80.00 t 

X +63.07 y +74.99 t 

X +50.00 y +20.00 t 

BESITRACKS FOR PLANE +2 ~---

+214 +190 +203 +203 
+ 60.0 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +3 
+301 +277 +293 +293 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESITRACKS FOR PLANE +4 
+ 35 + 11 + 6 23 
+ 60.0 + 38.8 + 60.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE 
+ 47 + 88 + 67 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 

+ 67 
+ .0 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE + 1 
+114 + 88 + 8 +225 

FAIL FINISH 

+ 60.0 + 60.0 + 60.0 + 60.0 FINISH 

+10.00 
+26.00 
+55.38 

+15.00 
+26.00 
+45.00 
+61.57 

+15.00 
+29.00 
+60.37 

+17.00 
+31.00 
+59.19 

+17.00 
+24.00 
+52.26 

PATTERN B 
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BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +6 
+169 +Ill +281 157 
+ 60.0 + 60.0 + 60.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE + 7 
+261 +277 +205 +121 
+ 60.0 60.0 + 60.0 + 60.0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +8 
+345 +351 +305 +337 
+ 37.1 + 60.0 + 60.0 .0 FINISH 

FLIGHT NR +I GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +13.00 y +65.50 t + .00 
X +15.23 y +81.34 t 8.00 
X +87.50 y +34.50 t +51.06 

FLIGHT NR +2 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +65.50 y +87.50 t .00 
X +46.51 y +59.30 t +17.00 
X +34.50 y +13.00 t +40.92 

FLIGHT NR +3 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +87.50 y +34.50 t + .00 
X +54.91 y +54.04 t +19.00 
X +13.00 y +65.50 t +40.72 

FLIGHT NR +4 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +34.50 y +13.00 t + .00 
X +58. 59 y +47.41 t +21.00 
X +65.50 y +87.50 t +41.34 

FLIGHT NR +5 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +13.00 y +34.50 t + .00 
X +70.96 y +36.54 t +29.00 
X +87.50 y +65.50 t +45.67 

FLIGHT NR +6 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +34.50 y +87.50 t + .00 
X +42.92 y +44.31 t +22.00 
X +65.50 y +13.00 t +41.30 

FLIGHT NR +7 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +87.50 y +65.50 t + .00 
X +-36.15 y +57.32 t +26.00 
X 13.00 y +34.50 t +42.25 
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FLIGHT NR +8 GROUNDSPEED + 2.00 
X +65.50 y +13.00 t + .00 
X +59.20 y +52. 50 t +20.00 
X +34.50 y +87.50 t +41.42 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE PATTERN C 
+ 79 +55 +164 + 67 
+225.0 +225.0 +225.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +4 
+256 +231 +216 +247 
+225.0 +225.0 +225.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE 
+215 +198 +264 +140 
+ 75.0 + 75.0 + 75.0 + 75.0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +10 
+240 +319 + 2 +279 
+225.0 +225.0 +225.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +ll 
+244 + 16 +279 +279 
+150.0 +150.0 .0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +12 
+219 + 65 +279 +279 
+150.0 +150.0 ..L .0 + .0 FINISH 

' 
BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +13 
+259 +285 +206 +270 
+ 75.0 + 75.0 75.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +14 
+ 52 108 +126 68 
+150.0 + 26.0 +150.0 + .0 FINISH 

conflict 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +15 
+107 + 81 140 +171 

150.0 +150.0 +150.0 +150.0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +16 
+292 +201 +184 +152 
+225.0 + 34.4 + 44.5 +225.0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +17 
+ 49 +339 + 31 + 31 
+225.0 +225.0 + .0 .0 FINISH 
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BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE +18 
+262 +238 + 40 +279 
+ 20.8 +225.0 +225.0 + .0 FINISH 

BESTTRACKS FOR PLANE + 19 
+127 +358 +332 + 63 
+150.0 + 18.2 +150.0 + .0 FINISH 

FLIGHT NR +1 GROUNDSPEED +2.50 
X +10.00 y +40.00 t + .00 
X +60.00 y +60.00 t +21.54 

FLIGHT NR +2 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +10.00 y + 70.00 t + .00 
X +80.00 y +100.00 t +15.23 

FLIGHT NR +3 GROUNDSPEED + 7.50 
X +10.00 y + 70.00 t + 2.00 
X +37.48 y + 75.35 t + 5.73 
X +80.00 y +100.00 t +12.29 

FLIGHT NR +4 GROUNDSPEED + 7.50 
X +80.00 y +100.00 t + 2.00 
X +45.08 y + 91.26 t + 6.80 
X +10.00 y + 70.00 t +12.27 

FLIGHT NR +5 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +30.00 y + 10.00 t + 2.00 
X +90.00 y + 60.00 t +17.62 

FLIGHT NR +6 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +30.00 y + 10.00 t + 4.00 
X +90.00 y + 60.00 t +19.62 

FLIGHT NR +7 GROUNDSPEED + 2.50 
X +80.00 y +100.00 t + 4.00 
X +55.93 y + 65.58 t +20.80 
X +60.00 y + 60.00 t +23.56 

FLIGHT NR +8 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +30.00 y + 10.00 t + 6.00 
X +90.00 y + 60.00 t +21.62 

FLIGHT NR +9 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +30.00 y + 10.00 t + 8.00 
X +90.00 y + 60.00 t +23.62 
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FLIGHT NR +10 GROUNDSPEED + 7.50 
X +70.00 y + 30.00 t + 8.00 

X +60.80 y 40.56 t 9.87 

X +10.00 y + 40.00 t +16.64 

FLIGHT NR + 11 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +70.00 y + 30.00 t + 9.00 

X +52.03 y + 21.22 t +13.00 

X +10.00 y + 40.00 t +22.21 

FLIGHT NR 12 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +70.00 y 30.00 t 10.00 

X +62.45 y 20.67 t +12.40 

X +10.00 y + 40.00 t +23.58 

FLIGHT NR +13 GROUNDSPEED + 2.50 
X +90.00 y + 60.00 t +10.00 

X +59.08 y + 68.25 t +22.80 

X +60.00 y + 60.00 t +26.12 

FLIGHT NR +14 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +10.00 y + 40.00 t + 11.00 
X +39.13 y 18.85 t +18.20 
X +60.00 y 60.00 t +27.43 

FLIGHT NR +15 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +10.00 y 70.00 t 12.00 

X +42.16 y + 31.71 t +22.00 
X +60.00 y + 60.00 t +28.69 

FLIGHT NR +16 GROUNDSPEED 7.50 
X +80.00 y +100.00 t +13.00 
X +72.58 y +102.99 t 14.07 

X +10.00 y + 70.00 t +23.50 

FLIGHT NR +17 GROUNDSPEED 7.50 
X +30.00 y 10.00 t + 14.00 
X +93.39 y + 65.12 t +25.20 
X +60.00 y + 60.00 t +29.70 

FLIGHT NR +18 GROUNDSPEED + 7.50 
X +70.00 y + 30.00 t 14.00 

X +39.49 y + 10.90 t 18.80 
X 10.00 y + 40.00 t +24.32 
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FLIGHT NR + 19 GROUNDSPEED + 5.00 
X +30.00 y I 10.00 t +15.00 I 

X +42.78 y -1- .38 t +18.20 
X +70.00 y + 30.00 t +26.25 

tr time 79 79 
ex time 286 *) 

tr sym 41375 
m sym 997 
pl sym 274164 
pu sym 0 

Appendix E 

Some corrective notes 

After the programming investigations were concluded, a number of blemishes 
were detected, some of which are mentioned below. 

I. On p. 125 the timet 1 of entering a conflict is derived, based on the assump
tion of infinite legs. Next, the finiteness of the legs is accounted for by requiring, 
for a conflict, the condition that the conflict time falls within the common time 
interval that both legs are flown. However, if tb[/] < tb[m], the leg m is pro
longed backwards for the sake of obtaining simultaneous starting positions for 
legs I and m, by an extension which will in fact never be flown by the independent 
aircraft. As a result, a non-existing conflict will be found if the conflict time, 
t l + tb[I], lies between tb[I] and tb[m]. The error can be overcome by extend
ing the no-conflict condition as follows: 

t1 < 0 V tl + tb[I] < tb[m] V t1 + tb[J] > te[J] \1 t1 + tb[I] > te[I]. 

As this refinement was not included in the program, the results may have 
become less efficient than was otherwise possible. 

A similar objection can also be raised in relation to procedure "angle". 

2. Figures 7.15 and 7.16 were obtained by a program written in Fortran. For 
technical reasons the program was rewritten in Algol and run on a different 
machine, to produce the results of columns C2 and C 3 of table 7-II. Although 
the two programs were believed to be identical, some discrepancies between 
the two figures and the table were discovered later. In particular, flights 6, 8 
and 9 fly a straight track in fig. 7.16 but follow curved paths in the second pro
gram, as is obvious from table 7-II. 

3. Point e in fig. 7.1 should be shifted to the intersection of the dashed curve 
and the line connecting points S2 and f; see also appendix B. 

*) This execution time (in seconds) includes the plotting of three plots as in fig. 7.15. Without 
these plots the time is about 3 minutes. 
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List of applied aeronautical abbreviations 

A.C.C. 
A.T.A. 
A.T.D. 
A.T.C. 
C.A.S. 
C.R.T. 
C.V.R. 
Decca 
D.F. 
D.M.E. 
E.E.T. 
E.T.A. 
E.T.D. 
F.I.R. 
FL 
HARCO 
I.C.A.O. 
I.F.R. 
I.L.S. 
Loran 
M.T.I. 
N.D.B. 
P.P.I. 

QFE } 
QNH 
Radar 
S.S.R. 
Tacan 
T.A.S. 
T.M.A. 
T.W.R. 
V.F.R. 
V.O.R. 

area-control centre 
actual time of arrival (at a reporting point) 
actual time of departure (i.e. take off) 
air-traffic control 
calibrated air speed 
cathode-ray tube 
controlled visual rules 
seep. 14 
direction finder 
distance-measuring equipment 
expected elapsed time (to first-intended landing) 
estimated time of arrival (at a reporting point) 
expected time of departure 
flight-information region 
flight level 
seep. 15 
International Civil Aviation Organisation 
instrument flight rules 
instrument landing system 
long-range aid to navigation 
moving-target indication 
non-directional beacon 
plan-position indicator (for radar) 

seep. 17 

seep. 12 
secondary surveillance radar 
seep. 14 
true air speed 
terminal area 
local control tower 
visual flight rules 
very-high-frequency omnidirectional range 
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Samenvatting 

In de afgelopen vijftien jaar is het gebruik van rekentuigen voor verbetering 
van de luchtverkeersleiding in vele Ianden intensief bestudeerd. Verscheidene 
grote projecten zijn ondernomen, sommige niet zonder succes. Zij waren echter 
aile beperkt door de practische noodzaak om snelle resultaten te leveren en om 
nieuwe apparatuur aan de bestaande organisatie aan te passen, daar in vee] 
Ianden de toename van het luchtverkeer tot acute problemen leidde. Naar de 
mening van de schrijver worden in de meest succesvolle van de ondernomen 
projecten de rekentuigen wel reeds optimaal benut, binnen de beperkingen door 
de bestaande situatie gesteld. Verdere grote verbeteringen zullen aileen dan 
mogelijk zijn wanneer het systeem van luchtverkeersleiding met het oog op de 
toepassing van rekentuigen geheel wordt herzien. Voorstellen dienaangaande 
konden in deze studie worden gedaan, daar het academische karakter ervan 
daartoe aile vrijheid verschafte. 

Opdat het boek niet aileen voor een kleine groep vakspecialisten leesbaar 
zou zijn, werd een introductie in verschillende toegepaste disciplines wenselijk 
geacht. Deze inleiding is vervat in de eerste drie hoofdstukken. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een nieuw radio-navigatiesysteem uitgewerkt, speciaal 
geschikt om met een rekentuig samen te werken. Gebaseerd op dit systeem 
wordt een luchtverkeersorganisatie geschetst, die in principe, onder geideali
seerde omstandigheden, volledig geautomatiseerd zou kunnen zijn. In niet
ideale practijkomstandigheden echter, zal het nodig zijn sommige hogere func
ties en beslissingen aan verkeersleiders over te Iaten. Hierdoor ontstaat de be
hoefte aan een zeer nauwe samenwerking tussen mens en machine. Deze samen
werking is tot dusverre steeds het moeilijkste probleem geweest in aile moderni
seringsprojecten. Het wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 5, waarin een nieuw elec
tronisch vlucht-presentatiescherm wordt voorgesteld, dat gebruik maakt van 
kleuren om de momentane en geklaarde hoogten van vliegtuigen aan te geven. 
Hierop gebaseerd worden enkele verdere details van het systeem uitgewerkt. 

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft enkele eenvoudige operationele proeven met het voor
gestelde kleurenscherm, met het doel om tot een eerste operationele waarde
bepaling te komen. De resultaten van deze proeven zijn hoopgevend. 

Het systeem, zoals in hoofdstukken 4 en 5 vervat, is gebaseerd op de ver
onderstelling dat rekenprogramma's mogelijk zijn waarmee conflictvrije banen 
voor een aantal voorgenomen vluchten in een bepaald gebied kunnen worden 
gevonden. Het opstellen van zulke programma's stelt ons voor grote wiskundige 
problemen die veel verdere studie zullen vereisen. Daar echter de mogelijkheid 
van deze programma's de levensvatbaarheid van het gehele voorgestelde sys
teem bepaalt, was het van essentieel belang die mogelijkheid aan te tonen door 
ten minste een dergelijk programma op te stellen. Dit programma vormt het 
hoofdbestanddeel van hoofdstuk 7. Het is vrijwel geheel op intuitief denken 
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gebaseerd in plaats van op enige formeel-wiskundige methode en het lost slechts 
een vereenvoudigd probleem op. De resultaten hebben echter zozeer aile aan
vankelijke verwachtingen overtroffen, ook ten aanzien van de voor dit probleem 
zo belangrijke rekentijd, dat de hoop ook het volledige probleem op te lossen 
gerechtvaardigd lijkt. 

Ret geldt voor het gehele hoek dat slechts de elementen naar voren zijn ge
bracht waarop een toekomstig luchtverkeerssysteem zou kunnen berusten. Zeer 
veel kostbare ontwikkeling zal nodig zijn om zo'n systeem practisch bruikbaar 
te maken. 



Errata 

The caption below should be added at the bottom of page 118. The number "2" at the 
bottom of the flow graph has no meaning. 

Fig. 7.2. Surveying flow graph of the semi-optimum program. 
*) Labels of the main program are indicated here as far as possible. 

**) In the actual program the actions of box VII are carried out together with those of box V. 
***) In actual fact, the conflict list stores conflicting legs rather than conflicting flights. 



STELLING EN 

I 

De mens is een wezenlijk en onvervangbaar element in elk systeem van 
lnchtverkeersbeveiliging. Zijn waarde wordt verhoogd door de meeste van 
zijn rontinewerkzaamheden te antomatiseren. Dit kan aileen dan met sncces 
geschieden wanneer bet verkeersleidingssysteem nit dit laatste oogpnnt wordt 
herzien. 

II 

Positiegegevens van vliegtnigen verkregen met primaire of secnndaire radar zijn 
minder geschikt voor verwerking in electronische rekentnigen. Beter is het 
transponders in vliegtuigen toe te passen die van de grond nit geactiveerd 
worden met gecodeerde, ongerichte radiosignalen. Door het toepassen van 
antomatische fontendetectie kan dan een grote mate van zekerheid verkregen 
worden, met name omtrent identiteit en hoogte van het vliegtuig, terwijl het 
rekentnig de transponders in iedere gewenste volgorde kan activeren. Code
berichten tussen piloot en verkeersleider knnnen met dezefde radioboodschap
pen worden nitgewisseld. 

III 

Een driedimensionale weergave van vliegtnigposities, indien technisch nitvoer
baar, zon voor de lnchtverkeersleiding niet tot het beoogde operationele resul
taat leiden. 

IV 

Het is mogelijk rekenmachineprogramma's op te stellen die, in een voldoende 
korte tijd, voor een voldoende groot aantal in een lnchtverkeersgebied voor
genomen vlnchten, conftictvrije vliegbanen genereren die een aanvaardbare 
efficientie bezitten. 



v 
Gesteld een vliegtuig 1 gaat van A naar B langs een uit recbte benen bestaan
de baan. Het moet daarbij een recbtlijnig vliegend vliegtuig 2 op een voorge
schreven minimum afstand in horizontale zin - ontwijken. In bet meest 
efficiente geval zal dan de baan van vliegtuig 1 uit twee benen bestaan en zullen 
de beide vliegtuigen elkaar tweemaal tot de voorgeschreven minimum afstand 
naderen. 

VI 

Het is ongewenst dat de in Nederland gangbare aanduidingsborden van voor
rangswegen en voorrangskruisingen een beroep doen op het gebeugen van de 
weggebruiker. Beter ware het die borden daar te plaatsen waar ze zichtbaar 
zijn op bet moment dat men ze nodig heeft, dat is juist na elke kruising waar
op men voorrang beeft. 

VII 

Het is schadelijk voor de tecbnische en economische ontwikkeling en daarom 
ongewenst dat vaak beslissingen van zuiver tecbnische aard ondergeschikt wor
den gemaakt aan politieke motieven. 

VIII 

De bij een zekere Nederlandse academiscbe graad gebruikte term: ,technische 
wetenschappen" is ofwel zinloos ofwel niet in overeenstemming met de bedoel
de betekenis. 

IX 

Bij het onderwijs in bet ontwerpen van logische schakelingen dienen ook de 
beginselen van het programmeren in macbinecode te worden behandeld, in 
samenhang met de functionele principes van bet rekentuig. 

X 

Bij de hulpverlening aan het technisch boger onderwijs in de ontwikkelings
landen client men zich niet uitsluitend te bepalen tot die onderwerpen die van 
directe toepassing zijn in de actuele situatie in die Ianden. 



XI 

De snelheid waarmee de zintuigen uitvoerinformatie van enig toestel kunnen 
opnemen is vele malen groter dan die waarmee de mens met de thans bekende 
middelen informatie aan een toestel kan meedelen. 

XII 

Het zal dikwijls lonend zijn de efficientie van een rekentuig, dat een vast deel 
van een regelsysteem uitmaakt, te verhogen door het programma uiteindelijk 
in machinecode te schrijven. 

XIII 

Bij bet verwerken van een in een programmeertaal gescbreven programma 
vindt vaak een foutmelding plaats indien een matrixelement buiten de matrix
grenzen valt. Het is dan ecbter zeer gewenst dat ook de identiteit en de 
waarde van de foutieve index worden aangewezen. 

XIV 
Overeenkomstig de humanistiscbe traditie in bet verleden, is bet een essentiele 
taak van bet bumanisme in de toekomst de mensbeid te helpen bevrijden van 
bet vooroordeel, in de meest algemene zin van bet woord. 




